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Editor's Foreword
It is with great pleasure that Research in the Teaching

of English inaugurates its new schedule of three issues per
year with a special issue devoted to the 1972 Minnesota
NCTE Seminar on Research in English Education. As
Professor Rosenbaum indicates in his summary article, the
Seminar was a major event for those who participated.
The following articles and reports will capture a part of its
flavor; the rest must come from a viewing of the videotapes
described by Professor Graves.

A special issue initiates the new schedule of publication
in a fitting manner because we have found that RTE was
bursting at the seams. The number of worthy articles sub-
mitted for publication has grown. The bibliography has
expanded. The -need for reviews and articles of news has
increased. A thrice-yearly schedulefall, winter, and spring
seemed an appropriate step. We are grateful to the Trustees
of the Research FOundation of the National Council of
Teachers of English for their support of this expansion and
of the issue now before you.

This special issue is somewhat out of phase with what
we hope will be the normal production schedule. The
Fall and Winter issues will be devoted to submitted reports
of research and articles on research topics. The semi-
annual bibliography will also appear in these issues. The
Spring issue, will be devoted to reviews and articles dealing
with broader conceptual articles related to research in the
teaching of English. That issue will be edited by Professor
Hoetker. The first review issue will appear in 1974.



The New Research

PETER S. ROSENBAUM
Teachers College, Columbia University

If the gathering cited in the headnote of this essay en-
dures in the memory of the profession, it is most unlikely
to do so for any cause that could be directly attributed to
the papers that follow in this volume, which, taken as a
collection, constitute the information base to which the
NCTE conference applied its energies. This opinion is
offered with no intended disrespect either for the quality
or for the insightfulness of these works; the point is rather
this: their content possesses no special characteristics
that would identify them with the conference. Each paper
stands alone, self-contained. Without explicit conference
identification, the reader could conclude his dealings with
them without ever realizing that a conference has taken
place. To the extent that this particular NCTE conference
will emerge as a landmark, it will do so less because of its
tangible output than because of its impact as an experience
on the minds of those people who participated in it. To a
certain degree, a researcher's thinking is altered, however
minutely, in every professional encounter. But for many
participants in this conference, the experience occasioned
such a scrambling of basic assumptions regarding research
in English Education as to augur a profound alteration
in the structure of existing patterns of research activity..
"Research Design," as a label, exists still; the NCTE con-
ference did not record any change in the name of the game.
But it did witness, however briefly, and with degrees of effect
varying from individual to individual, a change in the game
of the name. And in whatever way that the conference
experience has compelled its participants to think and act
in new ways, and to influence colleagues, students, and clients

145
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in the process, in that way will it become worthy of
recollection.

If the conjecture developed in this rep6rt is correct, the
Minnesota NCTE Seminar has breathed life into a New
Research.

THE The first suggestion that there could be anything unusual
INITIAL about this conference emerges in the juxtaposition of the

UNSETTLING program content of the conference with the prior expec-
tations of the participants, for whom it was a special event.
After all, conferences of this sort are infrequently spon-
sored by NCTE, primarily because of the associated ex-
pense. Further, the conference was invitational, giving it an
aura of exclusivity and high purpose; and too, it was care-
fully and elaborately planned over a period of more than
a year. What confusions' and uncertainties are thus occa-
sioned during one's first encounter with the titles of the
papers that were to comprise the program content! Con-
sidered individually, as journal offerings perhaps, these
titles are without fault, but as the agenda for a summit
conference on Research in English Education, well, at the
very least, one would feel compelled to ask a few questions.
If "anthropological research models," why then not socio-
logical models, psychological models, ecological models?

MINNESOTA NCTE SEMINAR
ON RESEARCH IN ENGLISH EDUCATION

Invited Papers:
"Research in the Teaching of English: The Troubled

Dream"
"Anthropological Research Models"
"Measurement and Evaluation"
"Research into Imagic Association and Cognitive Inter-

pretation"

"Some Types of Research on Response to Literature"
"A Dynamic Medium for Creative Thought"'

' Unfortunately "A Dynamic Medium for Creative Thought" by Alan
Kay is not printed in this volume for technical reasons. Much of the,
paper was a slide-tape demonstration not suitable for reproduction in
print.
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If "response to literature," why then not research on crea-
tive and expositor), writing? And what connection is sup-
posed to be drawn between the notion of research and "a
dynamic medium for creative thought"? And with what
strand of research English Education is "imagio asso-
ciation and cognitive interpretation" to be identified? The
mind stumbles when it attempts to reconcile this selection
of topics with its expectations. The list seems loose and
unorganized, not at all what one might have anticipated.

And then, all at once and for the first time, the mind
finds itself entertaining the possibility that the problem
may not reside in the program content at all, but rather
with the expectations, in other words, that the mind has
been hypnotiied by its own preconception of what re-
search is. In defense, the mind retreats into a state of sus-
pended judgment. For, yes, it is still possible that the con-
tent of the conference is defective; but it is equally pos-
sible that the program content is perfect and that the mind
has thus far failed to get the message: Research in English
Education is not a "babbling brook,"

In retrospect, it was the roles to be played by the authors
of the conference papers during the conference, rather than
the subjects of their papers, that are most suggestive of a
hidden agenda.

MINNESOTA NCTE SEMINARS
ON RESEARCH IN ENGLISH EDUCATION

Invited Roles:
a researcher laureate in English Educt6on
an anthropologist
a psychometrician
a philosopher
a European researcher
a technologist

The diversity of role is so striking here, the departure
from homogeneity so complete, as to suggest premedita-
tion, deliberate intent. Inquires the mind, Why the di-
versity? For its own sake? Perhaps, but unlikely, for the
invitations do seem clearly to reflect a relatedness to En-
glish Education. More likely, this explicit diversity is in-
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tended to convey and support the fact that the very def-
initions of research are not absolute definitions, but def-
initions relative to specific points of view, the philosopher's,
the anthropologist's, the technologist's. The past quarter
century, with its intensification of human interaction
through electronic mediation and communication, has wit-
nessed the fall of one constant after another from the
heights of exclusivity and timelessness. Has the moment
not come (perhaps even passed) for Research in English
Education? Perhaps the conference agenda is telling us
that a new richness of understanding will emerge in the
process of coming to grips with growing uncertainty,
that ideas and positions can no longer be worked out in
the context of the refinement or deepening of a specific
and established frame of reference, that what is called
for is rather a magical feat of extension in which the mind
permits itself to play over all available perspectives, seek-
ing new linkages, building new configurations.

If all this is plausible, the content organization finds,
at last, a reasonable interpretation, for the invited speakers,
by virtue of their diversity of interest and outlook, could
be expected to serve as invaluable catalysts and foil:; in
a conference striving to lay bare existing overlaps arnnog
nominally distinct frames of reference. It seems not to
have been the message of the conference that we throw
away our intellectual technology, but rather that we step
outside of ourselves in order to understand the biases t)f
existing conceptions of research. Thus, the selection of
contributol:, tomes very close to the ideal, for what a rich
galaxy of thought this group could be expected to generate!

SEMINAR If extension, interconnection, and overlap formed the
DESIGN tacit agenda for the NCTE Seminar, this message was

confirmed, reenforced, and amplified by the very design
of the conference. If the agenda was the bait, the con-
ference design was the beaters. There was no escape.

The physical environment for the conference was a
small motel in St. Paul, an unwieldy distance from the
metropolitan attractions of the Twin Cities. Diversity had
to be dealt with on a very practical level, for if not in the
isolation of his room, a participant was inevitably in con-
tact with other participants.
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The size of the conference, too, encouraged mutuality.
The list of participants numbered no more than sixty, thus
fostering an intimacy with respect to the Seminar that
probably could not have been achieved in more spacious
facilities with a greater number of participants. In a more
commodious setting, one could easily have found refuge
in a mass identity; upon encounter with a colleague, one
would likely not feel compelled to engage in discussion
of the issues of the conference. But at this conference,
interaction seemed to acquire a sense of urgency and im-
portance. In a sense, the participants were sharing a life-
boat with their colleagues. One saw the same people,
over and over again, and as the drama of the conference
mounted, more and more would a participant be inclined
to seek counsel and discussion with other participants,
not necessarily because of a perceived convergence of
professional, interest, but simply because other participants
were there and could be expected to have opinions about
the proceedings.

Then too, there was the treatment of literal content. The
papers that follow in this volume were commissioned by
NCTE's Committee on Research not for presentation
the Seminar, but rather to serve as a content base for dis-
cussion. The papers were distributed in advance; no event
took place that featured the direct transmittal of informa-
tion. The conference was organized around a series of
telerecorded panel discussions, each involving the author
of one of the papers, a moderator, and two or three con-
sultants selected in advance from the participant list ap-
parently according to criteria again suggestive of the de-
sire to establish overlap, a linking up of diverse points of
view. And then there was the "studio audience," the par-
ticipants themselves, watching the show live, as it were,
contributing to it and influencing its direction, as a Greek
chorus, as a jury, as a sounding board.

What mysterious effects accompanied the television aspect
of the conference! Perhaps more because of the television
than any other single factor, the content of the conference
began to emerge in the mind not as the papers under
discussion, but as the participants themselves. Each of us
was the content, our opinions, our responses, our actions.
It was in these televised sessions that the mind could first
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begin to discern that the definitional foundations of research
were being loosened, were being shaken free from their
anchors in the visual and graphic world of the professional
literature. Wherever the issues lay, they were being sought
not through the Once-removed world of print, but through
human encounter in a family setting, through direct, first-
hand confrontation in real time.

Somehow, the television converted the meeting into a
family affair, fostering a spirit of cooperation and mutual
involvement, and engendering a commitimnt to seek re-
solution of issues communally. No one who participated
in the NCTE Seminar will ever forget the incident of in-
terchange during one of the televised panel discussions
where an apparent inability of the participants to achieve
understanding resulted in the rejoinder remembered as
"Well, you do your thing and I'll do mine"a total break-
down in communication, and a jarring, discordant note in
a setting that had been designed not merely to be suppor-
tive of tolerance for different approaches, but to achieve
a predisposition to seek new syntheses based upon dif-
ferent approaches.

Working Parties

As if the televised "Plenary Sessions" had not establi-hed
sufficient basis for overlap to become perceptible, the par-
ticipants had been preassigned to one of six "Working
Parties" that nominally were to reflect distinct disciplinary
perspectives.

Working Party Designations
Language Development
Reading
Interdisciplinary Studies
Sociolinguistics, Psycho-
linguistics, and Reading
Literature

k.>
Composing and Speech
Method and Curriculum

The Working Parties met after each televised panel dis-
cussion to contemplate the content of these discussions in
the light of the designated disciplinary identifications or,
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at the very least, in the light of whatever perspectives
would actually emerge in the course of Working Party
deliberations. As it turned out, homogeneity of outlook
was achieved rather imperfectly, several parties seeming
to be more microcosmic of the entire conference than of
specific disciplinary interestsnot that it seemed to matter
in the least.

Thus, in the beginning there were the conference papers,
delivered to the particirants and read by them in advance.
Second, there was a new amalgam generated by the con-
ference itself in the context of the televised panel discus-
sions. Finally, there was the dissection and reconstitution
of these data in the smaller groups, which allowed greater
freedom of expression to the participants and more time
to explore in depth. What a scrambling, what a disman-
tling, what confusion, what new riches, for the totality
of a new mosaic was there for all to see and experience.

Sequence

And, finally, the keystone of the Seminar design, the
impelling force, a task- and goal-oriented sequence of
events that had been conceived in such a manner as to
guarantee the inevitability of closure. Following the last
Working Party session devoted to a panel discussion, the
"recorders" of each Working Party were asked to develop
and submit summary statements of their deliberations
throughout the conference, these statements to be dupli-
cated ol.crnight and distributed to all of the Working
Parties the next day so that each group might generate a
final synthesis of understanding based upon consideration
of the thoughts of all of the Working Parties. There would
then occur a final televised Plenary Session during which
the results of the closure process would be scrutinized and
elevated to public view. In short, there was no escape;
we all shared -in the, challenge, and it was sink or swim.
We felt that we had a job to do and that we had a mutual
responsibility toward one another. And, so, we joined
together and did the job, changing ourselves in the process.

The design aspects of the conference, the conference
medium, if you will, bear not merely upon the question'
of what Research in English Education is, but even more
fundamentally upon a new vision of how to approach
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research and its associated priorities. Under this vision,
truth is perceptible not with the full-blown all-at-onceness
that the print medium leads us to anticipate. Rather,
truth reveals itself tentatively, gradually, fleetingly, through
a scanning process, with all of the uncertainty and promise
of blips on a radar screen. An idea comes to be sensed as
important not because of its immediacy, but because the
researcher experiences a continual reemergence of the idea
over time, as with the recurrent themes of the NCTE
Seminar. An idea appears on the screen and keeps reap-
pearing with each sweep of the luminescent scanner; it
will not remain forever, but the longer it remains and the
larger it becomes, the more prominent beComes its presence
in the mind, perhaps as an idea, perhaps as an issue, perhaps
as a priority, perhaps as an intuition. Research becomes
a dynamic, changing affair, achieving, one might imagine,
or at least hope, an easier, more comfortable relationship
with the world of data and events, a Research Design for
exploring the world, yes, but being a part of it at the same
time.

THE BLIPS The medium of a "report" inexorably imposes on the
ON THE conscience of the writer the obligation to deal with the
SCREEN content of events as well as with the events themselves,

notwithstanding the fact that without its experiential as-
pect the content of the NCTE Seminar is as dry and sparse
as the physics of a golf swing. To the extent that the con-
tent of the NCTE Seminar was revealed to the partici-
pants, it was revealed not through print, but through ex-
perience, through scanning, through the recurrence of
themes in informal meetings, in the Plenary Sessions, and
in the meetings of the Working Parties. To the extent that
the Seminar is revealed to others through the viewing
and study of videotaped record of plenary sessions, pro-
duced by Michael Graves, it may seem fragmentary, dif-
fuse, and highly varied. It is perhaps best here, therefore,
to make no attempt at a literal rendering, bilt rather to
attempt a reconstruction of the blips that did, in fact,
appear on the screen for those three categories of events
where documentation is extant. Perhaps in this way the
reader will come to sense the rhythm and shape of issues
and concerns.
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The information basis of the NCTE Seminar as embodied
in the invited Seminar papers.

BLIP
A proposed style of research premised upon a liberating
notion that would establish goals not in terms of popu-
lation norms (i.e., "the average student") , but in terms
of the actual observed differences in people with various
levels of formal schooling; and a strategy of schooling
that would replace the literal by the interpretive.

BLIP
A theory of evaluation that relates the technology of
evaluation to practical bases upon which quality ra-
tionales can be constructed.

BLIP
A new medium (electronic) that could make graphic
design an inexpensively accessible public medium and
art form, with the likelihood of profound impact on the
foundations of the English curriculum.

BLIP
Notes of hesitancy, uncertainty, discontinuity, question-
ing, seeking, suggesting. . . .

BLIP
An anthropological overlay on educational research,
stressing fewer statistics and more personal involvement,
fewer rigid conceptual forms for investigating educa-
tional processes, and greater willingness to consider
cultural factors that influence behavior in educational
settings.

BLIP
An investigation into a human being's internal responses
to information rendered in the literary print medium,
and the perhaps-to-be-expected difficulties of exploring
in such a private domain.
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The Golden Moments of Television (as summarized from
listings prepared by each Working Party during their
final meeting).

BLIP
Harry Broudy's eloquence in pleading for sense in the
discussion of intended classroom outcomes and for a
broadening of our view of behavior relative to educa-
tional goals, but equally his personal control, a model
performance.

BLIP
The friction between Carol Talbert and Robert Ca lfee
on the matter of the perspective of the researcher, on
matters of "rightness," "absoluteness," and "relativity";
and the breakdown of the interchange between the two,
a moment of drama.

BLIP
Janet Emig's gnawing and compelling amplification of
Dwight Burton's opening remarks, specifically suggest-
ing a reconceptualization of both the purposes and the
scope of research in English Education and a broaden-
ing of both.

BLIP

The uncomfortable inability of Gunnar Hansson and
James Britton to achieve overlap and closure on basic
assumptions regarding literature and literary response.

BLIP

Julie Jensen's direct questioning of the relevance of Hans-
son's line of research, suggesting a broader scope of
interest and elevating such a broadening to a general
issue.

BLIP
Kenneth Johnson's witty, aggressive, and intimately in-
formal underscoring of the point that any single per-
spective carries with it biases to which the investigator
is blinded, that such biases become readily accessible
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to objective view only when viewed from different per-
spectives; in a real sense, therefore, stating a recurrent
theme that what is called for is not the deepening of
existing perspectives, but the treatment of perspective
as content.

BLIP

Alan Kay's description of new instructional modes grow-
ing out of computer technology.

BLIP

Peter Rosenbaum's understated observation that if one
is seeking to understand the significance of media tech-
nology for English Education, one should not permit
hardware to induce hypnosis, for it is as much the style
of thought in which the development of media tech-
nology is couched as it is the hardware that is likely to
result in curricular and pedagogical transformations.

BLIP

The stir created by James Hoetker's observation con-
cerning the de facto influence of political and social
factors upon research and Research Design.

Recurrent themes in the Working Party discussions (as
quoted or adapted from summaries prepared during their
penultimate sessions).

BLIP

"The nature of 'research' seemed to be in question
throughout."

BLii-'

"Great need for research centers."

BLIP

"Need for interdisciplinary understanding."
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"Reading research is at present fragmented and at a
preparadigmatic stage. There is a need to synthesize
basic concepts from existing reading studies."

BLIP

"Let the research be suited to the question."

BLIP

"The reward system (of the profession) discourages
integration in research and encourages fragmentation.
This must be changed."

BLIP

"The committee (i.e., Working Party) on Interdisci-
plinary Studies encourages researchers to employ the
perspectives and methodologies of many disciplines
(e.g., anthropology, sociology, psychology, linguistics,
etc.) . The types of research which utilize the strategies
of many disciplines will most likely provide the best
evidence possible in examining research questions."

BLIP

"English educators must be sufficiently trained in sta-
tistics to talk intelligently to statisticians.- One course in
statistics is not enough."

BLIP

"They also need enough knowledge of anthropology
and sociology ;:c; talk to anthropologists and sociolo-
gists."

BLIP

"I -low are the responses to literature related to perceived
goals of education in literature?"

BLIP

"Explore what a research center might be like."
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BLIP
"Don't be apologetic about nonquantifiable data. Ex-
plore other methodse.g., case studies, interaction anal-
ysis, etc."

BLIP
"We need above all to broaden our own notion of what
research is."

BLIP
"Graduate students :need tobe involved in research
throughout their schooling, not merely when engaging
in dissertation study."

BLIP
"We need and must support more 'conceptual' research,
based upon present knowledge , and leading to new
theoretical frameworks."

BLIP
"Our research questions must be thOse that are asked
in ways that are meaningful tri' Lpplicalile to school sit-
uations and Leachers. We cannot afford to ignore the
pressing real-world problems, and we cannot expect that
some other middleman will use our findings for us."

THE In the final analysis, from what perspective is the con-
MEANING ference itself to be viewed, in what way does it acquire

OF THE its meaning and deliver its message?
SEMINAR Perhaps one way of coming to grips with this question

is to start with the recognition that the design idiosyn-
crasies of this particular NCTE conference were not for-
tuitous; they were deliberately planned by the NCTE
Committee on Research under the leadership of James
Squire.' It is thus not altogether too far-fetched to spec-

1 The planning committee included Charles C. Cooper and Walter
Petty, State University of New York, Buffalo; Thomas Devine, Boston
University; Peter Rosenbaum, Teachers College, Columbia University,
conference recorder; and James R. Squire. Doris Gunderson, Alan Purves,
and Robert Hogan assisted in selection of participants. Michael Graves
and Eugene Piche, University of Minnesota, were cochairmen for arrange-
ments. and Mr. Graves produced the videotaped record.
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'ulate that content, structures, and processes of the con-
ference, hence its message, evidence a Grand Scheme that
originated in Squire's imagination. In all aspects that gave
the conference its special flavor, Squire's hand can be seen;
in the selection of the contribution, in the design of the
communications, structure of the conference, in the format-
ing of events, and in the establishment of their sequence,
and in the designation of physical setting. For sure, Squire's
role was vital.

But if the ultimate source of the message is Squire, and
if this conference was his way of communicating with the
profession, there is an equally compelling sense in which
Squire could be acting as the unwitting agent of a general
societal trend of such magnitude and profundity as to
alter fundamentally whatever it may touch, including Re-
search in English Education. No matter what the impetus
provided by Jim Squire and the Committee on Research,
it is inconceivable that we could witness the events re-
ported on herein if the participants themselves had not
been prepared for such a happening. If Squire created
the vehicle, we were all willing to go along for the ride;
if Squire created the medium, we were all willing to take
the plunge, to immerse ourselves in the new experience.

From the outset of the conference, the tone was one of
toleration, of conciliation, almost as if the participants
sensed something in the wind. Personal animosity, to the
extent that it revealed itself at, all, served not as a call to
battle, but as an unhappy note of failure; dramatic, amus-
ing, justified at timesperhaps, but always disconcerting,
for it implied an inability of the participants to examine
their own biases objectively. Tenseness and fence-building,
as it may have existed during the early meetings of the
Working Parties, gradually lessened as the incompatibility
of such behavior with the drift and felt intent of the con-
ference became apparent. Barriers were lowered and re-
placed by linkages of mutual commitment. Those in the
profession who can remember the aggressive zeal with
which argumentation used to rage in comparable profes-
sional gatherings not just a few years ago will pause here
for reflectidn. The point is not . that we have exhausted
the supply of ideas to be studied and acted upon, but
rather that our attitudes appear to be changing in such a
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manner as to alter the structure of our professional inter-
action. Perhaps we are ridding ourselves of our disciplinary
ethnicity.

It is worth noting that the general pattern of inform2.tion
processing at the conference directly reflects changes that
have taken place in each of us, individually, as the result
of our membership in an electronic society. We have,
as others have noted, become information processors on
a grand scale. Styles of research are likely to change simply
as a consequence of the growing perceived necessity of
conserving real time. Many readers of this volume will
not "read" it at all, at least not in the sense of reading that
is implicit in the tests used to measure reading achieve-
ment in schools. The New Reader will scan this volume;
he will program his interaction with commercial television
with a flip of the TV selector dial. The New Reading is
a tool for dealing with a new reality. As McLuhan ob-
serves, men are not left untouched by the tools they in-
vent and use. New tools make new men. The NCTE
Seminar revealed to its participants, however fleetingly,
however tentatively, however vaguely, a new conceptual
tool, a new and compelling technique for seeing. And in
the application of this new tool will arise the New Research,
a research that will be global in its effect on how re-
search is conceived, how it is executed, and how it seg-
ments and labels the reality to which it is applied.

Such is the message 1:,f 1972 Minnesota NCTE Seminar
on Research in English Education.

We have thus a situation of unusual kinetic potential.
The mind has been tantalizr31, but the shape and substance
of what is to come, of actions and events that are to. shape
the directions of the profession, are yet hidden from our
view and will take form only gradually in the course of
our interaction with colleagues, students, and clients.

But surely, by the publication of the papers for the
next NCTE Seminar on Research, the secret will be out.
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The Troubled Dream

DWIGHT L. BURTON
Florida State University

Why speak about research in the teaching of English as
a "troubled dream," other than to inject a humanistic fillip
into an otherwise pedestrian title, though "troubled dream,"
as far as the writer knows, is not a specific allusion to any-
thing in Shakespeare, "Wordsworth, or T. S. Eliot. "Re-
search" has a highly positive connotation in American
culture, suggesting the rational, scientific approach to truth
and knowledge, and is the premium of academe, though
in the humanistic-oriented English teaching profession
there has been an abiding uneasiness with quantitative
methods and perhaps with the empirical approach gen-
crally. Yet we have great hopes for what research can
do for us in the teaching of English. Though at the mo-
ment, we acknowledge that research has had little to do
with curriculum structure and teaching methods in English,
we have the feeling that answers are just around the corner
if we could but design the right studies. To do better, with
appropriately more important implications for teaching,
what we have clone before is the objective of many involved
with research in the field. J. Stephen Sherwin, for example,
concludes his critique of 1969 on research in selected areas
of the teaching of English with the caveat, "All we can
do is to proceed along the path already taken and to try
to step more cautiously and wisely. The urgent need is for
improved techniques for educational research and for all
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other behavioral investigations".1 And Edward Summers,
reviewing research in the teaching of reading in secondary
schools in 1967, avers that new questions are not needed,
only better research attacks on those .already raised.2 Thus,
the dream part.

The troubled part refers to the disappointments and
frustrations, consistently and almost monotonously voiced,
with the fruits of research that so far has been clone in the
teaching of English. For instance, the authors of the "state
of knowledge" reports so far published by the National
Council of Teacher of English find much more to discuss
about what research has not accomplished than about what
it has.3 Most reviewers of research shake their heads
sadly over the quality of much of what they review, and
listings of common faults that make research inconclusive
or invalid are strikingly similar over. the past twenty-five
years.

One would hope that the dream would persevere and
become more serene in the years ahead. Perhaps we have
expected too much of an effort that is relatively young and
we may have underestimated the difficulty of probing, for
our particular reasons, the mysteries of human behavior,
its development and change. Actually, the student of re-
search in the teaching of English can find much to rejoice
about as he looks back over the last decade. Research
activity in the field has represented a virtual explosion.
The commitment of the profession generally to research
is far greater now than it was a few years ago. Federal
funding, though now drastically and, hopefully tempo-
rarily reduced, has supported the effort on a large scale.

1J. S. Sherwin, Four Problems in Teaching English: A Critique of
Research (Scranton, Penn,: International Textbook Co., 1969) . p. 189.

2E. Summers, "Reading in the secondary school," Review of Educa-
tional Researi.h XXXVII (April 1967) , pp. 134-151.

'R. Braddock, R. Lloyd-Jones, and L. Schoer, Research in Written
Composition (Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 1963) ; W. Petty, P. Herold, and
E. Stoll, The State of Knowledge about the Teaching of Vocabulary
(Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 1968) ; A. C. Purves and R. Beach, Literature
and the Reader: Research in Response to Literature, T rading Interests,
and the Teaching of Literature (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1972) .
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A new journal, Research in the Teaching of English, be-
gan publication in 1967:

Substantive Emphases

What directions and emphases, may show through the
burgeoning of research in recent years? Since Research in
the Teaching of English began publication, Nathan S.
Blount has prepared for each semi-annual issue a bibliog-
raphy of research in the field. His bibliography for the
period January 1, 1971June 30, 1971 lists 389 references,
196 of them in the teaching of reading. The next largest
category (41 references) Blount labels "Verbal Learning
and Cognitive Dvelopment." Categories with approximately
eival numbers of references (about 25 each) are: 1. The
English Teacher and the Curriculumstatus surveys, meth-
ods and materials; 2. Teaching Literature; 3. Teaching
English Skills; 4. Teaching Written Composition and Rhe-
toric; 5. Teaching Oral Language. The final two cate-
goriesTeacher Education and Teaching English as a Sec-
ond Languageinclude about a dozen references each.

Of the eleven studies reported in the two issues of RTE
for 1971, two each are in language development, teacher
education, the teaching of literature, and the teaching of
writing; one each are in the teaching of grammar, the
teaching of reading comprehension, and the combined
teaching of writing and reading.

Further light on substantive areas of emphasis in recent
research is shed by those studies which have received
particular recognition through the distinguished research
awards, the premising researcher citations, and the re-
search monographs of the National Council of Teachers
of English.4 The distinguished research awards are given
either for individual studies or for general contributions
in the field. Of the eight annual awards so far, all except
one have been given for research in linguistics or language
development (the exception being Wayne Booth's The
Rhetoric of Fiction). Four of the awards were for studies

This paper was prepared mainly in the early spring of 1972. The
Distinguished research awards and the promising researcher citations are
announced each year at the November meeting of the NCTE. The
monographs are published on an irregular schedule.
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in the language development of children and adolescents.5
One award went to a study of the social stratification of
English in New York City,5 while two were given for gen-
eral contributions in linguistic research to Raven I. Mc-
David and Albert H. Marckwardt.

The promising researcher citations instituted by the
NCTE in 1970 are made for initial major research of ex-
ceptional merit. All of the twelve citations so far have been
of doctoral dissertations in the general area of language
development or the relation of language factors to reading
comprehension or writing performance except one which
was a study of the implications of Burke's rehtoric for the
high school program. .

Thirteen research monographs have been published by
the NCTE as of this writing, several reporting the same
studies which won distinguished research awards. Four
deal with language development, three with response to
literature, two with the effects of transformational gram-
mar on writing performance, and one each with: NCTE
attitudes toward language; the relationship of drama study
to theater attendance; predicting the future of the English
curriculum; the composing processes of twelfth graders.

It is obvious from this summary that the research is
widely diverse, and like the subject of English itself, "re-
search in the teaching of English" is hard to define. None-
theless, the research has tended to concentrate on tradi-
tional concerns of the English curriculumthe teaching
of language, literature, and composition. There is a paucity
of actual research (though much writing) on widely dis-
cussed recent concerns and developments such as effects

5 K. W. Hunt, Grammatical Structures Written at Three Grade Levels
(Champaign, /11.: NCTE, 1965) [Originally published as CRP #1998,
USOE]; R. G. Strickland, The Language of Elementary School Children:
Its Relationship to the Language of Reading Textbooks and the Quality
of Reading of Selected Children (Bloomington, Ind.: School of Education,
Indiana University, 1962) ; W. Loban, The Language of Elementary
School Children (Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 1963) [The study was origi-
nally published in a report to the USOE in 1961]; C. Chomsky, The
Acquisition of Syntax in Children from 5 to 10 (Cambridge, Mass.:
M.I.T. Press, 1969).

°W. Labov, The Social Stratification of English in New York City
(Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics: 1966) .
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of new curriculum structures on learning in English, use
of dramatic activities, use of technology, and effects of
and response to non-print media. Certainly research in
language development, particularly syntactic control, rep-
resents a heavy emphasis, and research in this field,
coupled with study of applications to teaching of linguis-
tics, dominates the research that has surfaced for special
recognition.

Emphases in Design

What of current trends or emphases in research design
or genres of research? Of the eleven studies reported in
,the 1971 issues of RTE, six were experimental, two de-
scriptive surveys, two relational or correlational studies,
and one a cross-sectional analysis. The experimental study,
long a staple of educational research, is far less prominent
in the research that has received special recognition through
the NCTE. None of the distinguished research awards for
specific studies has been given for an experimental study.
Four have gone to basically cross-sectional analyses of lan-
guage development, and one for a work of literary criticism.
Only one of the twelve promising researcher citations has rec-
ognized an experimental study. Six have been given to cross-
sectional analyses of performance, four to relational studies,
and one to a content analysis. Three of the NCTE research
monographs are based on experimental studies, two on a lon-
gitudinal analysis (Loban) , five on cross-sectional analyses,
and one each on historical survey, descriptive survey using a
questionnaire technique, and case studies.

The prominence of cross-sectional analyses in recog-
nized research correlates with the recent emphasis on
language acquisition and development. The research of
Kellogg Hunt, Ruth Strickland, and Roy O'Donnell, Wil-
liam Griffin and Raymond Norris7 has set a general pattern
for many other studies. The relative absence of experi-
mental studies in recognized research, despite the prom-
inence of the genre generally, underscores the fact that
good experimental designs are simply harder to build than
other types. The experimental studyusually involving the

R. C. O'Donnell, W. J. Griffin and R. C. Norris, Syntax of Kindergarten
and Elementary School Children: A Transformational Analysis (Cham-
paign, DU NCTE, 1967) .
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effects of teaching methods, curricular arrangements, or
materialshave been dogged with especial problems which
may or may not be insurmountable in research in the
teaching of English. Longitudinal studies are rare for the
obvious reason that they require vast expenditures of time
and resources. Funding for studies such as that of Loban
is hard to get, and many researchers, especially doctoral
students and young professors hoping to earn promotion,
are loath to invest eight or ten years in any one research.
Case study technique has been out of fashion generally
in most educational research for some yearsa fact which
this writer bemoans later in this paper.

General Criticisms and Problems of Research

Though there are some evidences of cumulative progres-
sion in recent research related to the teaching of English
that in certain aspects of language development, for ex-
ample, and the sequence of important studies by Bateman
and Zidonis, Mellon, and O'Hare 8 on the effects of sentence-
combining techniques derived from transformational gram-
mar on writing performancemany critics have pointed to
the fragmentary, isolated, unrelated nature of much of the
research, a prOblem shared no doubt by other fields in
education. The basic problem is one of dissemination.
Most doctoral research, still a significant part of the total
research in the field, does. not get beyond the supervisory
committee, except for an occasional inter-library loan, and
many of the projects, particularly in the small grants cat-
egory, sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education end in
undisseminated reports to Washington. The NCTE publi-
cation program, including RTE, has helped much, but
the major breakthrough was represented by the establish-
ment of the NCTE/ERIC which recently has been com-
bined with the former dealing house on reading based at
Indiana University and is now titled Clearinghouse on

D. Bateman and F. Zidonis, The Effect of a Study of Transformational
Grammar on the Writing of Ninth and Tenth Graders, (Champaign,
paign, Ill.: NCTE, 1966) ; J. C. Mellon, Transformational Sentence Com-
bining (Champaign, NCTE, 1969) ; F. O'Hare, The effect of sentence
combining not dependent on formal knowledge of a grammar in the
writing of seventh graders. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Florida
State University, 1971.
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Reading and Communication Skills. The impact of the
clearing house operation is just beginning to be felt.

The participants in a research seminar held at New York
University in 1963 identified some problems that are still
much in evidence?' A major one is that change in the
significant competencies associated with achievement in
English come slowly. Short-term experimentation of a few
weeks or months is often doomed to conclude with the
tired refrain, "no significant differences." The participants
pointed out, too, that since so much research has been dis-
missed as trivial or inconclusive, researchers frequently
attempt to take on too much in one study in order to ob-
tain more widely generalizable results. Careful generaliza-
tion in terms of very specific pouIations need not vitiate
studies, but a time-honored fault in research is to gener-
alize beyond the specific data gathered.

Most of the criticism of research design has centered
on the experimental study, an indication both of the high
status and inherent problems of experimental research.
Doris Gunderson has summarized succinctly some basic
faults in design of experimental studies in English." She
points particularly to lack of specificity in basic postulates
Or assumptions and to the frequent lack of explicit, log-
ically derived hypotheses. She cites, too, the farriiliar
problems of samplingincompleteness, lack of a specific
sampling plan, and lack of well-defined populations. Con-
trol of variables is, of course, the eternal ghost haunting
experimental studies. In most educational studies, com-
plete control of variables that could affect outcomes is
impossible, though many designs could be tighter than
they are. It is, in fact, the problem of control of variables
that makes many researchers settle for designs that can only
produce trivial results.

Walter Petty cites a serious, related problem of experi-
mental studies of methods or teaching strategies: "A major
flaw in most of the studies examined . . . was the lack of
specificity as to the part a particular method or procedure
played in a study. The studies simply did not satisfac-

g L. M. Rosenblatt, Research Development Seminar in the Teaching
of English (New York Univ.: 1963) . [A report to the USOE.]

1°D. V. Gunderson, "Flaws in research design," Research in the Teach-
ing of English, (Spring, 1967), pp. 10-16.
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torily compare methods . . . possibly such comparisons
shall continue to be absent from the research scene, not
because methods could not be detailed specifically, but
because the skills needed for learning from the applica-
tion of different methods may well be so different, so lack-
ing in similarity, even, that they are not comparable. These
skills, too, may be learned and held with varying degrees
of success by different individuals due to many, as yet
unexplored, factors."11

Naivete in use of statistical procedures and inappro-
priate statistical techniques long have been frequently
mentioned shortcomings of research in the teaching of
English. Most researchers today have statistical expertise
and computer assistance in analysis of data at hand. Even
so, some students of research design maintain that many
studies, otherwise well designed, use statistical analyses that
have insufficient power to detect significant effects or changes
in terms of the magnitude of the effect and the number of
subjects. "No significant difference," then, may be sometimes
purely a function of the analysis used and the interpretation
of its results.12

What Follows

Following this general overview, this paper will attempt
to identify in the next section some of the more specific
accomplishments and problems in several arbitrarily se-

lected substantive areas of research in the teaching of En-
glish: 1. Curriculum; 2. Language development; 3. The
teaching of written composition; 4. The teaching of lite-a-
ture; 5. The teaching of oral language and use of dra-
matic activities. No attempt is made to review the re-
search in each of these areas in a comprehensive sense,
nor is there any claim that the "best" studies necessarily
have been identified. "Research," for the purposes of this
paper, is defined generally as that fitting into the categories
identified abovestatus surveys, relational and correla-
tional studies, longitudinal studies, cross-sectional analyses,
experimental studies, and case studies.

The final section will suggest some possibilities and

"Petty, op. cit., pp. 84-35.
"Based on discussion with Prof. F. J. King, Florida State University.
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make some recommendations for future research in the
teaching of English.

The rather awkward double title of this subsection
"design and status"suggests its organization: first, a
statement of what has not been done and then a statement
about some useful research on curriculum status. The
lack of impact of research on curriculum design has be-
come a refrain in this paper as it is in other general state-
ments about research in the teaching of English. Despite
much recent experimentation with curriculum patterns
in English in the schools, there has been virtually no re-
search on the connection between design and learning
Outcomes.

The federally supported curriculum study centers the
1960's might have helped to fill this gap, but they did not.
Most of them were materials producing enterprises (val-
uable, of course, in that function) , and though there were
a few attempts to devise new instruments to measure what
was taught in particular programs, there was no syste-
matic effort to evaluate the success of most of the programs
or to compare their effects with those of curriculum de-
signs they were to supersede. Furthermore, the theory
upon which most of the programs were based, the Bruner -
ian concept of cumulative sequence, was being questioned
widely even before many of the centers had finished their
work.

Perhaps the most widespread and fashionable innova-
tion in curriculum design in secondary school English in
recent years is that of short-term electives, in which tradi-
tional grade levels may or may not be preserved, a de-
sign given much publicity through the publications from
the Trenton, Michigan, High School on its "non-graded
phase elective curriculum" 13 Yet again, evidence on the
success of such programs, especially in terms of student
learning, is scarce. In his survey of elective programs in
English, published in 1972, George Hillocks, Jr. found
that few of the programs featured systematic evaluation
(though he noted that most traditional programs probably

make even "feebler" efforts at evaluation) .14 Department

"Project APEX (Trenton, Michigan Public Schools, 1970) .
" G. Hillocks, Jr. Alternatives in English: A Critical Appraisal of

Elective Programs, (Urbana, Ill.: ERIC/RCS, 1972) .
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chairmen and supervisors connected with elective programs
nearly unanimously reported in the Hillocks survey that
teacher and student attitudes were heightened in elective.
programs, and a few reported such benefits as higher student
grades. fewer discipline problems, and greater student enroll-
ment in English courses. Hillocks concluded that on the
basis of the scant evidence available, elective programs pro-
vide no advantage over traditional programs in terms of
student growth in measurable cognitive areas, and he noted
that many of the courses in programs included in his survey
parallel college and traditional high school offerings and
appear to reflect teacher rather than student interests.

Curriculum designs such as the short-term elective, along
with important curriculum theory like that of James Mof-
fett who labels his work "a chart for further exploration
and a kind of rallying call," 15 need testing through experi-
mental designs so that schools may really know what they
are rallying to. It seems strange, on the one hand, that
more schools, especially college and university laboratory
schools, have not been active in school-wide research on
curriculum design. Yet, on the other hand, some explana-
tions seems obvious. A first Iies in the old problem of
agreeing upon. significant outcomes and of valid means for
measuring or assessing them. The behavioral objectives
movement may or may not have alleviated these problems
it seems too early to tell. A second explanation is that
teachers and administrators are not generally research
oriented, and administrators are loath to risk large groups
of students in la3g-term experimentation.. Sheer logistics
furnish a further explanation. It is not easy, financially and
otherwise, to assemble the kinds of research teams needed
to carry out such experimentation. The curriculum center
projects presented the golden opportunity to solve this
last problem, but perhaps another golden age of federal
funding for research in the teaching of English may come.

Status SErveys

The most valuable research on general curriculum in
English probably is represented by the status surveys,
th most widely known of which are the "national interest"

" J. Moffett, A StudentCentered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades
K -13: A Handbook for Teachers, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968) .
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reports of the NCTE 16 and the Squire-Applebee studies
of selected secondary English programs in the United States
and in England.27 The national interest reports were political
documents, designed to stir action on the federal front, rather
than research publications, but they did draw on status
research and presented information on a national basis
highly valuable at the time. Certainly they were a major
force in generating the English program of the U. S. Office
of Education.

The federally supported Squire-Applebee studies of En-
glish curriculum and teaching methods in a broad sam-
pling of high schools judged to be superior furnished
important information indicating directions for improvement
in English programs and in teaching conditions. The find-
ngs, frequently disheartening to many English educators,
were given greater validity through the methods used in
gathering data, involving site visits and classroom observations
rather than mere summary of information gleaned from
responses to questionnaires.

Curriculum improvement is dependent, of course, on
continuously current and accurate information on the status
of English teaching on a national scale. John C. Maxwell,
Associate Executive Secretary of the National Council of
Teachers of English, has suggested a possible program
which could help to assure a continuous flow of such in-
formation. He suggests that NCTE agencies, working with
colleges and universities, encourage and give some sup-
port and publicity to status studies by graduate students
in various regions of the country.19 The design of the stu-
dies would be the responsibility of local graduate advisors.

Edmund Farrell's unique dissertation predicting the fu-
ture might be considered a status study of the future En-
glish curriculum, 1970-2000,19 and may offer as reliable

"The National Interest and the Teaching of English, (Champaign,
Ill.: NCTE, 1961) ; The National Interest and the Continuing Education
of Teachers of English, (Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 1964) .

17J. R. Squire and R. K. Applebee, High School English Instruction
Today, (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968) ; J. R. Squire and
R. K. Applebee, A Study of the Teaching of. English in Selected British
Secondary Schools. Final Report, USOE Project.

18 The very tentative suggestion was made in a letter to the author
and several others in the Spring of 1972.

1°E. J. Farrell, Deciding The Future: A Forecast of Responsibilities of
Secondary Teachers of English, 1970-2000 AD (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1971) .
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a guide, ascan be charted, for planning for the future.
The forecasts of his panels of specialists are not partic-
ularly startling, representing an extension of present trends.
The non-English specialistsin learning theory, educational
technology, and curriculumforesee more accurate and
significant testing, extensive use of computer-assisted and
other electronically modulated instruction, modular sched-
uling, differentiated staffing, and multi-level ungraded
programs. (In addition, they think most classroom teach-
ers will not be prepared to carry out "action" research
related to their teaching problems by the end of this cen-
tury!) The English specialists foresee more flexible types
of curriculum with clearly defined behavioral objectives,
greater variety in th ^ content and organization of litera-
ture programs, broach. ned language study, greater atten-
tion to processes uncle flying oral and written composition,
and greater emphasis on multi-media learning. Farrell's
use of the "Delphi technique," in which progressive ques-
tionnaires evolve from the response of his panel, is worthy
of study by researchers who plan to use questionnaires.

One can only be impressed, and a bit overwhelmed,
by the bulk of research in language developmentonly
one of the areas of psycho-linguistics researchif only .

after a reading of such reviews as those by Griffin and
MacGinitie.2° As indicated in the previous section, re-
search in syntactic development has dominated that se-
lected for special recognition by the NCTE. Only a few
comments are possible here on the substance and method
of research that has as yet important, but largely unrealized,
potential for the teaching of English.

Despite the quantity of research in the field, it is inter-
esting that comparatively little has been done in the area
of development in transformational-generative 'semantics
("denotative" as contrasted to "connotative" or Hayakawa
semanticsa distinction borrowed from Kellogg W. Hunt),
probably because transformational semantic theory is a ,later

"'IV. J. Griffin, "Children's development of syntactic rontrol," in
Developments in Applied Psycho Linguistics Research, ed. by Sheldon
Rosenberg and James H. Koplin (New York: Macmillan, 1968) , pp. 19-65;
W. M. MacGinitie, "Language development," in Encyclopedia of Edu-
cational Research, Fourth Edition (New York: Macmillan, 1969) , pp.
686 -699.
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development than transformational syntactic theory, and the
sophistication of study of language development has had to
proceed hand in hand with the development of systems for
analyzing the syntactic and semantic components of language.
The recent research of Jeremy Anglin, however, giving a
limited profile of the development of the lexicon from grade
three to adulthood, represents important advances in study
of semantic development,21 and other studies are in progress
such as a doctoral dissertation at the Florida State University
on the progression in acquisition of noun features.

MacGinitie's classification of three basic methods are
"observation," "testing," and "teaching." Using observa-
tion are case studies and cross-sectional analyses of sam-
ples of oral or written languages gathered from natural or
unstructured situations in which language is used. Test-
ing is the central method in those studies which structure
a particular situation in which language must be used in
order to discover, for example, whether children at given
ages can use particular syntactic constructions or know
the meaning of words. A third group of experimental stud-
ies assesses the effects of attempts to teach or condition
language behavior in some way. Studies in this latter cat-
egory encounter, of course, the usual problems of sampling
and control of variables, and the variables affecting language
development may be even more diverse and harder to
control than those affecting other cutcornes in the teaching
of English.

Much of the research in language development has con-
centrated on young children; comparatively little has been
done with adolescents. Carol Chomsky's recent research,
though restricted to the age span from five to ten, shows
that there is a surprisingly late acquisition of some syn-
tactic structures and suggests that active syntactic acquisi-
tion may take place well beyond the age of ten.22

MacGinitie cites a shortcoming of many of the studies
the use as subjects of unusually bright children who may
telescope some stages of language development or pass
through them so quickly that they are not noted by the
observer.

2' J. M. Anglin, The Growth of Word Meaning, (Cambridge, Mass.:
M.I.T. Press, 1970) .

2-"Chomsky, op. cit.
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Implications for teaching and the curriculum are the
major interest of English educators, of course, in research
in language development. Kellogg W. Hunt has suggested a
basic objective for applied researchthe "hastening and
assuring" of syntactic maturity in language use (there may
be some difference of opinion on the desirability of. "has-
tening") and suggests that a basic question for research
may be "At what age does curriculum X or teaching method
Y have a beneficial effect on the use of language?" 23 Hunt
maintains that there are certain sentence transformations
which children more or less automatically learn as a func-
tion of increasing age. Hunt would have researchers dis-
cover what these transformations are so that they could be
taught at an earlier age than that at which they seem to be
used naturally. His research shows, for example, that older
students use the "agent deletion" transform and write
"Aluminum is extracted from bauxite" instead of "Work-
men extract aluminum from bauxite" (making the deci;
sion that it is not important to indicate that workmen do the
extractions) .24

Of course, if syntactic maturity is to be "hastened and
assured," there is an assumption that a valid index of syn-
tactic maturity is availableand there is: Hunt's "T-unit"
index which shows a significant progression from fourth
graders to superior adult writers in the length of terminable
units and the number of reduced sentences embedded
within a main clause.

Some important research already has been carried out in
the vein that Hunt suggests, notably the experimental
studies of John Mellon and Frank O'Hare.25 Both re-
searchers found that syntactic maturity in the writing of
seventh graders was significantly affected by instruction in
sentence embedding.

Herbert Karl suggests that Hunt's index should be sup-
plemented by some assessment of ability to use language
as an "explicit vehicle for logical thought." In the conclusion

2-' This material is abstracted from conversations of the author with
Professor Hunt.

K. W. Hunt, "Teaching syntactic maturity," in Applications of
Linguistics, Selected Papers of the Second International Congress of Ap-
plied Linguistics, (Cambridge, England: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1969) ,
pp. 287-300.

Mellon, op. cit.; O'Hare, op. cit.
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of his dissertation on curricular implications of Jean Piaget's
work, Karl says: "If, as Piaget seems to suggest, there is
a gradual development of the child's ability to understand
and use language for explicitly logical purposes, then it
would be useful to learn the extent to which such logical
maturity parallels syntactic maturity." In order to find
this out, Karl proposed that instruments be constructed
to measure the progression in logical maturity on the basis
of indices posited by Piaget: (1) the "because" of casual
explanation; (2) the "because" and "since" of logical jus-
tification; (3) the "although" of discordance; (4) the "if .

then" of implication; (5) the "either. . .or" of disjunction.
Karl suggests that correlational studies of the relationship
of syntactic and logical maturity would be illuminating.26

Important implications for teaching and curriculum have
been uncovered, too, by research such as that by Loban
and Labov which shows the relationship of language de-
velopment and problems to race and social class.27 The
teaching of standard English as a second dialect can draw
upon a considerable body of research. on the non-standard
features of the speech of blacks and whites and of various
ethnic groups. Loban's longitudinal study, the only one
of its kind, stands as a landmark for other needed long-
term studies.

Rhetorician Walker Gibson wrote in 1969 that "our
teaching of English composition, by and large, has for
years been a shambles. In the schools it is the area where
teachers feel most at sea, confessing themselves most in
need of self-confidence and assistance. In the colleges,
especially in the universities, it falls characteristically into
the least experienced hands, where it is pawed and plied
into a thousand inchoate shapes. The composition teacher,
as everyone knows, can show no respectable theory; his
discipline boasts no scholarship but is planned by dolts,
manned by drudges, and avoided if possible by 'every-
one." 28 Even though things may not be that bad, Dean

" II. Karl, The development of language in children: an analysis
of selected works of Jean Piaget with implications for the English
program, K-9. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State Univ., 1971.

Loban, op. cit.; Labov, op. cit.
'28 1V . Gibson, "Composition as the Center for an Intellectual Life," in

Hues of English, NCTE 1969 Distinguished Zeciures--(Champaign, 111.:
NCTE, 1969) , p. 75.
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Memering, in a recent dissertation, was able to find little
research support for recent theories and approaches in
the teaching of composition, though he found that teaching
approaches could be classified according to four general
rationales.29

In view of pronouncements and findings such as these,
it is not surprising that reviews of research in the teaching
of composition generally have echoed an especially doleful
tone, centering on needed research and the problems in
the field rather than on accomplishments, though the land-
mark publication in 1963 of Research in Written Compo-
sition by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer could review
in detail five exemplary studies and point to some profitable
lines of investigation.3°

Only relatively minor updating, actually, of the Brad-
dock report seems appropriate as Braddock's section in
the Encylopedia of Educational Research indicates.31 The
report was pessimistic about the relation of research done
at that time to the big central question which the editors
posed: ''What kinds of writing following what kinds of
instruction for what kinds of students?" The report stakes
out a considerable expanse of "unexplored territory," rep-
resented by twenty-four questions, the last of which is
"Of what does skill in writing really consist?" This basic
question, and others more specific, suggested to the editors
the usefulness of case studies, and in the report some evi-
dence is summarized on the differences in approaches in
composing of writers adjudged to be good or poor.

The report deals with the problems of assessing per-
formance in composition including the troublesome vari-
ables of the writer himself at a given time when he writes,
of particular assignments in writing, and of the rater or
evaluator. The report calls for improvements and greater
imagination in "frequency count" research on student writ-
ing. A failing, common to much experimental research,
particularly that of doctoral students, is noted: lack of trial
runs or pilot studies which might eliminate the "bugs" from
designs and instruments for evalua.tion.

2°D. Memering, Recent theories and practices in the teaching of
composition. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University,
1971.

8°Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer, op. cit.
21 R. Braddock, "English composition," in Encyclopedia of Educational

Research, Fourth Edition (New York: Macmillan, 1969), pp. 443-461.
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Few hard conclusions resulted from the review of re-
search on environmental and instructional factors influenc-
ing performance in composition: improved performance is
generally related to amount of practice; revision may
help; study of grammar does not help. On the latter point,
though, the participants at the seminar on research in the
teaching of English held at New York University in the
same year the Braddock report was published asserted
that many studies failed to show the relationship between
study of grammar and improved composition because they
did not measure "truly relevant aspects of either gram-
matical knowledge or composition performance." 32 The par-
ticipants did not spell out ways of righting the wrong,
though they wondered wistfully how relatively independent
skills and abilities, or "aspects or proficiency" in English,
might be identified, possibly through "factor analytic
methods."

The relationship of personality factors to the composing
process and to performance in writing (are there innate
personality traits that make better writers of some people
than others?) considerably interested Henry Meckel in his
section in the Handbook of Research in Teaching, though
the research be cites is sparse.33 There seems to have been
little concern with this problem recently. For example, it
is not reflected in William West's review in 1967.34 West
cites twenty-one references under these categories: teach-
ing methods; stimuli for writing; teachers' attitudes toward
teaching composition; and the relation of grammar study
to performance in composition. Bemoaning the backward-
ness of research in the field, West shrugs of research in
methods of teaching composition which relies on evaluation
of student writing since he thinks that valid means of eval-
uating writing or of assessing growth in writing had not
been developed as of 1967.

Though grading and evaluation of student compositions
has been a principal use of English teachers' time for many
years, it is obvious that a major bugaboo of research in the

a' Rosenblatt, op. cit., p. 33.
H. Meckel, "Research on teaching composition and literature," in

Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed. by N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand
McNally, 1963), pp. 966-1006.

W. West, "Research on written composition," Review of Educa-
tional Research, XXXVII (April 1967) , pp. 159-167.
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teaching of composition is lack of agreement on valid
methods of assessing performance and growth in writing.
A second is lack of solid knowledge of the nature of the
composing process.

In their publication of 1966, Godshalk, Swineford, and
Coffman report a study which, in the view of the College
Entrance Examination Board, was a "breakthrough" in
measurement of writing ability. The major conclusion of
the study is that "The most efficient predictor of a reliable
direct measure of writing ability in one which includes
essay questions or interlinear exercises in combination with
objective question." 35 (The interlinear exercises require
students to correct faults in running text.) The study was
promptly attacked by Martin Steinmann as conceptually
unsound because based on an inadequate conception of
writing abili ty.36

In a surface sense, at least, the problem of evaluating
student writing may have been overemphasized. "What is
good writing?" is one of those questions akin to "What is
the good life?" But if, for a given experiment, the criteri:
for quality or improvement in writing are agreed upon by
those who will rate the students' writing, there seems little
doubt .that a fairly high reliability of multiple ratings
can be obtained if certain procedures are followed 37 A very
real problem, though, is measurement of small increments
of growth in writing ability. Many studies which have
featured experimental treatment over a period of only a
few weeks or months have been predestined to conclusions
of "no significant differences," since one thing that is known,
at least, is that improvement in general aspects of writing
ability is a slow, gradual process. Attacking the problem
takes us back, of course, to criteria for evaluating writing,
to factors influencing writing performance, and to the na-
ture of the composing process, but it may be possible to
identify those aspects of writing ability that can be expected

F. I. Godshalk, F. Swineford, and W. E. Coffman, The Measurement
of Writing Ability, (New York: College Entrance. Examination Board;"
1966), p. 41.

"M. Steinmann, "A conceptual review," "Research in The Teaching
of English, (Spring 1967), pp. 79-84.

"P. B. Dicdcrirh, "How to measure growth in writing ability,"
English fourna, 55 (April 1966) , pp. 435-449.
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to show growth in short periods. Sentence embedding
may be one example.

Perhaps the most significant recent study of the com-
posing process is that of Janet Emig.38 Responding to a
challenge in the Braddock report and to other calls for
needed research, Emig's research, involving case studies of
eight twelfth graders, investigates the ways that students
usually or typically behave as they write. Emig analyzed
the comments recorded by the eight students as they com-
posed three short themes aloud. Further, the students
produced "writing autobiographies," composed of their
recollections of earlier writing experiences that were re-
warding or painful for some reason. The research reveals,
too, some of the differences that school-sponsored or teacher-
assigned writing (as opposed to self-sponsored writing) made
on choice of topic, selection of material, degree of personal
engagement, and attention to planning; pre-writing, and
revision.

Emig's case-study techniques are worthy of study for
their possible use for a variety of other purposes. For ex-
ample, Earl Buxton suggests, in his introduction to Emig's
monograph, that Emig's methods might be used to study
student responses to different kinds of writing instruction,
a kind of study that might be more illuminating than that
of study of methods in an experimental design (though
the two might well be combined in some studies) .

Emig's study raises again the complicated question of
the relationship between composing orally and in writing.
How can the student be helped to frame effectively in
writing the thoughts he composes orally? Such approaches
as Robert Zoellner's much debated "talk-write" pedagogy 39
need further investigation.

This section is based largely on the Purves-Beach report 40
which was made available to the writer in manuscript form
while this paper was being prepared and which was published
in late 1972.

The report, in general, is more optimistic about the

" J. Emig, The Composing Processes of .Twelfth Graders, (Urbana, Ill.:
NCTE, 1971) .

"R. Zoellner, "Talk-write: a behavioral pedagogy for composition,"
College English, '30 (January 1969) , pp. 267-320.

Purves and Beach, op. cit.
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quality and accomplishments of the research in the teaching
of literature than is the Braddock report on written com-
position, though many limitations of what has been done
and many gaps that knight be closed by research are cited.
The emphasis in the report is on the substantive aspects
of research rather than on technique, but there are many
incidental references to design and technique. In that
respect, the authors seems to be more interested in designs
other than the experimentalperhaps reflecting a general
trend.

The report is organized in three divisions: studies of
response to literature, studies of reading interests, and
studies, of, the teaching of literature. The amount of research
on response to literature surprised the authors as it will
readers of the report, probably accounted for by the fact
that many of the studies are doctoral dissertations that
have not been widely disseminated. The report verifies a
common impression that studies by Squire and by Purves
and Rippere 41 validly have established the categories of
responses which students express orally or in writing to
literature they read, and many studies have been based on
these categories.

Although finding fairly strong evidence that "the inter-
est and preoccupations of the reader are important ingre-
dients in literary response, preference, and understanding,"
the report goes on to say that "beyond this general con-
clusion we still know little about the relationship between
interest and understanding, personality and understanding
or response, and em;tonment and response." Though the
general forms of rc yonse may have been established, as
noted above, the report cites very few studies on the process
of an individus response, "what happens to the reader
from when he picks up the work to when he finishes it,".
and the authors suggest case studies to find out more about
this process. One might suggest here, too, that case studies
might furnish needed information on immediate as opposed
to deferred response-,. Most studies have been limited to
more or less immediate response.

" J. R. Squire, The Responses of Adolescents While Reading Four
Short Stories, (Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 1964); A. C. Purves and V.
Rippere, Elements of Writing about a Literary Work: A Study of
Response to Literature, (Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 1968) .
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Disappointing to many theorists of the literary experi-
ence will be the report's conclusion that there is no clear
evidence that people change behavior as a result of reading
literature. People claim to, but do they, the report asks.
There is evidence, however, that clearly neurotic people
gain therapy from literature, but people who are not neu-
rotic are a. different matter. Case studies again are sug-
gested as the best way to find out whether literature is
broadly therapeutic.

The report points to the need for research on the rela-
tionships of various aspects of response, between catharsis
and emotional pleasure, for example, and suggests that
such studies "might well combine the case-study technique
of exploring many aspects of the responses of a few indi-
viduals . . . with multi-variate analysis, multi-dimensional
scaling, partition analysis, and other, more sophisticated
statistical treatments."

The report tends to substantiate a point made earlier
in this paperthe paucity of research on response to and
rewards from literature in nonprint media as compared
to those from reading literature. One dissertation, just com-
pleted at this writing, was a comparison of responses to
narrative and lyric short stories and films, finding, for ex-
ample,, significantly more interpretational responses to film
and narrational responses to short stories.42

One rather clear implication of the report is that, if re-
search on response is to be useful in determining sequence
in literature study, a large-scale longitudinal study would
be of great value, possibly providing answers to such ques-
tions as: at what point does a significant proportion of
students respond to an element such as irony? To some
educators, sequence in literature study is properly a myth
anyway, but if there is to be improvement on the present
rudderless sequences, directions may lie in knowledge of
developmental patterns of response.

The report reflects the obvious volume of research on
reading interests, though many of the studies are small-
scale and based on sampling that makes impossible any
broad generalizations from findings. Most studies deal

42W. J. Lewis, A comparison of student responses to lyric and
narrative films and short stories. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Florida
State University, 1972.
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with preferences among titles or categories of contentboys
like war stories, girls like mysteries at certain age levels,
for instance. Little has been done on rewards of literature
to the reader at different stages. The authors attribute
this lack mainly to the absence of content analysis schemes
which could be applied profitably to the "fad" hooks that
sweep through schools each year. What did readers really
get from Catcher in the Rye, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest, or Airport that put the books in the fad category at
a particular time? The report cites the need for clarification
of the relationship between interest and difficulty: "does
high interest result in ignoring difficulty or does immedi-
ately perceived difficulty deter development of interest in
the book?"

Purves and his colleagues noted with surprise the rel-
atively meager research on the teaching of literature. The
report classifies the studies, most of them experimental,
in six categories: (1) those in which the treatment variable
is material; (2) those in which the treatment variable is an
instructional technique; (3) those in which literature is
the treatment variable for some instructional end such as
reading or writing; (4) evaluations of curriculum; (5) stud-
ies of extensive reading; (6) studies of teachers and teacher
education.

Evaluation of teaching methods or curriculum in liter-
ature in terms of student behavior or achievement is as
thorny a problem as it is in written composition. The report
lauds the work in evaluation of the Florida State University
Curriculum Study Center, We Carnegie-Mellon Curric-
ulum Study Center, and the Fader-McNeil project,43 con-
cluding that "If one were to pool their measures, one
would have a substantial and effective criterion measure
for curriculum evaluation. It is to be hoped that future
projects make use of these measures."

The section on research in the teaching of literature con-
cludes with recommendations for further research in two
areas: (1) response patterns and achievements that

Is The Development and Testing of Approaches to Teaching of English
in the Junior High School. Report to USOE on Project No. H-026;
Final Report of the USOE on Project No. II-014; D. N. Fader and E.
McNeil, Hooked on Books: Program and Proof, (New York: Berkeley,
1968).
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emerge from study of ethnic literature on the part of stu-
dents from the ethnic group represented by the literature
and from other ethnic groups; (2) the "incidental effects"
of literature teachingon linguistic development or on re-
sponse to other arts, for example.

The primacy of oral language in communication and its
involved relationship with other aspects of language de-
velopment have long been recognized, but attention to the
research that has been done and should be done in the
field may have been given added impetus by recent and
urgent calls for greater emphasis on oral language and
dramatic activities in the classroom. Since there seem to
be no problems of research design that are not relatively com-
mon to other aspects of the teaching of English, this section
will be principally a brief commentary on some substantive
accomplishment and possibilities of research in the oral
and dramatic area.

A committee of the National Conference on Research
in English, in a publication in 1967, subsumes research in
oral language under these categories: (1) Oral Language
and Personal and Social Development (2) Oral Language
and the Development of Other Language Skills (3) Effects
on Environment on Oral Language Development (4\ Lis-
tening (5) Evaluation of Oral Language Performaii,:e.44
The report emphasizes the fact that oral language serves
as the base for the development of achievement in reading
and writing, and two of the authors conclude that "Without
a full understanding of listening and speaking, the two
basic skills in language can never become any better than
they exist today."45 And the editor of the publication, Walter
Petty, asks whether we really know which phonological,
syntactical, or lexical deviations interfere with communi-
cation through their effects on the listener.45 Such caveats
apparently have stirred some research action since a num-
ber of recent studies, including some of those recognized

" W. T. Petty, editor. Research in Oral Language, (Champaign, Ill.:
NCTE, 1967) .

45H. E. Blake and A. J. Amato, "Needed research in oral language,
in Research in Oral Language, p. 65.

" W. T. Petty, "Needed research in oral language," in Research in
Oral Language, p. 66.
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by the NCTE promising researcher citations, have dealt
with interrelationships of major language skills.

As indicated in an earlier section, research has rather
clearly identified the problems with standard English and
the non-standard markers in the speech of children from
homes in which non-standard English is habitually spoken.
Loban's study, for example, shows that the principal prob-
lems are with irregular verbs and that ten years of schooling
brings no standardization in use of verb forms among
such children. Such evidence lays a basis for training chil-
dren to use an alternate standard dialect, but "bidialec-
tism" has become philosophically controversial. Ruth
Strickland foreshadowed the present controversy when she
said, in the NCRE publication cited above: "Which re-
gional variations to correct or modify and which to accept
as part of. the seasoning that marks American English as
interesting, vital and colorful is something researchers
could well study."47

The vigorous research activity in listening is a curious
phenomenon. It has run its course for several decades
in a virtual vacuum despite periodic lamentations of the
neglect of listening in the classroom. Status studies con-
tinually have shown practically no direct attention to
listening in the English curriculum, though the NCTE
insisted for years as a policy line that the components
of the curriculum were reading, writing, speaking, and
listening.

In a recent NCTE/ERIC report, Sara Lundsteen syn-
thesizes a considerable amount of the research in listening,
illustrates the application of some of iL in teaching, and
finds a need for further study, in these areas: (1) the per-
sonality adjustment dimension of listening (2) utilization
of compressed (and expanded) speech (3) growth pat-
,..rns (4) skillshow to teach them and with what mate-

rials (5) listening vocabulary.48
Regarding technique, she suggests: "Existing studies

might be replicated and future studies devised with more
careful criteria, such as reports in detail of how the teacher

" R. G. Strickland, "Needed research in oral language," in Research
in Oral Language, p. 61.

" S. W. Lundsteen, Listening: Its Impact on Reading and the Other
Language Arts. (Urbana, 111.: NCTE/ERIC, 1971) .
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is behaving, how the pupil is actually behaving, and what
the interaction is. Evidence to verify these behaviors
might be, for example, from video tape, observation scales
administered by trained personnel including both verbal
and nonverbal behaviors, or stenographic records. Col-
lection of such evidence and placement in a data bank
would allow investigators to use the data for purposes
other than those originally intended.""

Lavish claims by the proponents with little or no em-
pirical substantiation necessarily must be the scholarly
summary to date of the value of -dramatic activities in the
English curriculum, despite the furor over drama in the
classroom, though the furor may be more in print than
in practice, .especially on the American side of the Atlantic.
Exemplifying the evangelism of proponents is Joseph
Karioth who, in Elementary English for February 1972,
identifies "certain behavior patterns that can be expected
as a result of dramatic experience." Among these behaviors,
according to Karioth, are expanded "sense awareness";
successful expression behavior"; articulation and inflec-
tional skills, vocabulary building, and language acquisi-
tion"; "an understanding and knowledge of the kinds of
patterns of behavior that are expected in particular role
relationships"; "creative behavior that define one's indi-
viduality."50

James Hoetker, in an NCTE/ERIC monograph, discus-
ses some of the major types of dramatic activities that may
be viable in the classroom and reviews the sparse research
related to each.51 He is able to cite two experimental studies
which found that groups of students given extensive ex-
perience in creative dramatics developed greater ability in
creative thinking than did the control groups. Speaking
of the extravagant claims for the benefits of dramatic
activities, Hoetker says: "The idea that drama can con-
tribute to development in these areas is, besides being
supported by the testimony of experience, commonsensical.

" Ibid., p. 100.
50 J. Karioth, "Drama and the elementary school child," Elementary

English, XLIX (February 1972) , pp. 302-304.
a J. Hoetker, Dramatics and the Teaching of Literature, (Champaign,

Ill.: NCTE/ERIC, 1969) .
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Butand this always needs to be emphasizedthe author:
ities agree that development through drama is a gradual
cumulative process, and it is very uncertain what may be
the developmental timetable in each area, especially if
drama is only an occasional activity." 52 Hoetker's point
suggests the potential value of a longitudinal study of a
group of pupils who are involved in a variety of dramatic
activities over a period of several school years.

Some of the enthusiasts for dramatic activities are ir ter-
ested specifically in the contributions to the study of liter-
ature. Dramatic improvisation, especially, has been em-
phasized as an important kind of readiness for reading
imaginative literature. The English educator, J.W. Patrick
Creber, for example, writes: "It must be clear that many
novels offer situations that lend themselves to dramatic
treatment, but it is worth noting that this is essentially a
two-way process, for the acting out of such situations may
be expected to modify and deepen the actors' compre-
hension of the novels from whence they were taken. Fur-
thermore the children's receptivity to a particular play
May sometimes be notably improved by dramatic im-
provisations on some of the situations, themes, and char-
acters it contains, before the play itself is read."53

It should be quite possible, through experimental studies
or case studies, to test hypotheses such as those posed in
this statement.

This part of the paper is easy to write, of course, being
bounded only by the limits of the writer's imagination and
common sense. Lists of needed research abound, and
another would be superfluous here, though a rather for-
midable list could be compiled on the basis of the content
of the preceding parts of this paper. What follows here
merely pinpoints a few matters which the writer thinks
are especially worthy of immediate attention on the re-
search front.

53/bid., p. 29.
J. NV. P. Creber, Sense and Sensitivity, (Univ, of London Press,

1965) , p. 63.
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Status Surveys

Reference was made in the preceding section to the
suggestion by John Maxwell, Associate Executive Secre-
tary of the NCTE, that the NCTE encourage, coordinate,
possibly subsidize, and disseminate findings from a con-
tinuous program of status surveys of the tcacl--:g of En-
glish by graduate students in different regions of the coun-
try. Such a program, which would be most useful, could
be carried on quite feasibly by the Committ.,2e on Research
and the Research Foundation of the NCTE through liaison
with persons who direct graduate student research at
various institutions.

Research Centers
--SiTiilarly, various universities or colleges, or consor-

tiums of colleges or universities and public school systems,
might be designated as centers of research in certain as-
pects of the teaching of English. Again, the NCTE, work-
ing with the universities or consortium through the Com-
mittee on Research or the Research Foundation, might
identify such centers. Together, the centers and the NCTE
might solicit federal or-- private foundation funding to help
finance the projects of the centers, in which the research
of doctoral students would play a major, though not ex-
clusive, role. The principal function of the NCTE would
be to publish or otherwise disseminate findings from the
research of the centers. A complex of such centers might
go far in reducing fragmentation of research in the field,
as study could build on study, and would make possible
the pilot studies and trial runs necessary for significant
research. Centers might address such large-scale problems
as the effect of dramatic activities or of a drama-centered
curriculum on learning in English and on personality,
response to literature, structure of an English curriculum
for . multi-cultural and multi-ethnic groups of students,
response to non-print media and their effects on learning
in English.

Reflecting more or less incidental references in the pre-
ceding section are two suggestions for longitudinal studies,
which may be possibilities for research centers or for
individual researchers who can find the wherewithal, finan-
cial and otherwise, to carry them out.
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Developmental patterns of response to literature

A longitudinal study, spanning the nine or ten years
between the third or fourth grade and graduation from
high school, would be an application to literary response,
its problems and manifestations, of the kind of study Loban
has done in language development. The purpose of the
study would be to chart the growth of response to liter-
ature in general and specifically to map the development
of responses to such literary elements and techniques as
irony, allegory, plotting techniques such as stream of
consciousness, and so forth. Such a study would have
important implications, obviously, for curriculum planning
in literature. A pilot study which may lead into a major
longitudinal study of the type just suggested is now under-
way under the direction of Alan C. Purves and the sponsor-
ship of the Research Foundation of the NCTE.

Dramatic activities

Like the first, this suggestion gives special emphasis to
one made earlier in this paper. The value of dramatic
activities such as mime and improvised drama in the En-
glish curriculum needs test in a longitudinal study of seven
or eight years to detect effects on such skills as reading
of literature and writing as well as on such general factors
as ability in creative thinking and development of personal
image.

Since the Anglo-American Seminar on the Teaching of
English in 1966, many authorities have been telling us
that we are in the era of a "process-centered" curriculum
in English. Yet the profession at large knows little about
the major processes that lead to effective learning or per-
formance in English. Had case-study technique been more
in vogue in the research of the last fifteen or twenty years,
we might be in a better position to talk sense about a
process-centered curriculum than we actually are.

Response to literature

Careful case-study research combined with the kind of
longitudinal study suggested above might produce a much
clearer picture than we now have of the literary experience
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and its development. Case studies of students' engagement
with poetry, fiction, and drama, which could chart re-
sponses of the student while he is reading a selection,
immediately after the reading, and long after the reading,
might go far toward clarifying the rewards which different
kinds of students derive from different kinds of literary
material and the difficulties which the readers experience.
Obviously, a number of studies are needed, each dealing
with different kinds of students and different kinds of
literary material.

The composition process

The possibility of follow-ups to Janet Emig's exemplary
study was cited in the preceding section. Case-study re-
search might be directed very profitably to the process
the student goes through in ''translating" thoughts framed
in oral language to clear and effective writing and to the
obstacles students may encounter in this process. Robert
Zoellner's "talk-write pedagogy" is directed, for example, to
this process, but his theories need rigorous testing.

Experimental research may have waned in importance
and built up a climate of suspicion about the genre, but
further experimental studies in which teaching method is
the variable need to be carried out. The following are two
ways in which such studies might be improved.

Data on classroom life during the experiment

Most experimental studies of teaching methods could
be much more illuminating than they usually are, whether
or not the final verdict is "significant" or "not significant."
Typically, such studies feature pre- and post-measurement
of he effect of the teaching method. Often, description
of the .method which is the variable and of the control
technique is perhaps the only information on what went
on in the classroom during the days, weeks, or months of
the experiment. Systematic gathering of data, day to day,
on teacher and student behavior might give real clues to
the overall problem of methods: what kinds of students
learn what kinds of behaviors or are motivated or "turned
on" by what kinds of teachers? The chapter on "Measuring
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Classroom Behavior by Systematic Observation" by David
Medley and Harold Mitzell in the Handbook on Research
on Teaching54 might be a useful guide for planning how to
gather the needed data.

More precise statistical analysis

The refrain, "no significant differences," might have
been altered in many experimental studies if appropriate
statistical analysis had been used. Usually studies of
teaching method in English are concerned with behaviors
that develop very gradually, and the typical study, running
for a school year or less, produces slight gains on the crite-
rion measures. When the effect is small, the number of
subjects has to be large. Many studies, in view of their
small numbers of subjects, have used statistical analyses
which do not have the power to detect small gains. James
E. Brewer, Professor of Education at the Florida Suite
University, made available to the writer an unpublished
paper which suggests that researchers use the tables in
Jacob Cohen's Statistical Power Analysis for the Behav-
ioral Sciences55 to calculate the minimum sample needed
for attainment of a fixed level of significance (.05 or .01,
for example) . Brewer, points out that if the sample size is
fixed and limited, the power of the statistical test can be
calculated beforehand.

CODA With the symphony of duets in Part III concluding this
paper, the writer confesses, as a brief coda, that in preparing
the paper he was never totally positive of what he was
trying to accomplish. Now that the paper is finished, he
is not sure what he has accomplished! If research in the
teaching of English is a troubled dream, then producing a
brief overview of it that makes any specifiC sense at all
is a nightmare of sins of omission and commission. The
writer can find safe harbor, perhaps, in the hope that the
paper will "provoke discussion." But maybe it will only
provoke!

540p. cit., pp. 247-328.
55 J. Cohen, Statistical Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences, (New

York: Academic Press, 1969) .
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The emergence of aggressive and nationalistic Third World
countries makes it imperative that a non-ethnocentric atti-
tude be transmitted in our schools. The discipline of
anthropology views the configuration of norms and values
of groups as integrated and adjustive within their own
environmental setting.

Anthropologythe study of mandiffers from sociology,
history, and psychology primarily because of its emphasis
upon the field experience and its cross-cultural theoretical
approach to social phenomena. Contrary to animals, man
has the capacity to create diverse cultural patterns. Do-
mesticated dogs, whether Alaskan or Manhattan bred, all
behave essentially the same waylike dogs; whereas Es-
kimo food preferences and preparation gives us little indi-
cation of the food getting habits of the urbanite in Man-
hattan. Culture is that package of attitudes and customs
which people possess and animals do not. Each culture
is carried around in the head of each person within it.
A man's culture explains to him his relation to the universe,
time, other men, nature, and himself.

Anthropological analyses of educational institutions and
personnel within them utilize research strategies and the-
oretical paradigms stemming from the field work experience
and cross-cultural theory.1 An anthropologist doing field
work desires to become totally involved in the group he is
studying. In a different culture, it is as if he were a child,

ic.f., the series of case studies edited by Spindler and Spindler entitled
Case Studies in Anthropology and Education, (New York: Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston) .
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though, because he is an adult he must unlearn his familiar
ways and learn new ones. A child learns to speak by lis-
tening, making mistakes, slowly internalizing grammatical
rules and achieving a competence which enables him to
predict the actions of others. The researcher slowly and
painfully comes to view the natives' culture as they see
it themselves with its peculiar contradictions and pre-
scriptions.2 The ideal way to do anthropology in schools
would be to become a student, sit all day, take orders from
the teacher, visit other students in their homes, and play
with them. The ideal way to study the culture of teachers
would be to be a teacher oneself. Yet, as researchers, we
cannot be children nor well-socialized teachers. The an-
thropologist living with Indians on a reservation knows
fully well, as do the natives, that he is only there for a
while, can never be one of them because he belongs to a
different society. Furthermore, he is usually a member
of the dominant white middle class higher in social status
than thOse he is studying. The alternative is to be a toler-
ated onlooker, participating as much as allowable in every-
day customary activities. We can ask many questions,
follow people around, become a part of the scenery and
hopefully be taken for granted. We can hope that people
cease structuring their interactions to fit our expectancies.

Analysis of children's attitudes is doubly difficult because
of their verbal limitations. Observation of them and par-
ticipation with them in their homes is a necessity if we are
to comprehend their actions in the classroom. For example,
in order to understand the attitudes of young children
toward their teacher we must know their perceptions of
their own mothers.3 A Puerto Rican 1.3y sees adult women
as threatening and has seen other adult males resent and
combat the controlling mechanisms they exert. An adult
authority, having the same sexual identity as his mother,
will have a different meaning to a middle class boy; He
has a fairly dose supportive relation with his mother which
easily carries over into the classroom with his female
teacher.

=c.f., M. Froelich, ilfarginal Natives. Anthropologists at Work, (New
York: Harper and Row, 1970).

c.f., E. Fuchs, Teacher Talk, (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Co.,
1969).
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Field work gives the meaning, from the children's point
of view, of the children's actions. These meanings are not
on a conscious level and to expect to glean them from
interviews and questionnaires is simplistic.

Anthropological analysis of education is a comparative
science.4 Development by the researcher of categories of
experience and activities explains commonalities of edu-
cational phenomena in traditional and complex stratified
societies. Basic to a cross-cultural view of education is the
nature of the transition from childhood to adulthood. The
appropriate adult status is clear to 'the young in some
societies: ceremonies make it clear to child and community
that the individual be given all the rights and responsibil-
ities of an adult, though we only appreciate the importance
of these rituals when we compare this situation to the
gradual child maturation in the United States where there
is no clear definition of what constitutes adulthood.5

Values taught on a mother's knee and values extolled
in school frequently conflict in modern societies. In tra-
ditional societies there is high concordance between child-
hood training and adult responsibilities. The child wants
very much to be an adult and usually adults are happy to
pass on their skills to the young.

North American Indians for example, learn in their
homes to be cooperative, to suppress their individuality,
and to be non-competitive.° This socialization pattern was
highly adaptive to tribal life as the survival of the group
depended upon individuals who could work together.
Frustration and failure have come to Indian children with
the advent of Western education with its promise of oppor-
tunity based upon an individualistic achievement antithetical
to Indian values.

Social complexity need not generate failure, as discussion
of education of Communist China reveals the concordance

The following discussion is indebted to the suggestions of J. Singleton,
"The educational uses of anthropology" in T. Weaver, ed. To See Our-
selves (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1973) .

6See, for example, J. Middleton, From Child to Adult, (Garden City,
N. Y.: Natural History press, 1970) .

H. F. Wolcott, A Kwakiutl Village and School, (New York: Holt,
Rinehart, Sc Winston, 1967)
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of home and school training.7 Hard work, egalitarianism,
moderation, and cooperation are stressed in both familial
settings and ideological tracts. In school the young child
is part of a group, his fortunes follow that of his group,
and individualism is discouraged. This educational ide-
ology serves to enculturate the child with the values of
Communist China.

Cultural comparison leads us to understanding of cul-
tural diversity. We see the wholeness of each culture. It
also helps us to see the vicissitudes of the institutional
bureaucracy in the United States which seems to encourage
children of the upper and middle classes to succeed and
the Yemainder to expect failure. Consider the frustration
w10'._:h must be felt by many teenagers in the U.S. public
schools who are treated as immature and stupid and yet
when outside infantilizing classroom walls exert authority
in the neighborhood and family as full adults. Such is
the case with many adolescent minority. and white chil-
dren. These insights lead us to question the prevalent func-
tions of prolonged adolescence and compulsory schooling.

THE Stemming from participant-observation and comparison
RELATIVISTIC is the third contribution of anthropology, its relativistic

VIEW view of culture and cultural, patterns.8 We should not
view non-Western societies with the implicit standard of
our own experiences. We should not use our scales to
describe another society. We are not justified in using
description which leans on a measurement of the amount
of difference between their patterns and ours. This would
be akin to describing Chinese language in terms of English
grammar. The research of educational psychologist Arthur
Jensen for example uses models of intelligence based upon
non-anthropological conceptualizations: a) there is a bio-
logical base for cognitive abilities which can be measured
in intelligence tests, whose validity is based upon ability
to predict the functioning of children in schools; and
b) the existence of genetic isolates within complex societies
which accounts for the lack of 'g' type abilities in Black

Jan Myrdal, Report from a Chinese Village, (New York: Random
House, 1965) .

8 c.f., E. Liebow, Tally's Corner, (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1967) .
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children.a The relativist's view would be that intelligence is
composed of various genetic combinations and that further-
more, culture defines how one's cognitive ability is expressed.
Secondly, to accept that there is little or no inter-
breeding among blacks and, whites (terms "black" and
"white" are social, not genetic, categories) or that only
whites have a certain genetic component is patently false.
Studying other cultures enables us to look again at our
own conception of "normalcy." Why is it that males and
females compete in the classroom, and are separated during
gym practice, and while toileting? Why do males in schools
carry milk cartons and girls deliver most of the messages?
To us this is natural, the "way things should be," to a person
from another culture it may seem amusing, or even stifling
to the children.

Anthropological research is holistic. In order, for ex-
ample, to understand the failure of so many Indian school
children one would not be content to blame their failure
to read upon the difficulties of English language, their
inadequate language training in their homes; the inad-
equacy of the textbooks, or the lack of proper teacher
preparation. Though all these factors are important it is
also necessary to understand the Indian's own experience.
The discontinuities experienced in school could only be
understood when we know- the common life cycle of the
Indian family; the biological aspects of his early life
health, nutrition, and diet.'° Analysis of all of these, plus a
look at the relation of Indians to whites in a dominant
white society would be necessary to explain the failure of
Indian schools to ensure the success of their students.

CULTURE The concept of culture is not a static term; neither are
AS A the everyday patterns of living in quiet equilibrium. Al-

DYNAMIC though early scholars looked upon culture as having an
CONCEPT existence of its own in a deterministic fashion, we now see

culture defined by looking at how people use it, how it
adapts to changing social and physical environs. People
within a culture adapt and utilize new resources thus

A. Jensen, "How much can we boost I.Q. and scholastic achieve-
ment?" Harvard Educational Review, 1969, 39, 1-12$.

1° c.f., E. Erickson, Childhood and Society, (New York: W. W. Norton
& Co., 1950) .
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contributing to change and modification. Some elements of
a culture will exhibit more resistance than others. There is
a core socio-economic adaptation in any society whose
essential structure will change very slowly depending upon
large scale shifts in the external situation. Just as language
changes through mobility, migration, conquest, and tech-
nological inventions, its core, its deep structure and gram-
matical rules will remain fairly constant. English lan-
guage has adapted to the space a, e, has borrowed terms
from surrounding nations, and also has retained its core
grammar. Children and teachers also adapt to each other.
We should not view the school as a one way transmission,
the teacher will also react to her students. A child is not
merely a passive recipient of the culture of the school but
one who, by his actions, is also adapting and exerting
influence over that institution.

The anthropological perspective views social systems as
aggregates of institutions which integrate and adjust groups
interlocks through economic, religious, political, and social
networks. All the groups in a society do not stand in equal
relation to each other 'and institutions which serve one
group's needs may not meet the needs of another. Each
individual in a social system fulfills the duties attendant
upon his particular status as well as acting in different
ways to other individuals under and over him in the social
hierarchy. For example, an excellent way to understand
an urban school principal's relations with his teachers,
parents, and School Board administrators would be to
follow lnin. in his daily duties for several months. We
would then come to know what he does every day, what
are his principle concerns, what are his chief frustrations.
When studying institutions of education we are also study-
ing social change agents who in many situations are striving
to transmit mainstream values to children whose experiences
have taught them that such goals are unattainable. Teachers
or principals may be marginal to some extent to both the
institution and to the ethnic group of which they are a
member.

In summary, anthropological research can enable one,
by viewing other social systems, to rediscover the arbitrariness
of one's own value system. Those who want to apply anthropo-
logical principles to their own particular research. may feel
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it is unduly difficult. The following are suggestions for
utilizing the principles enunciated above within a limited
scope.

In order to decrease the subjectivity of the researcher,
one must discover the labels with which the subjects view
their world. Linguistic research has been particularly suc-
cessful in enabling researchers to elicit the informant's own
categories. A definition of culture is that knowledge a
person needS to utter grammatically correct sentences-
what one must know in order to communicate with mem-
bers of that culture. We are asking "what do those people
see themselves doing?" We must view our subjects as
the experts and ourselves as the naïve students. Anthro-
pological linguists have carefully studied, for example, kin-
ship nomenclature among societies and organized the in-
numerable ways in which relationship can be viewed.
Aside from the biological fact of maternity, the manner
in which responsibility and relationships are reckoned is
arbitrary. That is not to say that universal principles such
as incest taboo, responsibility for enculturation, license
with some relatives, extreme formality and respect with
others will not be found. The point is that the- particular
people considered " relatives," those given respect, these re-
sponsible for daily infant carecannot be predicted with
certainty from one culture to the next.

The first task of a researcher is to find an appropriate
locus for his study." There are many places in and outside
of a school where learning occurs. Depending upon our
particular interest we might wish to sit for periods of ob-
serving in a classroom. We might give the children a tape
recorder to obtain their quiet communications during
schot 1. Playgrounds, washrooms, and hallways: all would
be tful cultural scenes. An ethnography of schools
should ideally divide research time into formal observa-
tions in the classrooms of particular teachers, interviews
with the teachers, observation and participation in the
playground, as well as periodic visits to the homes of some

The following discussion is indebted to J. Spradley and D. McCurdy,
The Cultural Experience, (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1972) .
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children for additional observation and informal inter-
views.12

After one has selected one's lochs it is important to look
for one or two key informants. %Cultural patterns and indi-
vidual and idiosyncratic traits must be distinguiShed and
fOr this reason it is well to talk at length to two or more
people at least. There will probably emerge an individual
whom one can trust and who seems to understand what
one is doing; such people are indispensible to anthropo-
logical inquiry.

In discussing field work, I should also mention culture
shock, feelings of anxiety and even depression experienced
when one really becomes involved with persons different
from oneself. Getting inside the world of children presents
an especially difficult problem. An adult would have to
learn very quickly to discard the role of authority and
refrain from condescension.

Whatever group one is studying, it is very important
for one to be with them, chat, observe, and participate as much
as possible. After having gained some rapport - trust it
might be possible to use a tape recorder, as it is always
invaluable to record actual communication. The people
one observes may let one .take notes in a notebook, though
one should either take notes almost continually or not at all.
The impression a researcher gives as he tens then notes
down only some items indicates to the subjects what the
researcher thinks is important. If none of these alternatives
are possible then one will have to rely on taking notes
away from the 'field site.'

The question will naturally arise about how many people
one must observe and interview. My suggestion would
be that at least three or four would be a necessity. If we
think of cultural patterns as linguistic patterns then inter-
viewing one person who lisped would not let us know
whether lisping was a rule governed by culturally ac-
cepted norms or if it was idiosyncratic. One can double
check the information an informant gives at a later time,
ask other's opinions, and trust one's rapport.

essence of the anthropologist's task is to discover
the categories which informants use. What are their cat-

'2 c.f., C. Talbert, "Studying education in the ghetto" in T. Weaver,
To See Ourselves (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1973) .
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egories and what do they mean? How is their knowledge
organized and classified? Answering these questions is
what discovering culture is all about.

A helpful strategy for beginning research is asking a
grand tour question; i.e., have an informant tell about the
activities and people one is interested in. This will help
one find out the meaning of the different parts of the cul-
tural setting you are studying. An individual's conception
of space, time, and activities will be described when the
person outlines to you what he does and where he does it.
Linguistic taxonomies are ever-increasing inclusive do-
mains of reference, and the researcher can discover which
of the categories are within the different, more general
ones. We want our informants to tell us that this X is an at-
tribute of Y and so on. To discover the rules for ordinary
behavior we should ask structural questions such as "What
are the different ways to. . .?", or "What are the different
kinds of . . .?" These categories exist in people's minds
and they will act upon them as they define meaning.

Though field work would be considered necessary for
a graduate in anthropology many of the concepts and
methods can be used by non-anthropologists. In a sense
we all do anthropology when we find informants around us
who explain to us what they see.

I will briefly discuss anthropological description of mi-
nority children in school and home to demonstrate research
models. Verbal learning in the homes of poor Black chil-
dren in a southern town, Rosepoint, has been described
in a recent text.13 The speech of young children was care-
fully recorded and analyzed along with a chronicle of
everyday activities which the author observed. After gain-
ing rapport with her subjects, she was allowed to tape on
the -spot interactions between adults and children. Categori-
zation were made of speech events using a model of
restricted (Rosepoint) and elaborated (middle class

'3M. C. Ward, Them Children, (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
1971) .
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speech.14 The author related the preponderance of the
restricted code usage as expressing a basic view of the
nature of children in Rosepoint.

Given certain beliefs about the nature of children and their
discipline, the means of control, verbal or not, follow logically.
. . . children are unable to negotiate or bargain about their
position vis-à-vis authority.

An alternative . . . parent-speech . . . (from the) American
middle class, is the practice of "casuistry," the application of
general ethnic principles to specific cases.'

This analysis is of language functionthe uses to which
speech is putin Rosepoint. Types of categories of language
use are: corrections, requests for information, strategies of
control, threats, child manipulation of parents, communica-
tion of affection and aggression. These language behaviors
are explained as adaptive to the environment of rural Rose-
point with its close informal in-group interaction, as well as
the historical experience of slavery. In her conclusion, the
author points out that language behavior in the home is not
the kind rewarded in the classroom.

The cultures of home and school are described by the
author as conflicting. She relates the high dropout rate,
low literacy, and resultant abiding poverty of Rosepointers
as these are related to the unnatural environment of the
schools. The Rosepoint pre-schooler determines his own
schedule for eating, sleeping, and playing. The context
of his play is unsupervised and depends upon his imagina-
tion. In Rosepoint, communication is verbal rather than
written and replete with extra-verbal communications.
To members of a culture rich in in-group lore and oral
traditions the written word is a pallid substitute. Whatever
the reason, Ward notes a child, unconvinced of the need to
commit his thoughts to paper, is primed for trouble at
school." Ward's description, based on her participation
and observation, augmented by the tapings gives us a
view which is holistic and relative. There are limitations

" B. Bernstein, "Elaborated and restricted codes: their social origins
and some consequences," (A. Smith, Communication and Culture,
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1966) .

25 Ward, op. cit., p. 74.
p. 91.
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in her conclusions; as she does not differentiate between
social class and ethnicity and does not rigorously exemplify
and define. the middle -class speech which she . compares
with Rosepoint speech.

Intensive In-depth observation and participation is discussed by
Family Jules Henry in his study of the families of psych6tic chil-

Observation dren.17 The author lived for a week at a time in the homes
of four hospitalized children, chatting, helping with house-
hold chores, or joining them in excursions. Feeling it was
intrusive to take notes while in their presence, he would
periodically retire to his room to record his observations.
Henry is primarily concerned with the .extent7to which
common cultural attitudes and behaviors become distorted
or exaggerated in families. An example of the violence of
American culture is recorded in a scene in which. a father
playing with his young 'son becomes increasingly rough
and ceases only when the play becomes overtly violent
and frightening, to the child. Concentrating upon the
ordinary, the author invests it with meaning and deep
symbolism. Ritual, for example, is described as essential
to a child's growth. Repeated patterns of care and nurture
which can be depended upon are comforting to a small
child. By 'ritual is meant such ordinary, customs as wrap-
ping a child in a warm cocoon of a towel after a bath, rub-
bing his body, and crooning to him. Established rituals,
when neglected by parents, give little structure to a child's
existence.18

Cultural. Anthropologists have always relied upon folk tales and
Traditions oral narrative to add dimension to their accounts of tribal

as Data origins and beliefs. Black-American society has a rich
heritage of oral stories and tales. The toasts, jokes, and
repartee of urban Black men give us insight into the con-
flicts and pleasures of a social group. Narratives, plus
knowledge of social and economic circumstances, have

"J. Henry, "The naturalistic observation of the families of psychotic
children," Proceedings of the Third Inititute on Preventive Psychiatry
of the State University of Iowa, (Iowa City: State University of Iowa,
1961).

c.f., jr,1 Henry, Pathways to Madness, "(New. York: - Random House,
1971).
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.

been interwoven into a 'itOtal cultural descirption by folk-
lorists and anthropologists." The oral themes can be the
data for a psychological perspective of the dilemmas of
poor Black men. Thematic structures stemming from
African folk tales. and from the time of slavery can be found
in current usage. The conflict expressed by the men about
their authoritarian mothers and exploitive wives gives in-
sight into the attitudes young Black boys must hold towards
their mothers and female teachers.

Language William Labov taped the casual speech of a number of
or Dialect, young Puerto Rican and Black gang members by hanging
Culture or lavalier microphones from each of them.2° There were
Sub-culture varic,...; language styles; narrations, "playing the dozens,==

jokes, tales, and angry outbursts. Rather than describe
these utterances by their level of approximation to Stan-
dard English grammar Labov analyzes them in terms of
their own structural and phonological rules to construct
a phonological rule-governed system of Black English.
Labov also presents a structural analysis of the rules for
oral style. These narrative rules are distinctly different
from the written language found in elementary school
primers. The language spoken by Black-Americans is not'
a substandard dialect of standard English, just as their
culture is not a "sub" culture.

Cultural Linguistic analysis also lends itself to study of relation-
and ships between groups in a complex society.21 Language-

Linguistic variation, by speakers in everyday situations, can indicate
Diversity their interpretation of the meaning of the social situation

of the status of the speakers in relation to the listener.
The Jack of mastery of formal Standard. English can stig-
matize some individuals. Mainstream language forms are
seen by most members of a society as the right and proper
way to express oneself. Those who do not use Standard

"R. Abrahams, Deep Down 111 the Jungle, (Chicago: Aldine Publ. Co.,
n.d.)

Labov, R Study of the Non-standard English of Negro and Puerto-
Rican Speakers in New York City, Cooperative Researth Project #3288,
Vols. I & II. (New York City: Columbia University, 1968) .

Gumperz and D. Hymes, eds., Directions in Sociolinguistics,'.(New
York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1972).
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English are thought less articulate and intelligent. Adher-
ance to the moral and aesthetic, vaiue of Standard English
is linguistic imperialism.

All of us switch unconsciously between standard (for-
mal) and non-standard (informal) forms frequently. Speak-
ers of Black English also shift from informal to formal, but
the switching from Black English to Standard English is
more than a style shift; it is a grammatical shift. Studies
of bi-lingual speakers indicate that personal and emotive
utterances are in native language whereas Standard En-
glish is used for communication with non-natives and in
formal situations. Use of Spanish, for example, can com-
municate togetherness among Puerto Ricans. Harsh and
aggressive ghetto expressions by militants can cause ir-
rational fear when heard by middle-class listeners. These
mannerisms and grammars are impossible for a white
speaker to imitate and further demonstrate his separate-
ness from Blacks and promote their solidarity.

Teachers in public schools appear to misunderstand the
nature of language and language diversity. They teach
English grammar as if it were totally rational as a system
rather than a conglomeration of borrowings and incon-
sistencies. They express dismay at the utterances of a
Black child whose Black English grammar is thought to
reflect his intellectual and moral "laziness." The rapid-
fire speech he hears in his home, replete with subtle into-
nations and rhythms is discouraged and the child is taught
in the expressionless flat monotone of the middle-class
speaker.

The Linguistic research can assist us in discovering the mean-
Native's ing of the educational process of the student. Linguistic

Point analysis of the child's perceptions can provide insight into
of View what is really being learned in schoo1.22 Spradley's text

illustrates ethnographical research in a junior high school
by interviews with students in a casual setting.23 We are
given a description of "what teachers do . . ." in a taxonomy,
with its various attributes, listed within it. Below is an

°c.f., C. R. Cazden, V. P. John and D. Hymes, Functions of Language
in the Classroom, (New York: Teachers College Press, 1972) .

°Spradley, op. cit. pp. 110-111.
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illustration of "what teachers do" in school and the manner
in .which it is graphically presented.

Figure 1
Taxonomy of the Domain of "People at Midwest Junior High"
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As the author points out, the information in this paper
is only a portion of the folk knowledge that the eighth
grade girls we talked with have in their minds.

What is presented comes from their own point of view. It
is a beginning of a study of their culture, which is important
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to a study of urban ,education . . . at Midwest Junior High
School meant to the children. There is a pattern of teachers
picking on kids and kids picking back and acting up. There
is very little cooperation between them. The diversified popu-
lation of this city is also reflected in the shallow judgements
which the children make of one another based upon ,their
dress, looks, and manners."

We can see from looking at the graph that the important
factors for example, in the students perceptions of the
"colored kids" are their personal feelings, "coolness," in-
telligence, and how much the kids talked.25

CrosS- Cross-cultural analyses of educational processes are con-
cultural cerned with such basic questions as the nature of teaching,

Studies of modes of control, and status of the teacher. Anthropol-
Education ogists have devised various organizing systems by which

the raw data from observations in a classroom, or any
educational setting, can be categorized and systematized.
I shall discuss one example, of twelve major sections each
divided into many subsections, with an explanation of
the outline and a theoretical orientation to the problems
of education in its cross-cultural aspects. Below is a sample
from one section concerning the coding of educational
process.

I. On what does the educational process focus?
a. values. b. value conflict.

II. How is the information communicated? (teaching methods)
III. Who educates?
IV. How does the person being educated participate? (What is

his attitude?)
V. How does the educator participate? (What is his attitude?)

VI. Are some things taught to some and not to others?
VII. What limits the quantity and quality of information a child

receives from his teacher?
VIII. What limits the quantity and quality of information a child

gives a teacher?
IX. What forms of conduct control (discipline) are used?
X. What is the relation between the intent and the result of

education?

"Ibid., p. 117.

p. 109.
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XI. What self - conceptions seem reinforced?
XII. How long does the process of formal education last?"
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Subsumed under these categories are many illustrations
and explanations of these aspects, but .basically the same
listing and cataloguing of attributes is made, although
more complex and definitive than Spradley's model.

A recent study of New York city schools used many
modes of gathering information: observers in the class-
rooms, interviews, teacher ratings, and examination of
textbooks. On the basis of their .observations of teachers
and students talking with each other the authoi developed
various codes of the many behavioral types. An illustration
of her interaction coding follows.

1. Neutral acceptance or affirmative: Either no answer,
or a comment like "yes," "that's it," "right," delivered in a
neutral tone.

2. Positive evaluation: "Good boy," "very good," "very
nice," "that's fine," or more extensive remarks, such. as
"Good, you're working on it," "Good, now you've proved
that." Remarks such as "good, ", though coded as positive,
present a probleni in that they may be delivered auto-
matically as virtually neutral acceptance or said with an
added emphasis and supportive intent. Positive comments
need not only follow correct answers; remarks like "Good,
that's part of it," or "Good, you're trying," can follow
mistakes.

3. Negative evaluation: "You don't know too well. . .,"
"Stick to your topic," "We're not talking about that." Neg-
ative evaluations need not only follow mistakes. Teachers
can respond to a correct answer with, "That's enough for
you" (cutting off discussion) , "Make it in the form. of a
sentence," or "Let's label our answer" (if a cent. sign, for
example, is left out of a mathevaatics example) .

4. Correction or completion of an answer, or passing
on to another child without comment.

5. Opening responses: Either following up a correct
answer, seeking the errors in an incorrect answer, or af-
firming and elaborating upon or developing an answer

2" J. Henry, "A cross-cultural index of education," Current Antino-
pology. 1 (J uly, 1960) .
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leading to a new question. Most of the responses that had
to be coded as "opening" were on a trivial or superficial
level. The better "openers" observed were remarks like
"Good, how did you arrive at that number?" "Good, show
us on i.he board," or "All right, why dr) you say that?"

6. Miscellaneous: Other or unclear incidents.27

This study of content and structure of classroom teaching
is augmented by interviews with both teachers and stu-
dents. The data question many of the common assump-
tions of educational researchers. By rigorous observation
the writer demonstrates, for example, that permissiveness
and high expectation of pupil achievement do not alWays
occur together.

In analysing techniques of classroom management, Lea-
cock states that she has developed three general categories:
supportiveness, enabling. of independence, and leeway for
child interaction. The attributes of these general categories
were found in a number of ways. All members of the
observer teams independently rated each teacher on a
five-point scale. Teacher remarks were coded as positive,
negative, or neutral and a count was made of their dis-
tribution over a three-hour period. Teacher actions and
statements were coded: directives to the class, noise and
movement allowed, handling of transitions and routines,
structuring of learning situations, assignment of respon-
sibilities, child participation, allowance for free periods.
Physical features of the room were also discussed.28 The
three variables were found to be highly interdependent
yet there was no direct relation between teacher's sup-
portiveness in the area of behavior and the value or em-
phasis she places on learning as indicated by the ratings
of teacher's interest. Furthermore, there is no consistent
relation of "supportiveness" to proportion of negative to
positive teacher statements. Leacock then states that her
analysis offers alternative "models" to the theoretically
ideal climate for learning in one case: the enabling of
interchange and structuring for co-operative work relations
combined with high standards for learning.29 The impli-

21E. Leacock, Teaching and Learning in New Yorh City Schools (New
York: Basic Books) p. 66.

23 Ibid., p. 90.
2° Ibid., p. 113.
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cation to me is that modes of socialization in Black homes
may be reflected n teaching style of Black teachers. The
author also notes the emphasis upon moral training in
social studies. The ideals of our democratic nation are
somehow distilled into "being a good citizen" and obeying
rules.

Long-term Let us examine a long-term study of Black kindergarteners
Studies and first graders in urban ghetto classes. The study com-

bined observation with ethnography. The first year was
devoted to study of classroom interaction. Compilation
of negative and positive responses by the teacher based
upon the following code was made for three separate
months in two kindergartens.

Figure 2

Code of InteraCtion.

Pupil, whose identity must be recorded, initiates an
action; teacher responds. The response is then coded
as (+) or () in accordance with the following guide-
lines.

POSITIVE (+)
1. Pupil is engaged in disruptive or disapproved behavior, teacher

ignores it, though aware of it.
2. Teacher has asked pupil a question, pupil answers, and teacher in

response indicates approval.
3. Teacher has asked pupil a questioo. pupil answers, and teacher

indicates approval by asking for further information on the subject.
4. Teacher expresses approval for an action by the pupil which

occurred in the past.

NEGATIVE ()
1. Pupil is engaged in disruptive or disapproved behavior, teacher

indicates disapproval, verbally or nonverbally.
2. Teacher has asked pupil a question, pupil answers, and teacher

in no way indicates approval.
3. Teacher has asked pupil a question, pupil answers, teacher points

out what is missing or incorrect.
4. Teacher expresses disapproval for an action by the pupil which

occurred in the past.

EXAMPLE OF CODING OF INTERACTION.
If a child was disturbed by another child and went to tell the teacher
it should be coded in the following manner, depending upon the
responses of the teacher.
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for Child A, who was disturbed, if teacher praises him for being
a tattle.
for Child A, if teacher reacts negatively to him saying, for
example, "Well, if you hadn't been out of your seat, David
would not have hit you."
for Child B, who was snitched on, if the teacher ignores his
behavior or signifies approval.
for Child B, if the teacher reacts in any negative manner.'"

It was concluded that the total amount of one-to-one
interaction lessened considerably as the school year wore
on. During the observation periods there were many chil-
dren with whom the teacher never had any one-to-one
conversation, and a selected few children were the focus
of most teacher interaction. The teacher appeared to be
working toward a classroom in which the total amount of
interpersonal communication with her kindergarteners was
minimal, with most of the communication being imper-
sonal directives. Furthermore, there emerged a central
core group of children in close around the teacher, who
interacted with them the most. There was also a peripheral
group of children close around the teacher, with whom
she interacted less and less. Over time the interaction
between members of this peripheral group intensified
which made them further removed from actual teaching.
In the first grade the amorphous groups were rigidified
into hierarchical reading levels, the central children being
in the high group, the peripheral in the lowest group.

It appeared from our research in the various schools
that early selection by the teacher of the "most likely to
succeed" children had an almost unalterable eft'ct upon
subsequent achievement.. It was not observed in any of
the classrooms that a child viewed by the teacher as po-
tentially not successful ever became a "star," the role of
"pet" or "star" appeared to follow a few children year
after year.

The following year the same teacher was asked to rank
the new first graders from "most likely" to "least likely"
to succeed. The children's ranking by the teacher closOi
followed their placement in high, middle, and lotv reading
groupsin the first grade.

"'C. Talbert, "Interaction and adaptation in two negro kindergartens,"
Human Organization (Summer, 1970) p. 108.
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The most favored children were those whose behavior
and speech most closely approximated that of the main-
stream idealcleanliness, verbosity, neatness, "prettiness,"
or "cuteness" were good attributes. Children who were
described as having mumbled speech, a urine smell, slop-
piness, old clothes, etc. were the least favored by the
teacher.31

In order to distinguish the effects of social class and
ethnicity, or rather, to understand their inter-relation, I
chose a linguistic variable to measure the amount of in-
trusion of white norms into Black behavior. I hypothesized
that those children who were able to switch from Black
English to Standard English in the appropriate setting
the best, thus exhibiting their middle-classness, would be
the ones teacher would invest her energies in the most.
I also hypothesized that in certain settings both teacher
and pupils would use primarily Black English and in others
there would be code switching to Standard English.

The language of the pupils was recorded in three dif-
ferent linguistic tasks; reading, looking at pictures, and
chatting (telling scary stories) with each other. I found
that all of the children used phonology associated with
Black English in the casual settings and that they all used
some Standard English forms when engaged in formal
tasks (reading) . What was most interesting was that the
amount of code switching (i.e. child facility in using Stan-
dard English) was closely correlated with higher teacher
ranking. Furthermore, the te- -her who was Black, used
Black English forms when speaking one-to-one with her
children and Standard English forms when engaged in
giving directions and speaking to the class as a whole.

Below is a systemization of the grammatical forms which
will be used under certain circumstances if we have knowl-
edge of the Sender, Receiver, Channel, Setting, and Mes-
sage form. We see from this model that Black English
usage is found in particularly well-defined situations which
are distinct from those in which Standard English is .used.
The demands of the classroom are such that Standard
English will be used in certain tasks which, are more im-

H H. Gouldner, J. W. Bennett, M. Durbin, R. Rist, and C. Talbert, The
Black Child in School (Final Report. OE #2-6771. Social Science Insti-
tute, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo., June, 1971) .
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personal, pedagogical, and unemotional. Black English is
used in situations which are informal, intimate, and
egalitarian.32

Figure 3
Ethnography of B.E. and S.E. Speech Events:

Determination of Code Usage

Us-
Code age Sender Receiver Channel Setting Message Form

13AE AD
I3AE < CH
13AE CH
SAE AD
SAE CH
SAE ( GRP

CH
CH
AD
GRP
All
GRP

Key:

I3AE = Black American English
SAE = Standard American English
AD = Adult
CH z-- Child
V = Verbal
PG = Peer Group
1-1 = one-toone conversation

v
+ V

V
V
V

+ V

1-1 + IC
PG + GR,SG,JK,IC
1-1 + IC
CL + DIR
CL + RDG
PG + RDG

CL = Class
DIR = Giving Directions
SG = Singing
JK = Telling jokes, spooky stories
IC = Informal conversation
RDG = Reading

--On the basis of these data Black teacher can be described
as both Black mother and White educator. The conflict
between these two roles is that learning modes prevalent
among Black adults toward children is very different than
those behind most educational theory. As Black mother
the teacher is authoritarian, non-redundant, punitive, and
little given to lengthy explanation. As teacher in a school
she is expected to be nurturant, permissive, and replete
with multiple examples and explanations for the children.
Sc._ondly the attributes of Black family life which enable
the child to learn how to cope with his environment are
not allowed in the classroom, i.e. high interaction with
peers, freedom and mobility (physical and verbal) , the
opportunity to listen to and observe adults in discussion of
their problems and solutions. Classrooms commonly are
very quiet with children rivetted in their seats and the
teacher speaking "at" the children rather than "with"

a' C. Talbert, "The weeding out process." ,Unpubl. Syracuse University,
Syracuse, N. Y. 1972.
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them. Furtherinore, as pointed out, the functions of lan-
guage among poor Blacks is different in some ways from
its functions among middle-class persons. Language, or
the non-use of language, can have high survival value when
a Black is in contact with members of the dominant society.
The child often witnesses adults speaking with welfare
workers, policemen, or truant officers, and learns to use speech
as a manipulation and disguise.

My participant-observation among poor Black families
corroborated the conceptualization of culture-specific lin-
guistic function and structure. The children I observed
were verbally creative and aggressive in their everyday
speech. The forms of verbal dexterity and expertise re-
warded are cleverness, intonational control, even the shock
value of one's choice of words. In the classroom, mono-
tonic repetition is rewarded. Interestingly, the children
who become the "stars" in the classroom were allowed to
become verbally freer, more aggressive,. and more creative
with the teacher. In other words her reward for their
conformity was a bit more freedom.

Doing anthropology is more than sitting in a few an-
thropology classes. Anthropology requires a personal involve-
ment with groups of strange people with unfamiliar customs.
I have outlined some methods of obtaining information
which ranges from intensive participation to non-threatening
interviews, but I want to make it clear that true cultural
description demands more interviews. It takes at least a
year's field work, plus years of scholarly study, for one to
begin to understand cultural patterns. Yet I also want to
encourage others to experiment with methods of observation
and participation for it is also of utmost importance that
those concerned with education be made more aware of
linguistic and cultural diversity. It is imperative that teachers
appreciate that their ideas and values are not shared by
everyone and that just as we hold to our favorite prejudices
and stereotypes with irrational fervor so do all other peoples
hold attitudes which may even appear contradictory or
destructive but withstand all efforts to change them.



Measurement and Evaluation

JEREMY D. FINN
State University of New York .at Buffalo

To many, the terms "research design," "measurement,"
and "evaluation" connote a set of technical skills involved
in the collection, analysis and interpretation of quantitative
data. The data are usually scores, obtained by measuring
the characteristics of pupils in some educational setting
(e.g. aptitudes, achievements, attitudes) , the characteristics
of other individuals within the setting (e.g. parents' educa-
tional levels, teachers' expectations) , or characteristics of the
setting itself (e.g. teacher/pupil ratio; number of texts per
pupil; adequacy of time, space and lighting facilities) .

There have been a number of advances in evaluation
technology which have potential utility in education, and
particularly in the language areas. I will describe some
of these later in this paper. But there is a related set of
more basic issues that needs to be raised if not settled,
before we embark upon the technical considerations. For
it seems that it is possible to become so enraptured with
quantitative tools that many lose sight of their appropriate
purposes and roles in the total evaluation process. Eval-
uation involves a much broader set of activities than the
technical or mathematical applications. A close look at
some of the non-technical and perhaps more difficult
evaluatory aspects of our research, is necessary before we
can decide what technical tools are, or are not, appropriate
to our needs.

EVALUATION Evaluation in its broadest sense is the judgment of value
or worth of an object, event, or idea, according to one or
more criteria. Typically in conducting research or eval-
uation studies we "evaluate" in three stages. First, we
2l2
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identify some problematic situation which we deem worthy
of study. The problem may exist in a theoretical con-
text, as, for eXample, the lack of adequate knowledge
concerning the effects of educational environments upon
the individual. Or it may exist at a more immediate level.
For example, we may wish (..) understand the effectS
of introducing reading through ITA, a curriculum currently
in popular use.

Second, we choose an approach to the study of the prob-
lem. In empirical work, we decide upon our starting points
or assumptions about how people behave. We may select
or construct a theory, a set of hypotheses, or a set of prop-
ositions about the forces effecting the outcomes of concern.
From these we decide the sorts of variables, measurements,
and observational units (e.g. pupils, classes, teachers,
homes) upon which to focus our attention.

Finally, we evaluate when we analyze and interpret
our results. (Note by comparison that measurementthe
assignment of numbers to individuals according to their
responses to a given set of stimuliis not in itself eval-
uation) . We select a set of analytic tools, hopefully de-
signed to answer the major questions of concern. We
review the quantitative outcomes and forward interpre-
tations in terms of the variables we have been studying.
We draw conclusions and propose recommendations which,
according to our judgment, seem appropriate. The recom-
mendations may be for additional research, as well as for
policy decisions to be based upon our findings.

Each of these three evaluations should be carefully
considered. Each can play a significant role in shaping
current and future research.

As recently as fifteen years ago, education could have
been regarded as only a means for perpetuating the
established socio=political systein and its traditions. A fixed
set ui intellectual attitudes and skills were passed from
generation to generation. Youngsters were informed of the
intellectual and social limits to which they must adhere.
Research in education could assume no charge other than
to identify the most efficient means through which these
goals may be attained. Focus centered upon problems,
of class size, textbook organization, and the efficiency of
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related pedogogical devices. Achievement was "measured,"
as the attainment of satisfactory levels of performance, on
norm-referenced cognitive achievement tests. The number
of content areas was limited.

While, this characterization is extreme, and while all
may not accept it wholly. I think we will agree that the
situation is dramatically different today. The federal gov-
ernment and citizenry expect the educational sector to
produce scientists to compete with those of other developed
nations. Education is seen as a' means toward overcoming
problems of poverty,' unemployment, illiteracy. Parents
not only expect .schools to provide basic cognitive skills,
but also to prepare youngsters to deal with factors in their
personal lives (e.g. sex, drugs, social and political idealism,
disease) . Students themselves are dissatisfied with the
cognitive outcomes of more traditional educational meth-
ods, as are teachers. They seek instruction in inquiry
processes. They wish to investigate the widest possible
ranges of alternatives to the current social and political
status-quo, and to the socialinjustices they see being perpe-
trated. All question the negative attitudes toward learn-
ing, toward society, and toward education, which seem in
recent years to have been a more potent outcome of twelve
years of schooling than the cognitive skills themselves.
And to everyone these dissatisfactions become accentuated
.by the rapid publication of news events, of educational
successes and failures, and of social criticism.

I will not attempt to assess these expectations, nor do I
feel that the hopes for improvement, are all realistic. But
focus upon education in the United States carries with
it a message for those of us conducting research and eval-
uation. Our work is of the greatest potential import
and cannot be conducted in isolation. Through concern
as well as through public press, we are rarely out of the
view of the remainder of American society. We cannot
continue to perform our studies of class size, of textbook
organization, of correlations of "un-relevant" tests, or of
teaching method one compared with teaching method
two, with no basic characterization of either method. We

1At least until the appearance of C. Jencks et al. Inequality: A re-
assessment of the effect of family and schooling in America (New York:
Basic Books, 1972) .
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must make every effort to evaluate the scientific and prac-
tical significance of our research efforts. Our research
should be not only "interesting," but necessary! And we
must strive toward a broadened research perspective, to
parallel the expanded roles of the educational system.

The question of research significance is both extremely
difficult, and one which is frequently avoided. "The
importance we place on our research findings and .their
explanations and implications determines what we do
with our discoveries."2 Scientists will often disclaim com-
petence or interest in making such value judgments. And
none of us really wants to tell his colleague that there's
something more important in his work than he seems to
realize. Yet the recent arguments of Scriven and Harrison
(among others) that we cannot afford not to consider the

issue merit review.3"

ObviouglYno single definition of problem "significance"
will. suffice. Instead consider the following three general.
criteria, posed as questions, which may form -a basis to
construct a further rationale of quality:

Are the characteristics of the program we are studying
basic to the problem, or are they symptomatic, and per-
haps transient and unreplicable?
Example: The effectiveness of any "curriculum package"
is a function of the quantity and quality of pupil ma-
terials, the degree of teacher preparation necessary for
their dissemination, as well as the quality of teaching
guides. Simply to compare the effectiveness of the pack-
age with some other unspecified curriculum, leaves no
clue as to whether the separate qualities of the package
were or were not effective.

If a comparative study fails to demonstrate effective-
ness, it is nevertheless likely that some of the program's

F. I. Harrison. The process of conducting research: procedures and
proceedings." Paper presented at the American Personnel and Guidance
Presession on Research Supervision and Consultation, Chicago, November,
1970, p. 4.

3 Harrison, op. cit.; M. Scriven. "Student values as educational objec-
tives." Proceedings of the 1965 Invitational Conference.on Testing Prob-
lems (Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1966) . M. Scriven. "The
values of the academy," Review of Educational Research, 1970, 40, 541
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qualities were effective while others were not. The
overall gain, as a combination of many factors, may
appear nil. Information about basic qualities provides
data for the "formative evaluation" of the materials,
culminating in a revised curriculum. Through successive
improvements and re-assessments, the effectiveness of
the materials may be enhanced until an acceptable level
is- reached. If the program or package is effective, the
qualities that make it so may be abstracted, and in-
corporated into other curricular materials, in the same
or different content areas.

The comparison of teaching methods or curricula
which embody many characteristics are contingent upon
the particular programs being compared. For example
the "traditional approach" or the "control treatment"
may itself vary: *dramatically from one administration
to another. We must, not have the effectiveness of our
experimental program be contingent upon such tran-
sience. It is for this reason that Lever Brothers (manu-
facturers of Pepsodent) will not consider Crest (Procter
and Gamble) an adequate comparison. Instead they
will compare treatments in terms of the quantity of
specific additives.

Progressing from general program descriptions to the
definition of basic variables is not a simple task. Char-
acterizing curricula, teaching methods, or educational
programs generally, in terms of a series of basic param-
eters, is a task for which we still lack the tools. The dis-
covery and organization of curriculum-descriptive terms
and parameters may represent one of the most-significant
logical and psychological tasks confronting us today.4

Measurement Are we measuring new aspects of the phenomena we
Innovativeness study, and seeking better ways to measure familiar

variables?
Examples: Perhaps of all research in education, none
lacks new measurement approaches as much as research
in reading. There now exist uncountable tests for ele-
mentary-level pupils of reading ability (including mea-
sures such as provided by the WISC) , comprehension,

'L. S. Shulman. "Reconstruction of educational research," Review of
Educational Research, 1976, 40, 371-396.
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recall, recognition, and readiness. And there also exist
uncountable reports of their intercorrelationsunder nat-
ural conditions, under experimental conditionsfor the
highs, for the lowsfor Chicago, for Minneapolisfor linear
relationships, for curvilinearusing product moment cor-
relations, using anovaetc., etc., etc. Perhaps we have so
many separate reports because of fear of extrapolation from
one test or one situation to another. Or perhaps we simply
wish to replicate, to be certain. This may be one area in
which we should disregard the universal recommendation;
perhaps "further research is not needed."

It is not my intention to disparage all reading research,
as there are a number of exceptional efforts currently
underway. However there arr.. also a number of ways
to approach the measurement issue, which may assist
in alleviating redundancy in language-related research.
Two of these approaches follow:.

First, we may examine the context which gives rise
to our data. For example, elementary-level children
will respond differently to communications with different
contents, as a function of their own interests and atten-
tion levels. There undoubtedly exist data for the test
of this hypothesis (and if not, they can be simply col-
lected). This assumption tells us that both "content
area" of the reading material, as well as the "instructional
approach with respect to attention demands," must be
assessed in attempts to understand reading achievement.
With these contextual measures as co-variables, we would
expect to gain in our prediction of reading outcomes
beyond that provided by aptitudes and readiness.

Here the context is defined by "instructional process
variables " descriptors of the processes embodied to dif-
fering extents in any pedogogical approach. Similar pro-
cess variables have been used to characterize the aspects
of home environments Which promote cognitive achieve-
ment. Dave observed correlations up to .80 between
achievement and measures of home environmental pro-
cesses (e.g. achievement press, language models, intellec-
tual activity in the home) .5 The process-variable ap-

5 Dave, R. H. "The identification and measurement. of environmental
process variables that are related to educational achievement." Un-
published doctoral dissertation, The Uniliersity of Chicago, 1963.
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proach to describing educational contexts would appear
to have high analytic power.

For a more detailed description of the learning con-
text, we may also wish to obtain both "high-inference"
and "low-inference" measures of teacher behavior .° Again
we can see the need for a logical analysis of instruction
to help identify and name the contextual parameters of
greatest consequence.

Second, we may analyze the learning criteria assumed
to be important. In particular we might examine the
range of anticipated outcomes. For example, communi-
cation through writing continues to be of import in
western cultures. Yet our definition and measurement
of writing skills, either directed or creative, remains in
a most primitive state. To some extent teachers are
turning away from the narrowly-defined objectives of
correctness in punctuation, spelling, and grammar. But
the more complex skills still lack adequate measurement,
perhaps as a function of lacking adequate definition.

Consider instead the different sorts of objectives and
definitions which may be relevant. For example, is it
possible that the outcome variable we should consider
is simply the ability to transmit a message, and to do so
whenever necessary? Certainly there are others. The
technical measurement question becomes one of how to
obtain valid indicators of these alternate outcomes. I will
leave this question for you to answer; it is far from an
insurmountable problem.

The range of outcomes may also be viewed on a time
dimension. For example criterion-referencing is a mea-
surement trend which currently attracting much at-
tention. The term refers tp an evaluation Procedure
whereby criteria for satisfactoq performance on a spe-
cific set of skills, are fixed in advance of a course or unit.
Each pupil is rated on his attainment of those criteria,
rather than by comparison to other pupils (i.e. norm-
referencing) .

°B. Rosenshine. "Teaching behavior related to pupil achievement: A
review of research," I. Westbury & A. A. Bellack (Eds.), Research into
classroom processes: Recent developments and next steps. (New York:
Teachers College Press, 1971) .
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Ideas of criterion-referencing are as old as the concept
of educational evaluation itself.? By comparison their
implementation has been slow in coming, and is attempted
for only the simplest of skills.8 It would seem useful to
expand upon these applications, especially in language-
related areas. Language skills are basic to all we do,
say, and learn as children and as adults. Ways may
be sought to -measure the attainment of long-term lan-
guage goals, not just those of spicific courses and units.
To accomplish this measurement, we need to specify
the necessary adult communications skills, and to dis-
tinguish them from those which are not essential. We
must also develop the technical means of measuring
progress at each stage toward those long-range objectives.
These technical advances can facilitate school-, district-,
and state-wide program evaluationthose concerned with
assessing the effects of an eight-year or thirteen-year
school curriculum.

Knowledge To what extent will new knowledge be gained through
gained our research?

In some sense, all research produces "new" knowledge,
while in another sense no research effort is completely
unique. Yet we may ask whether there are means for
raising the potential contribution of any study to knowl-
edge in a problem area. That is, how may we increase
its "academic payoff"?

We all recognize a need for "replication studies."
Yet we must also question the point at which replications
or "almost-replications" no longer alter our conceptions
about learning. In particular we need ways for assessing
the current stage of knowledge in a problem area, and
determining what sorts of studies will move us ahead.

With the plethora of names for the same or similar
variables, this task becomes even more formidable. Fre-
quently another investigator has researched essentially the
same problem as that we are concerned with, only in some

7E. R. Smith and R. W. Tyler. 21Ppraising and recording student
progress (New York: Harper & Bros., 1942)..

8 R. Glaser. "Adapting the elementary school curriculum to individual
performance," Proceedings of the 1967 Invitational Conference on Test-
mg Problems (Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1967), pp. 3-36.
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other situation or under- anot'..er ,et of variable names. The
barrier may be overcome at times by realizing the basic
constructs underlying the manifest behaviors of concern, i.e.
by explicating our assumptions about behavior and the
variables we study. And it may be overcome at times by
systematically reviewing, organizing, and summarizing the-
ory and findings in the area, as seen from a number of
disciplines. We must evaluate, not just review, and ask our-
selves what we can add that is unique. Review and sum-
mary effort (e.g. Review of Educational Research, ERIC)
are stepping stones in this direction- and deserve our full
support.

Chamberlain and Platt suggest procedures for con-
structing a "logical tree" of knowledge, and for stating
critical untested hypotheses.° While their papers are
based upon research in the biological and physical
sciences, they warrant careful review for application
to the social sciences. In contrast, Senator Walter Mon-
dale suggests that it is the critical summary of what is
known about a problem, and what is not, that is des-
parately needed for policy-making.10 Perhaps in some
instances this summary alone is the most worthwhile
contribution.

I have suggested three criteria that may be considered
in evaluating research efforts: I) The extent to which the
research involves basic and non-transient variables, 2) The
extent to which the research considers a range of process
and outcome measures, and 3) the extent to which the
research contributes to the current . stage of knowledge.
The criteria are cliff-cult to assess, but must be regarded
continually in plannMg research studies. The necessary
measurement approaches as well as the means for sum-
marizing what is known about particular problems, are
themselves methodologies requiring further development.

°T. C. Chamberlin. "The method of multiple working hypotheses,"
Scientific Monthly, 1944, 59, 357-362. J. R. Platt. "Strong inference,"
Science, 1964, 146, 347-352.

'°W. F. Mondale. "Education and social change: the congressional
perspective," Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, New York, February, 1971.
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A MULTI- All have undoubtedly heard the "three r's," of research
VARIATE the three universal recommendations. Whether the topic

APPROACH is children's reading, the reduction of illiteracy, develop-
mental language processes, or ways to teach a second lan-
guage, we seem always to converge upon the same points
of agreement. First, the problem is not solved (although
it will be shortly) and ''more research is needed." Second,
a major obstacle to the solution of the problem is that we
have not approached it from a sufficiently broad perspec-
tive. Thus we need to provide for "interdisciplinary think-
ing and research on the issue." And finally, since our
simpler and more familiar analytic _models have not pro-
vided elegant problem solutions, "we must employ the tech-
niques of multivariate analysis."

In all likelihood, we have become conditioned to ignore
these recommendations when stated by others; and to
include them in our own reports as a necessary condition
for completeness. In the preceding section of this paper
it is suggested that we give servious consideration to the
first and second recommendationsnot to accept them as
given, but to evaluate them carefully. In the remainder
of the paper I would like to discuss the final recommen-
dation, the need for "multivariate analysis." This recom-
mendation Iike the others, should not be given or accepted
without careful evaluation.

Multivariate analysis may be conceptualized in two
manners. First, it. is a way of analyzing behavioral phe-
nomena. It is based upon the realization that almost no
human behavior worthy of study has only a single facet;
that behind any measurable trait are components which
covary, if only partially; that a "better" scientific de-
scription of any behavior is derived through some degree
of finer analysis. Further, no observable behavior results
from a single antecedent. The "principle of multiple
causes" is one we confront in all except the smallest analytic
units (e.g. the "one-gene, one-enzyme theory" of genetic
action).

The second conceptualization of multivariate analysis is
fitting a set of algebraic models to situations with multiple
otitcoiw! variables. I will defer discussion of the algebraic
conception to a later part of the paper. Let us first examine
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the phenomena we measure to see where the algebraic
models may be applicable.

All educational research assumes a set of learning out-
comes. Even a laboratory study of minor facets of the
reading process carries the assumption that certain reading
skills are important outcomes; a study of teacher person-
ality and pupil self-concept carries the assumption that
one or both of these is at least partially a result of the
classroom interaction; and so on. A second set of variables
describes the means by which the objectives are conveyed
to the pupils. These may include teacher and pedagogical
characteristics which aid, or hinder the transmission of
ideas (e.g. length of lesson; degree of structure and organi-
zation) . Finally there are the characteristics of the pupils
which determine the extent of the learnings to be attained.
These may include pupils' abilities and interests, age, sex
and social status, as well as other personality factors.

Most research focuses upon a small set of characteristic
from one or two of these domains. The purpose is to dem-
onstrate that under natural or experimentally-induced
conditions, the correlations among them or "strength-of-
effect" is of magnitude X. Important variables which are
omitted substantially limit the degree of prediction or
explanation. Yet integration of a larger number of traits
into the study appears either too costly or too complex to
permit a resonable analysis.

Educational studies can consider the multiple sources of
influene and the multiple outcomes of educational process.
Our common goal is to understand the behavior of the
graduate of a unit, a course, or thirteen-year career in an
educational setting better than we do now. To accomplish
this, we must explicitly state and utilize the assumption
that the educational enterprise has both a manifest and
latent curriculum" and yields both intended outcomes,
and others which co-occur but may not . be anticipated.

The multiple-input, multiple-outcome assumption can be
formulated as a model depicting the classroom enterprise.
The.model is a way of stating what we know or assume about
the problem situation. Sound behavioral models may be

10 B. S. Blown. "Individual differences in school achievement: a

vanishing point?" Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, New York, February, 1971.

.1
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easily and elegantly employed to generate testable hypotheses
about pupil and teacher behavior, Currently there is a pau-
city of such models, for they require the careful logical and
psychological analysis of complex phenomena. At times the
phenomena can only be modeled after lengthy study and
integration of prior research. It is this analysis of the prob-
lem situation, and the decisions of what to'include in a model.
of observed behavior, what to exclude, and how to juxtapose
the remainder, that defines the first conception of multivariate
analysis. At least in this sense, multivariate methods are
necessary.

The models which . have been deVeloped have seen
frequent use in educational studies. Among them are the
Getzels model of observed social behavior, the Carroll
"model of school learning," and the model assumed in
Bloom's Stability and Change in Human Characteristics.12
However none contains an analytic description of the facets
of the educational emironment which impinge upon pupil
behavior.

:Educational An educational environment exists whenever individuals
Opportunity are present in a setting wherein learning objectives have been

formulated and situations developed that are designed to
bring about the attainment of the objectives.13 A large
number of settings may be viewed as educational environ-
mentsfor example the classroom, the home, a museum,
and even a peer-group meeting place. One way to view
each of these environments is to distinguish two achieve-
ment-related components: The first is the simple avail-
ability of time, space, materials, and teachers or 'other
behavior models, as the essential resources for learning.
The provision of a quantity of high-quality resources to
pupils is in one sense educational opportunity.

J. W. Getzels. "Conflict and role behavior in the educational setting,"
W. W, Charters, Jr. & N. L. Gage (Eds.) , Readings in the social psychol-
ogy of education (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1963); J. B. Carroll. "A
model of school learning," Teachers College Record, 1963, 64, 723-733;
B. S. Bloom. Stability and change in human characteristics (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1964).

'a J. D. Finn and E. L. Gaier. "The educational environment," Un-
published manuscript State University' of New York at Buffalo, 1969.
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Educational The second component is the set of activities, expecta-
Press tions, and pressures to which the pupil is subjected, which

influence the extent to which lie will utilize the resources.
This educational press is exerted by the learning activities
and directions ("read, the first ten pages") , general ped-
agogical characteristics (e.g. degree of organiation, en-
thusiasm of the teacher) , as well as by covert psychological
demands (e.g. parents' and teachers' expectations for pupil
achievement) .

This simple model depicts achievement as a function
of the factors opportunity and press, i.e.

Achievement = f (Opportunity, Press) .

Achieve- The two-component analysis can generate a number of
711 c n t interesting behavioral lipotheses. We might postulate

1) that opportunity is a necessary but not sufficient condi-
tion for satisfactory achievement levels to be reached,
2) that press must be neither too low nor too high, for
maximal cognitive attainment. Or considering both param-
eters jointly we may hypothesize 3) that cognitive achieve-
ment is maximized when the opportunities provided
are at a minimally satisfactory level, and the activities
and expectations. are within a "moderate" range. This is
one form of the "consistency hypothesis," the assertion that
separate environmental facets must operate in a state of
congruence in order for specific outcomes to be realized.

The settings in which a child spends his day may both
counteract and support one another. The home, the class-
room, and the peer -social environment, each provides its
own set of resources, as well as activities and expectations
for cognitive achievement (Can you name them?) Thus
the consistency hypothesis may also he applied across
settings; only if the press of the three environments is
consistent will learning be expected to be maximized.

Measuring Further definition is necessary to obtain measures of
"Opportunity" "opportunity". and "press." For example opportunity con-

and "I.-ress" notes the availability of human and material resources,
as well as a setting with ample time, space, and lighting
for children to learn. We may evaluate the instructional
materials themselves: are the textbooks, laboratory ma-
terials, audiovisual aids of sufficient quantity, of sufficient
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quality, and at a level appropriate to the classes in which
they are used?

Press is exerted upon a child by the teacher through
instruction, and through the manifestation of personal at-
titudes. and expectations. Rosenshine has indicated that
clarity of presentation and the degree of teacher enthusi
asm are among the most important instructional determi-
nants of pupil performance.14. Both of these are directly
observable. In contrast, teachers may hold subtle expec-
tations for pupils' performance. These shape responses to
the class and to individual children, resulting in altered
achievement patterns.15 A less obtrusive approach, to the
measurement of expectations may be necessary.

The analysis of environmental components may be de-
picted in block-diagram form:

OPPORTUNITY

PRESS

Figure 1

HOME CLASSROOM PEERSOCIAL

There exist innumerable research reports involving one
or two aspects of the "total picture." The framework can
be used as a set of principles by which these are organized.
From this, studies may . be designed to bring together the
effects of multiple environments, or multiple aspects of a
single environment. No single study can test any of the
broil propositions in its entirety. However, several well-
designed studies (with varying, definitions of opportunity
and . press) , provide all the necessary information to ac-
complish this purpose.

Bloom has recommended a. similar integrative approach,
-under a three-part breakdown of the antecedents of learn-
ing.15 He suggests that the maximum proportion of vari-

1+ Rosenshine, op. cit.
R. Rosenthal and L. Jacobson. Pygmalion in the classroom (New

York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968) ; J. D. Finn. "Expectations and
the educational environment," Review of Educational Regarch, 1972,
in press.

"Bloom, "Individual differences." op. cit.
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ation in pupil achievement determined by pupil entry be-
havior is 50%; by affective entry characteristics, 25%; and
by instructional quality 25%. Study of both entry be-
havior and affective entry characteristics, indicates that
jointly the two may account for 65% of the variation in
achievement scores. All .three components may account
for as much as 90% of the variation in learning outcomes.
I personally do not believe that such a high degree of ex-
planation can be achieved without including other school
and non-school environmental characteristics (e.g. avail-
ability of resources other than the teacher) . However the
principle remains that we can only achieve an increased
level of understanding by developing the means of organize
and test more complex behavioral models.

OUTCOMES Let us turn briefly to the outcomes of formal education.
For most if not all popular concern with education, in-
volves outcomes which co-vary only partially with basic
cognitive achievement. No single outcome is so simple and
important as to be worthy of study in a single aspect,
or in isolation.

One analysis of educational outcomes is provided by the
distinction of cognitive and affective achievements; in the
two handbooks of the Taxonomy of Educational Objec-
tives." Both define classes of behavior which a pupil can
demonstrate when placed in an appropriate stimulus sit-
uation. Excluded is the entire set of behaviors which the
individual actually does display, when facing parallel sit-
uations in daily life, i.e. "habitual behavior." These too
may result from educational experiences, and may develop
in specific units or courses, or from longer schooling pe-
riods.18 All three outcomes (cognitive, affective, habitual)
may be considered when evaluating a course of instruction
or in studying, say, attitudes toward reading or attitudes
toward alien cultures.

17 B. S. Bloom, (Ed.) . Taxonomy, of educational objectives. Handbook
I: Cognitive domain (New York: David McKay & Co., 1956) ; D. R.
Krathwoh], B. S. Bloom and B. B. Masia. Taxonomy of educational
objectives. Handbook II: Affective domain (New York: David McKay
& Co., 1964) .

18J. D. Finn. "Evaluation of instructional outcomes: Extensions to
meet current needs," Curriculum Theory Network, 1972, in press.
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From a different viewpoint, Jackson suggests that the pri-
mary outcomes of formal educational sttings are adaptive
on. s; that above all ease, the pupil must learn to adapt
to the power and organizational structure of a crowded
school situation.16 The associated learnings are some of
the "unanticipated achievements" of educational process.
Combining these with the taxonomic analysis, the cate-
gories of required behavior in school are three: (A) be-
haviors demonstrating adaptation to the environmental
structure, (B) behaviors exhibiting expected performance
with the course materials, and (C) behaviors demonstrat-
ing particular forms and degrees of interaction with other
pupils."

These outcomes are not stressed equally by teachers,
by the class as a whole, or by peer groups. r or example
a teacher may require certain learning criteria to be met,
while peer group demands - conflicil:iiith this. A teacher
may provide goal statements in terms of performance with
class materials. On the other hand, rewards and punishments
may be mediated on the basis of the pupil's accepting the
classroom conditions and power structure. It would be useful
to examine the press of each constituent upon the child, as
well as his responses in the three achievement categories.

In the preceding paragraphs I have provided some ex-
amples of one sort of "multivariate analysis," i.e. tie log-
ical analysis of the educational setting, and of the outcomes
which are realized. Multiple inputmultiple outcome models
of educational process must be developed, to facilitate relat-
ing the two sets of constructs, rather than specific facets of
either. Propositions derivEcl from such models must be em-
pirically tested as a step toward increasing our understanding
of contextual behavior.

Multivariate statistical models are applicable to situations
with multiple random variables. Most linear models ein-
ployed to analyze educational data (e.g. regression or
analysis of variance models) assume fixed values of the
independent (predictor) variables. In contrast multivariate

" P. W. Jackson. Life in classrooms (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1968) .

2) Finn and Gaffer, op.
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models are usually appropriate when a study contains
multiple dependent, or outcome, or criterion measures.
They frequently constitute the most realistic statistical
models for behavioral data, especially when the research
evolves from a multipleoutcome °paradigm.

Factor Statistics journals abound with, analysis techniques that
Analysis are "multivariate." However there are two distinct sets of

multivariate procedures crrrently employed in education
and psychological reseacl The first was developed ori8
inally by Spearman and by Thurstone as a 'procedure for
discovering the common behavioral "factors" underlying
test responses. Until recently; factor analysis has been
employed with multiple 'outcome measures in the attempt
to discover .....ant score components. The problem is one of
identifying some independent variables whiCh are not known
or specified a priori. Factor and component analysis tech-
niques have been used as exploratory devices, since they
yielded no tests of particular structural models. Instead the
researcher would collect some data and use factor analysis
methods to "see what comes out." It is possible that Thur-
stone's efforts were not only among the first, but also one of
few productive efforts of that sort in education.

More recently factor-analytic models have become statis-
tical models, 'as the distributions of the resulting estimates
have become known. Psychometricians now-' have the the-
ory as well as computer programs for hypothesizing par-
ticular constructs underlying test responses. With recent
advances in maximum-likelihood factor analysis and covari-
ance structure analysis,21 hypotheses may be tested about the
existence and form of the underlying factors, and about the
congruence of several data factorizations. Factor analysis can
now assume a more useful and revealing rate in attempting
to describe response data.

21 K. G. Joreskog. "A general approach to confirmatory maximum like-
lihood factor analysis," Psychometrika, 1969, 34, 183-202; R. P. Mac-
Donald. "Numerical Methods for polynomial models in nonlinear factor
analysis," Psychometrika, 1967, 32, 77-112; R. D. Bock and R. E. Barg-
mann. "Analysis of covariance structures," Psychometrika, 1966, 31,
507-534.

7,
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The second set of multivariate models includes gener-
alizations of analysis-of-variance and regression' procedures
to the case of multiple dependent variables. For example,
with several groups of subjects we may wish to test that
tl group means are equal, not on a single outcome vari-
able,, but on two or more intercorrelated variables sim-
ultaneously. For this a multivariate extension of the usual
F-test may be employed. Or we may wish to predict
achievement in a literature course from one or more in-
structional variables. Achievement may be measured by
both an indicator of cognitive performance, as well as an
index of the pupils' attitudes toward reading literary ma-
terial. For this a multivariate extension (here bivariate)
of the multiple linear regression model is appropriate.
We may test for. the simultaneous prediction of the two
(interdependent) outcomes, which jointly describe the re-

sults of the course or unit.
Multivariate data arise whenever more than a single

measure, test, or subtest, is necessary to desCribe the out-
come of an experiment or comparative study. This may
occur in several ways. first, multiple measures are taken
..,ten there is uncertainty about the most appropriate
operational definition of a construct. For example, in the
absence of a single good definition of general 'intelligence
we may administer several cognitive tests, each having
a heavy "g" component. Second, multiple scales may be
necessary to complete the description of responses to a
given stimulus. For example, multiple measures derived
from the Rdrschach or from unstructured language sam-
ples22 may .together yield a conception of underlying be-
havior traits. Third, multivariate data occur when there
is practical interest in more than one distinct outcome of a
study. This situation is encountered frequently in educa-
tional studies. Outcome measures may consist of both cog-
nitive and affectiv-e_scales; of both higher and lower mental
process cognitive Measures; of differing aspeCts of reading
skill;, or of both. anticipated and unanticipated instructional
outcomes. -Fourth; problems of nosology, encountered in
groupirig pupils, are multivariate problems when 'multiple
classificatory variables are considered. .

=2 J. D. Finn. "Patterns in children's language," The School Review,
!,969, 77, 108 127.
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Finally "repeated-measures" research by definition yields
data which are multivariate. Repeated measures problems
arise .whenever subjects are measured more than once on
the same scale. For example, the same instrument may
be administered as pre- and post-test for a course er unit.
Learning.studies frequently allow the subject multiple
trials on the same task, with the same measure of pro-
ficiency at each trial. Most long-term and longitudinal stud-
ies involve administering the same test or-set of stimuli to the
same subjects, repeatedly. The repeated-measures problem is
like other multivariate situations, except that the multiple
outcome variables are measurements on the same scale.

In each example the same observational units are mea-
sured on more than a single test, or sub-test; or occasion.
It is this property that defines the problem as multivariate
in the statistical sense. A multivariate approach attends
to the data as a whole, rather than to a few isolated or
transient aspects. In each 'instance the analysis of a single
summary measure, i.e. a total or average score, will result
in the loss of information conveyed by the indiVidual scales.
Analyses of each of h, series of measures separately, will
result- in redundancy which in turn will threaten the va-
lidity of the conclusions drawn. The appropriate multi-
variate model will allow the researcher to retain the
multiple scores, and to treat them simultaneously.. There
is no particular restriction upon the intercorrelationi of the
measures. Since multivariate statistical outcomes pertain to
the set of variables, it is only important that the,,set be a
meaningful one.

Multivariate The particular multivariate models considered hem are
Models extensions of the univariate analysis-of-variance, covariance,

and linear regression models. There is often some con-
fusion of terms in referring to these models, and I
would suggest the following conventions. The number of
dependent variables (which are random variables, or "vari-
ates ") determines whether a model is univariate (I) bi-
variate (2) or multivariate (generally). In regression the
number of predictors determines wheLlir the model is simple
regression (I) , or multiple regression (generally) . Thus the
regression model with one predict::: and one outcome is the
univariate simple regression model; with one predictor and
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multiple outcomes, the multivariate simple regression model;
with many predictors and many outcomes, the multivariate
multiple regression model; etc. The analysis-of-variance
counterpan of univariate simple regression is one-way univari-
ate analysis of variance; a one-factor design with many crite-
rion measures requires a one-way multivariate analysis of
variance model; a two-way or many-way design with multiple
outcome measures from each subject, requires a many-way
multivariate analysis of variance model; and so on.

There is a direct parallel between the regression and
analysis-of-variance models. The only distinction between
them is 'a conceptual one. In regression analysis the inde-
per-dent variables (predictors) are measured variables; in
analysis of variance the independent variables have only
discrete group-membership values. Algebraically, the two
models are the same, and may be solved by a single es-
timation algorithm. The F-statistics which usually result
from the two analyses are mathematically. identical, even
though the associated terminology sometimes differs.

In multiple regression there is no restriction upon the
intercorrelations of the predictor variables. Also in analysis
of variance (or covariance) the independent variables
may be correlated. This means that (contrary to the pre-
sentations of many statistics texts) valid and exact analyses
of variance may be conducted with unequal subclass fre-
quencies, and with contrast parameters which are. not or-
thogonal. The linear statistical model with one or more
intercorrelated independent variables of eithei- sort, and
one or more intercorrelated criteria is the "multivariate
general linear model." All analysis-of-variance, covariance,
and regression problems may be solved as special cases.

The results of a multivariate statistical analysis are es-
sentially the same as those from ,the usual univariate
techniques, but apply to multiple outcome measures. For
example, in a 2 X 3 (sex X social class) experimental de-
sign, with three outcome measures from each subject, uni-
variate estimates of the sex, social class, and interaction
effects may be obtained. The hypotheses may be tested
that p, males =p, females, that means for the three social class
groups are equal, and that the interaction terms are null.
The multivariate model will yield a single F.-ratio for
each of these hypotheses, as a summary test statistic apply-
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ing to all three dependent variables. In addition, good
general-model programs for multivriate analysis yield the
usual univariate 1;-statistics for each of the measures, to
facilitate interpretation e1 the multivatiate result.:23 The
univariate ratios however, lack statistical independence to
the extent that the variates are intercorrelated. By com-
parison the multivariate test statistics 'are not invalidated
by non-zero intercorrelations of the dependent variables.
These correlations would in fact be expected, if the mul-
tiple measures are. facets of 1. comma ;cait. or response.

Multivariate test statistics may .11.f.. be obtained for a

single. planned comprison among groups, for the regres-
sion of multiple r,-;teria upon one or more pre lictor vari-
ables, and for mean differences on multiple criteria after
removing the effects of one or more measured control
variables (covaria:es). In every case, when the number
of dependent variables is one; the multivariate results reduce
to the usual univariate form in both theory and computation.

CANONICAL There are some multivariate techniques in current vogue
ANALYSES which seem to 4_ employed more than their power would

warrant. These a.e generally referred to as canonical anal-
yses,_ of which two are canonical correlation analysiS and
discriminant function analysis. Both of these are procedures
for identifying linear combinationsof critericitiThiFaSures
which have specified optimum properties.

Canonical When the research yields both multiple dependent vari-
Correlation abler and multiple measured predictors (the multivariate

multiple regression), dlr. canonical correlations are mea-
sures of association of the two sets. Linear functions of
the criterion variables are identified, and other linear func-
tic, is of the predictors, such that the two resulting functions
ate maximally intercorrelatecl. For example, if the criterion
variables are yl, y2 , . yp, and the .predictors are x1

J. D. Finn. "iiitillivarianceunivariale and multivariate analysis of
variance and cnvolouce: a Fortran IV program. Version 5, (Ann Arbor
Michigan: Nationa: Educational Resources, Inc., 2i5 Kenwood Ave.,
March, 1972) ; D. J. Clyde, E. M. Cramer and R. J. Sherin. Multivariate
statistical 14 'grams (Coral Gables, Florida: University of Miami, Bio-

. metric Laboratory, 1966) .
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x2, , x, new variables 11 and X are .defined, such that

a1y1 + a2y2 + + apy
and X = blxl + b2x2 + + bgx,.

The weights a; and 1)3 are computed in such a way as to
maximize rxy, the simpl.- Pearsonian correlation of X and Y.
rxy is a canonical correlation between the two sets of variables.
The significance of rxy may be tested in the usual manner,
to determine whether there is some non-zero association
of the two sets, If there is only a single y-variate (univari-
ate case) , the canonical correlation is simply the multiple
correlation coefficient, and the b-weights are the partial
regression coefficients. Further if there is also only a single
x-variate, the canonical correlation is the simple Pearson
product-moment correlation of x and y.

Although canonical correlations are generalizations of
more common correlation n 'asures, their interpretation
in the multivariate case is difficult. To completely describe
the assJciation of the two sets of variables, as many
different linear functions anct corre! ztions are required as
the number of variables in the smaller of the two sets; i.e.
min (p,q). More than one ofthese, and perhaps a:I, may
be significantly different from zero. For each significant
correlation, the function e7!,:l its ;Teights require inter-
pretation. The . weights are computed simultaneou2!, and
reflect both the scale ec the original -measures; as well as
the particurar set of measures taken and their intercor,
relations. The magnitudes of the weights. do not generally
reflect the relative contributions of the measures to rxy.
Interpretation of the weighted linear- function is subject to
all the ambiguities of the naming of factors in factor
analysis.

A more revealing approach is to obtain multivariate
test statistics for the regression of the criterion measures
upon the predictors. The simpler univariate estimates and
test. statistiui should provide. a clear interpretation. These
may include simple, partial, and multiple correlations,
percentages of variation accounted for, an-I so on. While
sophisticated procedures such as canonical correlation
analysis may appear elegant, our purposes are best served
by the simplest and most straightforward techniques which
will yield valid answers to our research questions.
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Discriminant Discrintinicafys;5" bears general similarities to ca-.
Analysis nonical correlation amlysis. When the independent vari-

ables have group-membership values, as in . analysfs-of-
variance designs, linear combinations of the criterion
measures may be obtained which themselveshave max -
imum --between-group_ variation__ or maximum univariate
F-statistics. Again. multiple' functions" may
be necessary to explain all between-group variation in a
set of measures. Each is subject to the interpretive com-
plexities of canonical correlation weights.. The test sta-
tistic for the significance of all discriminant functions is
identical to the ordinary multivariate test of the equality
of mean vectors. No between-group variation is created
or destroyed throngh the transformation to discriminant
variables.

For interpretive purposes. in omultivariate analysis of
variance, the magnitudes of multiple univpriate F-ratios
may be compared. L:.! this way the variates most and
least effected by the group-membership variable can be
identificl Linear combinations of means, or contrast,-.
provide the .researcher with estimates of the strength and
direction of between-group effects. The corresponding
standard errors may be employed to provide additional
information about the strength of effect relative to rep-
lication of the study. Strength-of-association measures such
as (02 are not generally valid in fixed-effects anova.

A good int- 'Auction to multivariate analysis, with ex-
amples, is given in Bock and. Haggard.24 Studies using
multivariate methods include those reported by !Finn, and
Harrison." 5 Texts appearing with increasing rrpidity.26

24-R. D. -Bock and E. -A. Haggard. "The use of multivariate anal).is
of variance in behavioral research," D. K. Whitla (Ed.) . Handbook
of measurement and i.sessment in behavioral sciences (Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley, 1968) .

"Fir. "Expectations,"; F. I. Harrison. "Aspirations as related to
school performance and socio- economic status." Sociometry, 1069, 32, 70 -79,

R. E.. Bock. Multivariate statistical methods in behavit ral research
(New York: McGraw-Hill, in preparation) , Chapter 7; J. 1). Finn. The
analysis of multivariate data (New York: Holt, Rinehart and-Winston,
l'174, in preparation; !. J. Press. Applied Multivariate analysis (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972) ; M. M. Tatsuoka. Multivariate
analysis: Techniqr:es for educational and psychological research (New
York: john Wiley and Sons, 19711 .
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APPLICA- Only after we have chosen a conceptual approach to
TIONS problent are we ready to deeide upon a specific analysis

mode. The. general linear model may be employed
whenever there. are multiple antecedent. tindf or multiple
outcome variables. With a good genera -model computer-
program, it is not necessary to score a ucl code data to
fit software specifications. Instead the 'program may be
adapted to the data as they are found. When a Ii near-
model analysis is riot appropriate, non.liii-e7r models, non.
parametric models, time series models, and others may
be required. Our purpose is to describe the trends which
exist in quantitative data. While a statistical model must
be selected according to the design of ,a study, any valid
procedure for discovering relationships which- exist, may
be useful. Further, the simplest graph or descriptive.
device ; be used to communicate trends which may
have .en a researcher many complex analyses to discover!

In planning research; a number of technical issues arise
which must be resolved before a study cart be completed.
FOr some of the issues the arguments may. semi
while for others tiOna 1 procedures may seem' inap-
propriate. Some of them have solutions.

Hypotheths Researche-s are 'often able to design studies elegantly
but will assert that they have no idea what effects to ex-
pect, i.e. no hypotheses. if one -discusses the, study with
them informally, they may admit that they really believe
the new approach to be better than the old. that their
results Will be essentially the same as anothet investigator's
in a different situation. These are hypotheses. Hypotheses
are Informed best. guesses as to the anticipated experi-
mental outcomes. Frequently a .problem yields competing
hypotheses, each of which would suggest a different out-
come: They too should be stated and tested as competing

xplanations,27 By so doing, both statistical and logical
confirmation power are preserved. To confirm a hypothesis
is to twice support an assumption, once logically and once
empirically. And .nothing is lost; no amount of exploration
or estimation is precluded by testing specific prior beliefs.

27 Platt, op. cit.
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Comparing Instructional approaches with specific goals must be ex-
Instructional amined by goal-specific analysis techniques. For example,

Approaches a "mastery-learning" approach is effective if variation
among pupils is decreased, with no sacrifice of mean
achievement level. To evaluate a mastery approach,
within-class variances must be estimated and compared.
Many instructional approaches provide effective experi-
ences for all children regardless of ability or intelligence.
These approaches are effective if they yield lower cor-
relations of ability and learning, than comparison methods.
Here correlations must be compared across treatments.
In both examples, contrasting means across instructional
approaches is only a partial and secondary analysis.

Much attention has been given to the measurement of
change." Individual gain scores are notoriously unreliable.
When focus is upon individual achievement, "true gain
scores" should be estimated." However mean gain scores
for a group of pupils are likely to be much more reliable.
Since mean change is basic to much educational process,
simple and regressed change scores should be employed
whenever they logically reflect the criterion of concern.

Comparative vs. Experimental studies or "true experiments" are con-
experimental ducted when the independent variables are manipulated

studies and assigned to subjects by the researcher." Co Mpatative
studies involve the correlation of measures, or comparison
of groups which exist independently of the experimental
situation i.e. the comparison of intact groups) . Only in
an experimental situation can the outcomes be directly
attributed to the manipulated antecedents. Both ap-
proaches are needed in education.

There are frequent calls for more experimentation;31 yet
there are situations in which experiments raise critical

28 L. J. Cronbach and L. Furby. "How we should measure "change"
or should we?" Psychological Bulletin, 1970, 74, 68-80; Bock, op. cit.;
E. F. O'Connor. "Extending classical test theory to the measurement of
change," Review of Educational Research, 1972, 42, 73-97.

29 L. R. Tucker, F. Damarin and S. Messick. "A base free measure of
change," Psychometrika, 1966, 31, 457-473.

'° D. T. Campbell and J. C. Stanley. Experimental and quasi-experi-
mental desiins for research. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966.

31 J. C. Stanley. "Quasi-experimentation in educational settings," The
School Review, 1967, 75, 343-352.
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questions that can only be resolved through the compar-
ative approach. For example, _Rosenthal and Jacobson
experimentally manipulated teachers' expectations for pupil
performance.32 The results observed were gains in both
pupil achievement and ability levels. Much skepticism
was evoked among researchers, that so small and experi-
mental treatment could have so large an effect. Teachers'
expectations are reinforced on a daily basis by observa-
tions and interactions with the pupils. These experiences
would tend to counteract a small-scale artificial manipu-
lation. Thus teachers' expectations and their effects can
only be studied in their natural setting and monitored
regularly for their interactions with pupil performance.

The mode of statistical analysis does not define whether
a study Is experimental or comparative, nor does it deter-
mine whether cause-effect relationships may be estab-
lished. Analysis-of-variance techniques may be employed
whenever group means are to be compared, whether the
groups are naturally or experimentally constituted. Cor-
relations may in fact represent causation, if the independent
variable is manipulated and assigned to subjects by the
experimenter.

Measurement When measured data are collected they should not be
scales dichotomized, trichotomized or otherwise partitioned into

a smaller number of score categories. For example, if
measured scores range from one hundred down to zero,
(100 99 ... 68 67 1 66 65 ... 35 34 1 33 32 ... 2 1 0) , we
might be inclined to split into the highs, lows, and the
remainder, at scores of 33 to 66. To do so is to treat a
score of 67 as essentially the same as a score of 100, but
as different from 66. With statistical tools such as the
multivariate general linear model, all measures may be
analyzed in the scale in which they occv.r.33

Unit of When an instructional approach is applied to an entire
analysis class or any defined group of pupils under one set of con-

ditions, the class or group is the analysis unit, not the indi-

.2 op. cit.
''An exception to this rule may arise in the study of extreme groups:

c.f., F. I. Harrison. "Opportunity as it is related to home background
and school performance," The School Review, 1969, 77, 144-151.
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victual pupil." In group settings pupils are not independent
observations. If one child raises a particularly cogent
point, most or all of the pupils reap the benefits. If the
teacher is absent for one lesson, all the pupils .suffer. To
have only a single experimental group threatens the ex-
ternal validity of the study.. Multiple groups, meeting at
various times of day, and each with a different teacher,
are necessary. Either the class mean or standard deviation,
or means`.of subgroups within a class, are the appropriate
analySis units. Each class contributes only a small number
of independent observations to the analysis.

Selection of It is deceptively simple to become method-oriented.
a method "We could do a case study," "I ran the XYZ computer

program, but it didn't tell me what I wanted to know,"
"Statistics don't tell us anything about education." These
statements and many more like them reflect an important
logical reversal. All of our methods of research and analy-
sis are tools which can be applied when needed. Perhaps
the best educational program for our students is exposure
to the maximum variety of research techniques. More
important, however, is continued experience in the analysis
of educational problems! Each must be evaluated in
deciding. what techniques may be useful, or indeed
whether and how empirical research can contribute to its
solution.

SUMMARY In the first sections of this paper I discussed some direc-
COMMENTS ,tions in which I feel we should move, in research and

evaluation in the language areas. I have considered "eval-
uation" in a broad sense, and Int:,Th of the discussion is on
a general level. I hope that the ideas expressed are not
so complex that one cannot give them serious consideration
in one's own research activities. I feel very strongly that
they are necessary directions in assessing both the scientific
significance' as well as the "relevance" of our work. I would
suggest for example, that the general paradigm presented

"' J. Rallis. "Tile appropriate experimental unit." Educational Leader-
ship, December, 1967. 263-266; Stanley. op. cit.; D. E. Wiley and R. D.
Bock. "Quasi-experimentation in educational settings: Comment,- The
School Review, 1967. 75. 53--:(ifi.
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does not describe a theoretical and undefin_. situation.
Instead its components can be seen and measured in many
forms, in the inner-city school, in the open-plan classroom,
and indeed in a child's OWII bedroom.

I have chosen not to discuss the technical issues of
measurement. It is certainly an important topic, expecially
when we attempt to gather data on multiple aspects of
the educational environment. I refer readers instead to
an outstanding new book which depicts many of the mea-
surement alternatives that are being employed.85 I assume
that you will be sufficiently innovative to gather multiple
reliable measures of the objects and events of your concern.
Instead I have attempted to describe some of the newer
techniques for data analysis. These are particularly rele-
vant to the analysis of data collected under a multiple
input-multiple response model of education.'t6

M. Brandt. Studying behavior in natural settings (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972) .

"I am grateful to Professors Paul Lohnes and Forest Harrison for their
helpful comments.
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One of the benefits expected from educational research is
unimpeachable evidence for or against the usefulness of
this or that school practice. Research. helped to eliminate
the study of Latin from the high school, disclosed that
the average man uses only about 10,000 words in his cor-
respondence, makes only certain kinds of grammatical
and spelling errors, does only certain kinds of arithmetic
problems. Since the cult of efficiency has never lacked for
devotees in American education, this kind of research was
praised for removing alleged deadwood from the curric-
ulum and bringing schools to that happy state in which
only that would be studied which has a very good chance
of being used in life. To cap it all, Edward M. Thorndike's
theory of transfer by identical elements made it plausible
to practice only those processes which would be replicated
in nonschool tasks. For Thorndike, the best transfer was
no transfer.

However, this plausible doctrine and no-nonsense strat-
egy have never convinced the proponents of general
education or, for that matter, the advocates of the theoret-
ical foundations of professional training. Nonetheless, the
school was jockeyed into the awkward position of having
to demonstrate that something learned formally in school
(input) functions in life or the nonschool situation (out-

put) . The current to-do about overqualifirItion of people
for jobs and the high rate of unemployment among recent
240
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college graduates has rendered the need for such a demon-
stration critical. Indeed, colleges have already responded by
trying to make School. as much like life (relevant) as possible
by making the life task itself the subject of instruction. This
strategy merely increases the skepticism about the need
of higher education. CBS last May presented an hour pro-
gram titled: "Higher Education: Who Needs It?" The an-
swer the viewer was led to infer was: "Not many."

Clearly the rationale for the -academic enterprise rests on
C. H. Judd's rather than Thorndike's theory of transfer.
Judd argued that transfer occurs when a given situation
is interpreted in the light of some theory or principle from
which it is directly or indirectly deducible. Hence if one
learns the right principles, he will be able to transfer
their import to a wide variety of life situations. On this
view, general or liberal education is highly generalizable
schooling. However, if the particular situation or problem
or task can be solved by a procedure that can be imitated
or performed according to a rule, knowledge of the gen-
eralization is unnecessary. Thus one need not know the
theory of oxidation to put out a fire with a chemical ex-
tinguisher; one merely needs practice with a fire extin-
guisher.

The current enthusiasm for performance-based teacher
education, the detheorization of professional curricula in
many fields, the revolt against the honored place of theory
and the kind of minds at home with theory are all bolstered
by, if not founded on, this contingent relation between the
doing of X and knowing why one does X in a given way.
Since knowing how to do X covers the standard cases,
society can get along with small cadres of professionals
who know why (for the nonstandard cases) and large
contingents of paraprofessionals and technicians (practice
people) who are guided by rules and technologies de-
vised for them by the theory people.

Where does this line of argument leave general education
and the language arts as part of general education? Gen-
eral education seems to be a needless luxury, and the
language arts must be trimmed to what the average man
uses in his average communication behavior. No doubt
research would show us that for ordinary discourse the
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level of language usage need not be high by any standard.
Popular language has ready-made phrases wherewith to
express ready-made resoonses; slang provides spice, and
the electronic visual media provide the picture that sur-
passes a thousand words. Why people think that it is
important for Johnny to read well, on this line of reasoning,
is a mysteryunless, of course, the reasoning is faulty.

"STANDARD After examining the language uses by educated and
ENGLISH" noneducated groups, Fries came to several striking con-

clusions more than 30 years ago:
1. He rejected the uotion of a "correct" English usage

and substituted for it ideal "standard English." He ex-
plained that standard English historically is a "local [Lon-
don] dialect, which was used to carry on the major affairs
of English life and which gained thereby social prestige."'
In our own country standard English is used in the conduct
of the important affairs of our people, but Fries acids: "It
is also the type of English used by the socially acceptable
of most of our communities and insofar as that is true, it
has become a social or class dialect in the United States."2

2. Fries notes:

In the matter of the English language it is clear that anyone
who cannot use the language habits in which the major
affairs of the country are conducted, the language habits of
the socially acceptable of most of our communities, would
have a serious handicap . . . The schools, therefore, have
assumed the burden of training every boy and girl, no
matter what his original social background and native
speech, to use "standard English," this particUlar social or
class dialect.

Some people, according to Fries, believe this to be an
impossible task and "the almost unanimous condemnation
of the results of their efforts convinces us that either the
schools have not conceived their task adequately or they
have chosen the wrong materials to accomplish it."3

C. Fries. American English Grammar (New York: D. Appleton Cen-
tury, 1940, p, 12) .,

Ibid., p. 13.
Ibid., p. 14.
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3. In its materials, also, this study seems very clearly to show
the point of primary attack in a program of English language
for the schools should be in striving to develop a knowledge
of practice in using the wick r:vources of the language. Over
and over again in the preceding chapters it appeared that
the differences be: veen the language of the educated and
that of those with little education did not lie primarily in
the fact that the former.used one set of forms and the latter
an entirely different set. In fact, in most cases, the actual
deviation of the language of the uneducated from Standard
English grammar seemed much less than is usually assumed,
and in practically all instances was in the direction of greater
conservatism. Vulgar English uses many forms that were
common in the older stages of the language and that Stan-
dard English has given up.'

4. The most striking difference between the language of the
two groups lay in the fact that Vulgar English seems essen-
tially poverty stricken. It uses less of the resources of the
language, and a few forms are used very frequently. Get,
for example, in its many senses appears in both Standard
and the Vulgar English materials, but it is employt.d ten
times as frequently in the Vulgar English letters as ut. those
of Standard Englit:h . . In vocabulary and in grammar the
mark of the language of the uneducated is its poverty'. The
user of Vulgar English seems less sensitive in his impressions,
less keen in his reaiizations, and more incomplete in his
representations. It would seem to be sound inference from
the results of our study that perhaps the major emphasis
in a program of language study that is to be effective should
be in providing a language experience that is directed toward
acquaintance with and practice in the rich and varied re-
sources of the language. Here again observation of actual
usage seems the most important method, and the tools of
observation absolutely essential.'

Granting that standard English is the language used by
a social class in our society, does it follow, as Fries con-
cludes, that the 'public schools ought to teach it to every
boy and girl, regardless of his or her social origin? And
if this goal has been accepted, why does Fries say that the
schools have been remarkably unsuccessful in this effort?

' Pp. 2g7-2Sg.
"Mid., P.288.
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Non-re- The first question does not lend itself to research inas-
searchable much as it involves complex value issues. About the only

and Re- empirical data that are relevant to it are the opinions about
searchable whether one should "force" standard English on those to
Questions whom it is almost like a foreign language, or at least a

strange dialect- of their native tongue. Some militant blacks,
for example, see no compelling re.:son for black children
to learn standard English; the ghetto version of En-
glish is richly expressive in its own right. If this ghetto
dialect works to the detriment of these Children com-
peting in a middle-class society, the militants reply: "Let's
change the society." If the data bear out these conjectures,
then Fries' goal of language instructionthe public school's
goals, in factmay be up for revision, because the argu-
ments that Fries thought persuasive would no longer hold.

The second question does invite research. Might it be
the case that schooling has less effect on language usage
than the home or the peer group or the general environ-
ment? Might it be the case that only if work and nonschOol
life reinforce standard English does it become the modal
usage of the individual? Does the child of poverty speak
one form of English in the classroom and another on the
playground or at home? To what extent does the language
dialect used on television affect usage in adult or late adoles-
cent life? Most important of all, does mastery of standard
English improve communication or change the quality of
individual life?

If the choice between standard English and other dialects
is merely a matter of cultural convention and does not
really affect the quality of life of the user, then the cir-
cumstance that the important affairs of the community are
couched in standard English is of secondary importance.
If the difference is merely that of linguistic style, there can
be translation of important events in many linguistic
media. The case would be otherwise, however, if lin-
guistic usage were somehow tied up with the cognitive
repertoire of the speaker or reader. "Gross National Prod-
uct," for example, is a concept that compresses a complex
of other concepts. Does it have a counterpart in unedu-
cated language use? The difficulty with nonstandard En-
glish is not that it lacks the linguistic apparatus for naming
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concepts, but rather that it may lack the concepts them-
selves. If the nonstandard dialects are characteristic of
subcultures that do not form the concepts in which the
important affairs of the culture are couched, then we are
arguing about something more than names. Can we test
this hypothesis? Does the correct use of certain concepts
in science, economics, history, literature require the use
of standard English (or the educated uses of any other
language, for that matter) or does the pupil translate
these concepts into his own dialect without loss of signif-
icance or precision? The defense of the educated use of
languageand therewith of general educationdepends on
the answers to such questions.

Linguistic Let us turn now to another finding of the Fries study
Poverty quoted above. He remarks that the difference between

the educated and vulgar use of the language is not so much
a difference of grammatical precision or communicative
efficacy as of richness or poverty of linguistic resources.
But what is the value of richness if it does not necessarily
improve communication? I have already suggested that
if the poverty of language is accompanied by a poverty
of concept the communicative efficiency may be impaired.
But there is another consequence of linguistic poverty,
viz., that it may denote a poverty of associative resources
and therewith a diminished power to generate meaningful
connotations in response to linguistic signals. Thus the
reading of literature in general and poetry in particular
would be directly affected by linguistic poverty, but the
cognitive uses of language are also affected by the volume
of what Herbart called "the appuceptive mass." Both
art and science depend on the imaginative powers of the
mind, and although language is unable to label all that
the imagination can conjure up, it is by far the best cat-
alogue of experience we have. Poverty of linguistic re-
sources may betoken a poverty of thought and feeling as
well.

But can research support our intuitions in these matters?
Yes, if it turns its attention to the uses of schooling in non-
school situations and especially in the adult use of school-
ing. But unlike the surveys of the Twenties that sought
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to make average usage a norm for instruction, we need
to bring out the differences between the educated and
the uneducated uses of schooling. We cannot conscien-
tiously urge that all of our young people exert the effort
to become educated, if it makes little or no difference in
the quality of their thought and feeling in the vocational,
civic, and personal dimensions of their experience.

Much of the research on the uses of schooling in non.
school life has been vitiated by the supposition that a school
input (language or history or mathematics) is used (a) by
reinstating on cne the elements of what has been learned.
This can be called the replicative use of schooling. Or
(1)) by applying some principle to solve a problem. It is
assumed that if the study of mathematics in school was
successful, the person can survey a plot of land or cal-
culate his income tax correctly or do statistical analysis.

I have argued elsewhere" that schooling as used in life
(apart from our vocational ,. specialties) for the most part

is neither replicative nor applicative. Given a nonschool
task T, we do not, as a rule, reinstate a school learning L
which is a part of T, nor do we reinstate a generalization G
from which we deduce a solution to T. If replication is

used as a criterion for the efficacy of schooling, then ni.ist
of schooling was a waste of time because tests for retention
of specific items of school learnings give disappointing
.results. If application of theory is a criterion, schooling
is also a waste of time, for only when we are very familiar
with a domain of -phenomena and only when we possess
the technical skill to deal with them can we be said to be
applying knowledge.

I would argueand I would hope research will confirm
that as far as general education is concerned, two other
uses of schooling are the functional ones: the associative-

"H. S. Bawdy, B. O. Smi.t3i, and J. R. Burnett. Democmey and Ex-
cellence in Educalion (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964) ; II. S. Broudy.
The life uses of schooling as a field for research," Philosophical

Redirections of Educational Research, 71st Yearbook, 1V,S.S.E. Pt. I.
1972. 219-239.
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and the interpretive. Briefly, the associative use of school-
ing reinstates in nonschool situations those meanings, images,
and words that for one reason or another can be associated
with the stimulus. The interpretive use of schooling sup-
plies the appropriate context and concepts for categorizing
and analyzing a given nonschool task. If empirical research
supports this hypothesis, then we might begin to fashion
a more plausible rationale for general education, because
we could then claim that until these (associative and inter-
pretive) uses of schooling are taken adequately into
account, it is at least premature to dismiss general education
as useless. The dogma of behavioral objectives sees to it
that they are not taken adequately into account.'

There are two points to be argued here. One is that the
associative and interpretive uses do in fact occur; another
is that they are important. Let me coAiment on the second
point briefly. The quality of response, and indeed of all
individual life, can be assayed rougnly by the richness of
the imaginative perception that goes; into it, on . the one
hand, and by the relevance and cogency of reasoning
on the other. As to why opulence of imagination and
cogency of thought are valuable, one would think not
much would have to be said, but in view of the virulence
of the attack on general education, some explicit defense
is in order. The argument is simply that in a technologically
dominated society about the only avenues to sanity, not to
speak of individuality and authenticity, are (a) new
forms of behavior suggested by creative imagination, and
(b) commitment based on rationa appraisal of the forms

so suggested.8 If this is what general education promises
and no other sort of schooling does promise itthen the
school will have justified its mission, if research shows
that in fact the input is so used.

H. S. Broudy, "Can research escape the dogma of behavioral
obiectives?" Schcol Review, 1970, 20, 43-55.

'This is not the place to elaborate this thesis, but by new forms I
mean, for example, the behavioral styles that the new woman may
adopt or the behavioral forms that will come to be regarded as appro-
priate for the enactment of such virtues as chastity, courage, temperance,
patriotism, and the like.
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So much then for general considerations. As for the
curriculum in language arts and literature, perhaps it
wookl be advisable to .examine the inputs in terms of the
replicative, associative, interpretive, and applicational uses
one mib!lt. expect the adult to make of them. This is of
some importance, because items that are to be used pretty
much as learned, spelling, for example, have to be over-
learned. This would be true also of some other language
skills, but how many of these are there, and to what level
of retention do we need to develop them? Granted that
one does not learn to write well by memorizing the rules
of grammar, does it follow that being able to replicate
some rules might not help? To take an example from
another field: memorizing the rule for the expansion of
a binomial does not help the student to understand why
the rule works, but insofar as computation is concerned,
the rule helps enormously, even if learned and used by
rote. Rote learning anl the drill that produces overlearning
are not regarded as high-grade intellectual functions, and
it is fashionable to denigrate them, but as every specialist
in a field knows, once the rationale bezCiud a rule is under-
stood, it is not necessary or economical to repeat the demon-
stration every time one needs to use the rule. It would
help considerably for research to arrive at some reliable
estimate as to just how much of this overlearning of rules,
forms, and other constants in language use it is profitable
to supply. This knowledge would permit us to avoid the
Scylla of relying on rote memory altogether and the
Charybdis of hoping the student will intuit rules from his
own trials and errors.

There are also some facts about literature that are used
replicatively. Although the names . of works, authors,
places, the classification of ayles and periods are not on
the same plane as appreci :don of literary works, they
cannot be dispensed with entirely. The question is not
so much whether or not some of these facts about literature
should be taught for replication, but rather how many
and for what length of retention. Times change rapidly
enough so that it is not amiss to check periodically the
replicative use of such items by the educated adult pop-
ulation.
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The study of formal grammar is a fair example of knowl-
edge that is usually justified by its applicative use. If one
knows the rule or principle of declension, for example, one
will apply it to the proper use of nominative and accusative
or dative forms of nouns and pronouns. The logic of gram-
mar would enable the person to test for the appropriateness
of dependent clauses, references of pronouns, and the like.9

A SMALL By and large, however, one has to make the case for the
SURVEY OF study of composition and literature on the associative
RESEARCH and interpretive uses. We need research to tell us how

work in these areas affects the response of the adult in
reading, discussing, and thinking about what he reads
and discusses.

Yet in scanning Henry C. Meckel's chapter on research
on teaching composition in Handbook of Research on
Teaching,1° I find the following section headings: Methods
of Teaching Composition, Interrelationship Among Lan-
guage Skills, Composition Skill and Maturity, The Relation
of Grammar to Composition Skill, with the following
subheadings: knowledge of grammatical terminology and
ability to parse, the utility of diagramming, grammar
and punctuation, determination of critical items of usage,
faults in sentence structure, the efficiency of methods, the
transfer value of grammar. Other section headings in-
clude The Relation of Structure to the Expression of
Ideas, The Effects of Practice, The Composition Assign-
ment, Marking and Evaluating Student Writing, Prepara-
tion of Composition Teachers. .

I do not know how representative this list is of research
on the teaching of composition, but it seems not to stress
the associative or the interpretive uses of the language
arts in nonschool situations, although the transfer value
of grammar might be an exception.

Under the general rubric of research on the teaching of

° Apropos of which I can report that the most discernible effect on a
group of college girls of a course in formal logic that I once gave was
reported by their instructor in English composition. Presumably, part
of poor writing may be due to poor thinking.

"N. L. Gage (ed.) . .Vandbook of Research on Teaching (Chicago,
Rand McNally, 1963) .
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literature we find: The Objectives of Instruction, Reading
Interist Studies, Extensive and Intensive Teaching of
Literature, Surveys of General Classroom Practice, Re-
sponses to Literature, The Discussion Method, Factors in
Comprehension of Literature, and Promising Research Areas.

As. far as objectives are concerned, the associative and
interpretive uses are uppermost. Thus in one reorganiza-
tion of the secondary English curriculum the objectives
included the intent to

. . broaden, deepen, and enrich the imaginative life of the
student"

. . raise the level of appreciation and enjoyment in reading"
. provide intellectual and spiritual stimulation"

. . encourage the development of intellectual faculties:
sensitivity, imagination, thinking, and interpretation."'

The nearest approach to my concern was in the section
called Response to Literature. But here too the data were
largely gathered through questionnaires given to students,12
and although some generalizations regarding the response
were attempted, for the most part the investigators were
overwhelmed by the number of variables involved and
the variability of the responses. Perhaps the study cited
which is closest to the approach I have in mind is I. A.
Richard's Practical Criticism: A Study in Literary Judg-
ment (1930) in which he examined the interpretation of
poetry by Cambridge students. Richards calls attention
to the "misleading effects of the reader's memories of some
personal scene or adventure; of erratic associations and
stereotyped responses; of confusion caused by doctrinal
dispositions of the reader, especially when his beliefs
conflicted with those presented in a poem; and of the

n J. F. Hosic (Compiler) . Reorganization of English in secondary
schools. (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, Bureau
of Education Bulletin, 1917, No. 2).

'= Lou LaBrant's survey of the effect of teaching literature on the life
habits of students is an exception. That study showed that the method
used (highly individualized reading) had a lasting effect on reading
habits. L. L. LaBrant. "The use of communication media," In M.
Willis, The Guinea Pigs after 20 Years (Columbus: Ohio State Univ.
Press, 1961) , Ch. 8.
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effect of general critical misconceptions and technical
judgments.""

Research Research into the adult uses of school learnings in the
Into Adult language :zits is a highly complex affair, and I doubt that

Uses of we are ready to do sophisticated studies with highly con-
School trolled samples on single variables. The research I have

Learnings in mind is an exploratory approach to more refined studies.
As a rough working hypothesis I would argue that for any
molar problem, i.e., for any societal or existential problem,
to becor .e intelligible, the reader must construct contexts
that are appropriate to it. Thus the problem of environ-
mental pollution can be discussed in the political, tech-
nical, economic, and aesthetic moral contexts. Linguistic
materials on these problems presuppose that the reader
can supply the categorial and evaluative schema; hence
the author alludes to these schema without making them
explicit. Can the reader fulfill these expectations?

I would, therefore, begin with linguistic materials at
various levels of sophistication: the ordinary daily news-
paper, news magazines, the New York Times, scholarly
magazines, books, etc. Subjects with varying amounts of
formal schooling might be asked to read and respond to
these materials with a view to finding out the associative
and interpretive resources they bring to these materials.
We might, if lucky, discover some clues for relating the
responses to the amount and kind of schooling, alum it may
well be that the blocks to understanding will tell us as
much as the successful trials.

As rough illustrations of what I have in mind, consider
the following reading task:

Charles Lyell frequently explained natural phenomena as due
to "creation" and, of course, a carefully thought-out creation.
The fact that the brain of the human embryo successively
passes through stages resembling the brains of fish, reptile, and
lower mammal discloses in a "highly interesting manner, the
unity of the plan that runs through the org tnization of the
whole series of vertebrated animals; but they land no support
whatever to the notion of a gradual transmutation u. one species

13 I. A. Richards. Practiced criticism: A study in literary judgment.
(New York: Harcourt Brace. 1930) . c.f. Gage, p. !.197.
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into another; least of all of the passage, in the course of many
generations, from an animal of a more simple to one of more
complex structure." "

One would be hard put to recall the specific courses or
textbooks or lectures in which one learned the concepts
used in this article. How well would one do on an end-
of-course exam on biology or intellectual history? One
high school graduate who did not go to college but who
had read widely could make out the sense of the passage,
although she did not know who Lyell was and had not
known that the brain of the embryo goes through the stages
described. She had some notion of what "transmutation
of one species into another" meant, although she probably
could not define "species" precisely. She "knew" that
the doctrine being discussed had something to do with
evolution, but she could not recall the details of the theory.
One would expect a college graduate to provide some-
what more ample contexts for the passage and a chap who
quit school at 1.he end of the eighth glade a much more
fuzzy one, but it is doubtful that the passage would make
any sense at all to anyone who had quit school at the end
of the fourth grade.

And yet one must not rush into this latter conclusion.
The resources of informal education are so great today
that it is conceivable that a curious, intelligent adult who
had quit school very early in the game could have.furnished
his mind well enough to construe the passage, and it would
be interesting to compare the associative and interpretive
resources of such a person with those who had had greater
amounts of formal schooling. It is on these sorts of uses
and life situations that we badly need research.

Turn now CO another passage, one taken from Time
magazine for June 19, 19'72. Time is not a highbrow maga-
zine, but apparently its readers are expected to cope with
materials of this level- of sophistication.

According to theory, a supernova occurs after a giant star
substantially more massive than the sunhas exhausted its

"E. Mayr, "The nature of the dominion revolution," Science, 1972,
176, 983.
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thermonuclear fuel. The star's distended gases begin to collapse
toward its center of gravity, crush together and reheat to in-
credible temperatures of 100 billion degrees, and then explode
in a fiery outburst as bright as a billion suns. Left at the center
of the supernova is a tiny (about ten miles across) star con-
sisting of tightly packed neutrons, or a smaller "black hole"
a star so dense that its tremendous gravity prevents even light
from escaping. The 1967 discovery of pulsars, since identified
as neutron stars, seemed to support this explanation of how
stars die. Now, observations of Kowal's supernova may help to
con firm it.

The lady on whom I tested the first passage could do
nothing with this one. She had never studied astronomy
and she could not even approximate the concepts that
were being employed.

My subject did better on the following excerpt, also
taken from the same issue of Time. Her wide reading and
experiential familiarity with economic transactions left her
with a few conceptual gaps, but she could construct a con-
text sufficiently correct to make sense and correct sense
out of the passage.

Most members of Time's board feel more confident than before
that the G.N.P. will rise by 5100 billion or so, to some 51,146

'billion. "We.have lots of headroom and a good head of steam,"
said the University of Minnesota's Walter Heller. Alan Green-
span, chairman of Townsend-Greenspan economic consultants,
reckons that corporate profits after taxes will climb 17% this
year. Sales volume is running considerably higher than last year
in most industries, he explained, and cost-cutting programs
started during the recession are now beginning to pay off. In
addition, consumers are doing a lot of "up-trading"moving up
from low-priced autos, for example, to higher-priced, and more
profitable, models. The Price Commission is concentrating its
scrutiny on larger companies, so their profit increases will tend
to be somewhat lower than Greenspan's 17% average, and the
gains of small firms somewhat higher. Said Joseph Pechman,
director of economic studies at the Brookings Institution: "We
are witnessing a very, very strong recovery of profits. In general,
business will be doing quite well in the next year or year and
a half."

Once more it is important to see the response that persons
with greater and small amounts of formal schooling would
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give us; what blocks to understanding they would en-
counter; what definite !earnings they could trace to this
or that course they once took in school.

I am not suggesting that research has to start from scratch.
Some of the relevant variables have been studied, and
they could be used to devise instruments for research on
adult responses to literature.'5 Such research might keep
an eye out for the way in which adult readers construct
or fail to construct the appropriate contexts when reading
a work of poetry or prose. Especially important, it seems
to me, is the distinction, recognized in a number of the
researches, between the intellectual, or what might be
called the categorical response, and the response in terms
of feeling and imagination. The latter, it seems to me,
because of its richness and lack of structure is more likely
to be overlooked or avoided in systematic research, and
yet aesthetically and practically, it may be the most im-
portant response, even more important than the cognitive
one.

However, before turning to some examples of the imagic
associative type of response one might note that literature
is itself a source of imagic and valuational associations
that could be used in the response to reading matter other
than literary. Aside from the mathematical language of
science, almost all linguistiC products depend on large
auras of meaning that are not precisely referential or log-
ically simple. The scrutiny to which carefully composed
political documents are subjected is sufficient proof of this.
How much of the response to the linguistic products of
everyday life are conditioned by or influenced by the study
of literature in school? How much of this influence remains,
even though the reader no longer can recollect the details

25 C. W. Harris. "Measurement of comprehension of literature." Sch.
Rev., 1948, 56, 280-289, 332-343; J. R. Squire. The responses of adoles-
cents to literature involving selected experiences of personal development.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Univ. of California, Berkeley, 1956;
F. B. Davis. "Fundamental factors in comprehension in reading," Psy-
chometrika, 1944, 9, 186; H. C. Meckel. An exploratory study of responses
of adolescents to situations in a novel. Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, Univ. of Chicago, 1946.
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of the literature he studied? How many of us, for example,
respond to materials about Great Britain in terms of the
English literature we studied in school? In my own ex-
perience, I am afraid that had my first view of the Forum
in Rome or the Lake country in England not conformed
to my images of these places as formed by my school
studies, I would have rejected the reality as spuriot.s, not
the images. There will be no opportunity in this paper to
go into this aspect of the study of literature in any detail,
and there is a defensible ambivalence about using literature
as an aid to the social studies. I would agree that to use
literature as a source of information about places, events,
and characters of history is not the prime justification for
such study. Nevertheless, the way in which the poet or
novelist perceived his times, the way he personified the
values of his time in images is a legitimate resource for
the educated response to social problems and the materials
dealing with them.

'magic T o return to the problem of constructing appropriate
Contents imagic contexts for the reading of literature. For example,

the following stanza from William Butler Yeats' "Sailing
to 'Byzantium"

An aged man is but a paltry thing,
A tattered coat upon a stick, unless
Soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing
For :very tatter in its mortal dress

depends for its effect and understanding on images with
many layers of meaning. "A tattered coat upon a stick,"
"Soul clap its hands and sing," "mortal dress" are figures
of ,speech, not to speak of the odd hypothesis that if soul
clap its hands and sing, an aged man is more than a tat-
tered coat upon a stick. Naming the figures is not enough;
paraphrasing them gets closer, but not close enough. It
is a matter of the extent of the imagic store; of the type of
imagery the person favors; of the fluidity of the images.

In this connection we could do with explorationsat
first on individual case studiesof synaesthesia. How much
visual imagery, for example, is needed for the Yeats sam-
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ple? How much for Gerard Manley Hopkins' ("Pied
Beauty ")

Glory be to God for dappled things
For skies of couple-colour as a brindled cow;

or Archibald McLeish's ("Ars Poetica")

A poem should be palpable and mute
As a globed fruit

Would the related study of the various arts increase the
imagic store? Would it make a richer imagery available for
literary stimuli?

What happens to an image over time as it is stored in
experience? John Livingstone Lowes says that 30 years
-after reading Oliver Wendell Holmes' Autocrat at the Break-
fast Table, he recalled a passage from it:

Put an idea in your intelligence and leave it there an hour, a
day, a year without ever having occasion to refer to it. When,
at last, you return to it, you do not find it as it was when
acquired. It has domiciliated itself, so to speak, . . . entered
into relation with the whole fabric of your mind.

But when Lowes recalled this passage, it was in the form
of something "germinating and expanding . . . with white
and spreading tentacles, like the plant which sprouts be-
neath a stone."N

I have in previous years done informal experiments with
the imagery evoked by words of Latin origin. Although
some college students who had studied Latin did not cite
the image of "breathing across" in response to the word
"transpire" or "breathe with" in response to "conspire,"
I have never encountered a student who had not studied
Latin who named these images as responses. If English
poetry relies on imagery based on Latin (elephant endorsed
with towers) , then throwing out the study of Latin because
it did not transfer to the growth of English vocabulary should
have been ac:ompanied by discontinuing Milton's poetry.

In the same vein we could do with some systematic
studies on the relation between the images presupposed

'" J. L. Lowes. The Road to Xanadu: A Study in the 1-Vays of the
Imagination (New York, Houghton Mifflin, 1927) .
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by literary works that have their origin in the Bible or
Greek and Latin mythology.

Although imagery is a prime factor in the associative uses
of schooling, it is not the only one. Suppose we come across
the expression "Elizabethan drama." This phrase is a place
holder, so to speak, for a host of associations: Queen
Elizabeth, Henry VIII, a ruffed collar, Mary Queen of
7:ots, Shakespeare, knights, battles, the Tower of London,
executioners, etc. Some of these associations are imagic,
to be sure, but they may include clusters of ideas from
history, social theory, and religion. "Henry VIII" would
be hard to surpass as a freight train of associations: historic,
erotic, religious, and political.

We have had little good to say about storing the mind
with stufffacts, figures, words, definitions, rulesbut be-
fore thinking can get under way, raw material roughly
classified is needed. How many of the responses to adult
situations (reading, discussion) betray a sheer poverty of
associations? And how often is the poverty of the cognitive
kind (ignorance of a relevant fact or generalization) and
how often is it moral or aesthetic poverty (inability to
retrieve an example, a character, a situation from literature
or another art) ? One would be much surprised if. adults
with differing amounts of formal schooling did not reveal
differences in their storage and retrieval potentialities.

Research is needed to throw light on the hypothesis that
for the interpretive and associative uses of schooling, re-
tention of the learned material in the form in which it
was learned is not essential, an hypothesis that runs counter
to the dogma or slogan "Down with nonbehavioral ob-
jectives."17

The replicative use of schooling does suppose that what
was learned will be used as learned, hence a simple recall
test of materials studied in school gives a fair measure of
the probable replicative use. But, if, as has been pointed
out, retention of the content of a subject diminishes with
time, then the inference will be drawn that this content
can be neither applied nor used associatively or interpre-

" H. S. Broudy, Can research," op cit.
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tively. Because the application of knowledge requires an
intimate familiarity with a domain of phenomena, I would
hesitate to press to claim that one can apply chemical prin-
ciples or facts which one cannot now recall.

I have discussed elsewhere the role that Michael Polanyi's
notion of tacit knowing might play in explaining how we
know what we can't tell." It is suggested that a school input
interacts with other inputs so that the subject has at his
disposal schemata (cognitive, evaluational, and imagic) by
which he interprets a task. The input, e.g., the facts and
principles of chemistry, or the lines of a poem, or an episode
in history, when learned, was the direct target of learning
and knowing. Later these learnings became clues to under-
standing a task; the task is the target and the chemistry
facts and principles are clues which are meaningful only
as they help make sense of fhe task as a whole. At this stage
one knows the chemistry facts tacitly, peripherally, not
centrally and focally. If we concentrate attention on the
facts, they become central again, but their relevance to the
task becomes peripheral. Attention switches can make any
content tacit or focal, but no content can be both tacit and
focal at the same time and in the same way.

Gestalt psychology gives a fair amount of evidence that
this conjecture is worth entertaining, but we lack knowl-
edge as to how school inputs functiOn tacitly in nonschool
situations; we do not know what concepts, what facts,
what rules can best serve as clues to interpretive use. And
this is our problem in choosing material for the curriculum
of general education. For on this view, general education
is the interiorization of that set of clues which in time pro-
vide schemata for interpreting the widest possible array
of life situations. At the moment I know of no way of
getting at these processes other than by comparing adults
with varying amounts of formal schooling on their responses
to a wide variety of reading materials; to locate the blocks
to interpretation, and to hypothesize about the kind of
school input that would have removed these blocks. For
this purpose real materials at various levels of sophistication
should be used, and the subjects should be allowed to

" H. S. Broody, The life uses," op. cit.
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verbalize freely either by interview or in discussion. An
analysis of tapes or essays may reveal more in the initial
stage than objective tests of comprehension or attempts
to translate the responses into objectively observable be-
haviors.

SUMMARY It should be clear that the style of research proposed
here is simply a variation of the Thorndike type of inquiry
into life uses of schooling. However, it differs from it in
several ways: One difference is that the goal of the research
is not to set norms for schooling based on the usage of the
"average" man, but rather to find out the difference in
use by people with various amounts of formal schooling.
Another difference is that the research would emphasize
the interpretive and associative uses of schooling in gen-
eral and language in particular, rather than the replicative
and applicative uses. Finally, it would not begin with the
dogma that schooling functions in life by being replicated
as learned, but would try to tease out what happens to
these learnings in the course of time. Is it perhaps the
case that so far as interpretive and associative uses are
concerned, school learning works best if no longer retained
as learnedthat perhaps selective forgetting is a necessary
condition for creating the interpretive schemata by which
we achieve the understanding of our experience?



Some Types of Research on
Response to Literature

'GUNNAR HANSSON
Gothenburg University

It is now exactly 20 years since I started fumbling around
in the field of research which we now call "response to
literature." At that time I was virtually alone in Sweden
and in Scandinavia working in this field. There was no
research to start out from; there were no set problems to
develop; and very few of the pertinent international books
and research reports had found their way into the Scan-
dinavian university libraries.

So after having worked a couple of years in Sweden, I
went to the United States in 1955 to catch up with what
had been clone in this country. After all, one of the pio-
neers, I. A. Richards, had been teaching and working in
the United States for many years, and his ideas had proved
exceedingly fruitful among the New Critics, as well as in
people's thinking of literature and appreciation of literature
on the whole.1 Therefore it was something of a disappoint-
ment when I discovered that even in tl-e United States very
little research related to "response to literature had been
clone." But I spent an unusually stimulating year here, read
yards of interesting books in Harvard University Library,
and even made some investigations among school and uni-
versity students. Unfortunately there was never "world
enough and time" to work these things out properly and
write them down in a report.

During the last 10-15 years things have started happen-
ing, however: In Scandinavia, in the United States, in En-

A. Richards. Practical Criticism, London Harcourt 1929.
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gland, and in several other countries a lively and deeply
interesting research activity is suddenly under way. How
it all came about and why it seemingly started more or less
at the same time in so many places may be difficult to ex-
plain. But the activity is there. In Sweden a number of
studies have been completed in this field, and several stu-
dents and teachers are now working with investigations of
various kinds. The same can be said about the other Scan-
dinavian countries, although perhaps to a lesser extent
than in Sweden.

What I shall try to do here is to illustrate some different
kinds of research on the teaching and appreciation of lit-
erature which have been carried out or are being carried
out mainly in Sweden. Since my main objective is to illus-
trate different types of aims, methods, and results, the
examples have been chosen irrespective of whether the in-
vestigations have been published or not, and also irrespec-
tive of whether they are on a large or small scale. What is
important is to illustrate methods and ways of handling
problems, and I hope some of these methods and ways can
be fruitfully applied in planning other and perhaps larger
investigations in new pedagogical contexts. Several of the
investigations I mention have been presented in printed or
mimeographed reports. I shall not refer to any names or
titles, however, since my main objective is to illustrate the
design of the investigations, the problems they try to deal
with, and the types of results and conclusions that can be
drawn. I shall start with some investigations which deal
in general with response to literature, then present some
studies of the effects of teaching literature, and finally dis-
cuss some efforts to study problems of evaluation in the
teaching of literature.

RESPONSE The so-called "protocol" method, where readers are asked
TO to describe their interpretations, experiences and evalua-

LITERATURE dons in written reports, is a well-known and often used
method. I. A. Richards used it for his famous books in the
1920's and later, and I used it in my first Swedish investiga-
tions in the 1950's. In Richards' Practical Criticism all the
readers were university students, who studied the poems
under the same external conditions. In my first Swedish
investigations this simple design was modified in three.
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respects.' Four different categories of readers participated:
1) university students studying literature 2) university stu-
dents studying psychology 3) college students (age 18)
4) first year pupils at a "people's high school" (adult
continuation school, most students age 18-1a) . These four
categories of readers were divided into two or three groups,
studying the same poems but under different conditions.
Finally attempts were made to influence the individual in-
terpretations and experiences of the poems by group dis-
cussions or by letting the readers study different kinds of
literary criticism (appreciative or critical reviews, biograph-
ical information, historical background, analyses of the
meaning and structure of the poem) . Only one poem was
handed out at a time. The readers were allowed to keep
it for a week; then they were asked to comment freely
upon it in writing. When the first series of protocols had
been collected, either a group discussion took place or the
readers were given a written analysis or commentary on
the poem to be kept for another week. Then they were
asked to write a new protocal and describe if and how their
first interpretations and opinions of the poem had been
influenced.

This designwhich is also very simple, of course
made it possible to present and discuss the students' re-
sponses in several dimensions. Thus wide variation in the
ability to recreate the poems in rich and personally in-
volved experiences could be demonstrated among the read-
ers, not only between individuals but also, and in some
respects especially, between different groups and categories.
These differences seemed to be related to factors such as
education, general maturity, social background, reading hab-
its, knowledge of literary conventions, critical procedure
and principles of evaluation. Some differences were fairly
regularly discernible in the protocols from male and fe-
male readers.

The attempts to influence the readers' experiences of
the poems by means of reviews, analyses and group dis-
cussions gave rather limited results. Most of the readers

2G. Hansson. Dikten och litsaren. Studier over diktupplevelsen [with
Summary in English]. (Stockholm 1959) ; (2nd edition, Stockholm 1970
[No Summary in English]) .
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could acid some details and nuances to their experiences,
but more radical changes were few and not always for the
better. The results could here be summed up in four main
tendencies: the intellectual understanding of a poem could
often be enriched and diversified, while the emotional
qualities of the experience remained more or less un-
changed; shallow and impersonal experiences could be in-
fluenced if the reader was not wholly indifferent to the
poem; strongly personal experiences were not open to out-
side influences except for details; well-founded. and well-
defined critical opinions were hard to change. From an
individual point of view, the richest and most personal
experiences proved to be the most fragile and susceptible to
influences: highly sensitive readers often reacted strongly
against factual interpretations, biographical and historical
background information, and detailed structural analyses
of the texts.

Individual There is nothing sensational in the demonstration of,
Differences for instance, individual and group differences in responses

in Response to literature. I. A. Richards shocked the literary world
when, almost 50 years ago, he effectively demonstrated how
large these differences were among "England's best edu-
cated students." We are not shocked; but we tend to for-
get. People who claim to work "objectively" with literary
texts tend to train themselves and others to forget about
differences in interpretations and responses. Even teachers
are trained to forget about them. And new generations of
readers bring new differences to the texts. Therefore, there
is still an urgent need for simple descriptive studies, dem-
onstrating to the teachers, and to those who teach the
teachers, what happens when groups of young people re-
spond to literature. Our knowledge in this field is still
deplorably limited.

The The protocol method has the immediate advantage of
Protocol giving interesting and easily available information. When
Method the protocols have been worked through, quoted in illus-

trative parts and presented in a narrative context, they pro-
vide knowledge that is often appreciated by teachers and
other persons interested in literature. The knowledge de-
rived from the protocols seems to correspond to their own
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way of thinking, talking and writing about literature, and
the information they get about the responses and opinions
of their students is aLo of a kind which they find useful for
their work in the classroom. Thus the protocols provide
information which is both varied and close to reality. It is
a useful and important method, especially in the early stages
when we are working towards general surveys of the re-
search area, and when we are trying to state hypotheses
and define problems which can fruitfully be
more refined methods.

Anyone who makes use of such protocols
alize their limitations, however. They raise
methodological difficulties. They are often incomparable
entities which have to be put into all kinds of Procrustean
beds before they can be placed and handled on a common
basis. The way to present such protocols in a research
monograph will have to be more of an epic description
than of a synthetic report of facts. The information that can
be derived from these protocols is also very closely de-
pendent on the students' ability to verbalize their experi-
ences and opinions. This ability is in turn closely depen-
dent on their knowledge of a language and a terminology
for literary analysis and description which they may or
may not have acquired at school or in the society where
they have been brought up. What we find in the protocols
is thus in an eminent sense of the term an "expressed re-
sponse": it is by no means the response itself but an ac-
quired way of describing and communicating some aspects
of the literary experience that has actually been there.

The expressed response is certainly a legitimate and im-
portant target for our research efforts. If the "protocol" -
method is combined with the excellent classification system
which Alan Purves has presented in his Elements of Writ-,
ing about a Literary Work, or with some similar system
based on the principles of content analysis, at least part of
the information in the protocols can be handled more sys-
tematically.3 Yet we cannot get round the fact that the
protocols will give us more information of what the stu-
dents have learnt to describe and express in words than of

attacked with

will soon re-
a number of

3A. C. Purves and V. Ripperc. Elements of writing about a literary
work (Champaign, Ill. NCTE; 1968) .
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what they have actually found in the texts when studying
them. If we want to get closer to the actual response, we
shall have to look for other methods.

The One way of getting closer to the response might be to
Semantic use verbal scales of the kind that Charles Osgood and his

Differential colleagues have worked out for their "semantic differen- .

tial."4 The method is now well known and has been used
in hundreds of investigations on both linguistic and other
kinds of material. To illustrate its application to problems
in response to literature, T shall briefly outline the design of
a study where the standardized scales of the "semantic
differential" were not used but where basic ideas were de-
rived from Osgood's work.5

The study deals with a Swedish poem of the beginning
of the 19th century, a subtle and not easily interpreted poem
of the romantic period. There has been extensive discussion
among scholars and critics about the meaning and proper
interpretation of this poem. In this debate there are many
statements that clearly refer to historical circumstances:
the history of ideas, motifs and style, the author's life, and
the like. Statements of that kind are not at all dealt with
in the study. On the other hand there are many statements
that explicitly or implicitly refer to the response of some-
body who now reads the poem, statements like the follow-
ing: "Stanza two is the most tragic," "The compassion is
most moving in the last two lines," "The suggested tension
in the first lines is held in suspense and then reaches its
climax in the last three lines."

When we are confronted with .statements like these we
canand we must, if we want to understand them fully
ask questions: Who feels like that when reading the text?
Who is responding like that? And when we have started
asking such questions, we can easily go on: Do stu-
dents in elementary school respond like that? Do col -
lege students respond like that? Do literary critics and
scholars unanimously respond like that? These questions,

'C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci and P. II. Tannenbaum. The Measurement
of Meaning (Urbana, 111. University of Illinois Press 1957) .

C. }Iansson. Dikt i profil. (Goteborg Akadcmiforlagct- Gumperts 1964) .
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which are not mocking but represent serious interpreta-
tions of incomplete, elliptic statements about the poem,
can then be stated as a series of hypothetical statements
about the responses of specific groups of readers. The
original statements were certainly not intended as such hy-
pothetical statements, but for research purposes (and per-
haps also for purposes of intellectual clarity) we have in-
terpreted them, completed the ellipses, and reformulated
them as hypotheses.

When we have a number of such hypotheses, we can
construct a series of verbal scales intended to register the
meaning or response qualities which the hypothetical
statements are referring to. If we present the scales to
specific groups of readers and ask them to mark their judg-
ments on the scales, our results will show whether the
readers responded to the text in a way which confirms the
hypotheses or not. For most literary texts it would prob-
ably take a large number of scales to represent all qualities
for which we could find or develop hypotheses; but we
can choose among them, picking out for instance those that
are crucial in the critical debate, or most important in a
pedagogical context.

Response This is what was done in the Swedish study which I am
Scales referring to. In all, 25 bipolar 7-point scales were con-

structed, of the following type:

TRAGIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 HAPPY

Other scales included Hopeful-Hopeless, Cold-Warm, Re-.
strained-Passionate, Simple-Complex, Quiet-Loud, Fast-Slow.
The poem was divided into 12 parts, each consisting of 2
lines which, apart from their contextual relations, were com-
plete meaning-carrying units. Three group of readers took
part: experts (scholarg or teachers of literature) , university
students studying literature, and skilled workers with only 7
years of compulsory education in their childhood. All per-
sons participating had to judge each one of the 12 parts of
the poem on the whole set of 25 scales, and finally also the
whole poem. Figure 1 shows means and distributions for the
three groups of readers on three of the scales.
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Figure 1
Means and distributions for three groups of readers on

three scales:
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Whole Poem

On the whole there is a striking similarity in the dia-
grams for the three groups of readers. Since the poem is
difficult to interpret and the qualities judged by the readers
are subtle and not easily accessible, there is no doubt that
marked differences would have been found in written pro-
tocols, if this method had been used. One conclusion
that can be drawn is that the passive ability of the less edu-
cated readers to notice and judge linguistic, literary and
experiential qualities is much more developed than their
active ability to verbalize their interpretations and experi-
ences in a written statement. We might also say that the
readers were given in the scales an instrument by which
they could make distinctions in their responses and in their
use of language when reading the poem. With this in-
strument the less educated readers could make more or
less the same judgments as the more educated readers
could. There is one exception to-thisi-however. On scales
that register formal qualities, like Simple-Complex (see dia-
gram no. 4 in Figure 1), Fast-Slow, Vibrant-Static, the less
educated readers have not been able to make as diversified
judgments as the more educated. The differences in this
respect can easily be explained. The judgment of such
formal qualities presupposes not only ability to give mean-
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ings to words and sentences but also practice in literary
analysis and knowledge of critical terminology. These things
are important in school and university courses, and form a
kind of expert knowledge, but in society at large they are of
secondary importance.

The confirming or refuting of the hypotheses derived
from statements made by scholars and critics was not a
main objective in this study. But it is evident that the
judgments on the scales could be used to demonstrate
whether there had been present in the responses of the
readers such qualities as the scholars and critics had at-
tributed to the text. In the next stage it could be demon-
strated whether there had been such relations between
qualities as certain critics and. scholars had suggested. Thus
the data could be analyzed to demonstrate structural rela-
tions in the responses and interpretations of the readers.

Another conclusion that can be drawn from this and
other similar studies is that for literary and probably most
other aesthetic investigations, unipolar scales are more use-
ful than bipolar ones. The main reason for this is that bi-
polar scales presuppose either-or: either tragic or happy,
either cold or warm. But many literary works and other
aesthetic objects demand both - and in the response: both
tragic and happy, both cold and warm at the same time, or
at least in the same response. Instead of excluding each
other, different qualities are often put together in sharp
contrasts. Therefore, to avoid forcing a reader to choose
between two opposites on a bipolar scale, we should often
include two unipolar scales, one for cold and another for
warm, for instance.

Scales From studies of this kind there are other paths leading
as into the practical teaching of literature. The task of putting

Teaching marks on the scales has often proved highly stimulating
Devices and motivating to the students, especially perhaps to stu-

dents who are not otherwise particularly interested in the
study of literature. When they have made their marks on
the scales, they have at their disposal a linguistic material
which they have produced and observed and structured
on their own. They are often eager to discuss this material,
both to make their own markings clear and to know why
their friends have made other markings. This linguistic
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material is not handed over to them by the teacher, or by
the textbook, or by their "better" friends: each one of them
has produced his own material. This is a very fruitful
teaching situation, which can be made use of in many dif-
ferent ways. Generally, it can be used as a starting point
for an active, student-centered training of basic linguistic
abilities, which -are a prerequisite for the appreciation of
literature. In a classroom discussion, for instance, where the
students are of different opinions as to the meaning of some
words or the interpretation of a stanza, two or three "hy-
potheses" can be formulated on the spur of the moment.
A few scales can be constructed, and a small investigation
can be improvised in the classroom. The results will show
how all members of the class have judged the meaning
qualities that were at issue, and they have all contributed
to the clarification of a problem of interpretation.

A teacher recently described in an article one way-and
in his own opinion a successful way-of using verbal scales
in practical teaching.6 His pedagogical aim for a two-hour
lesson was to demonstrate to his students how the indi-
vidual and his personal problems had been the central
theme in Swedish poetry after the Second World War and
up to about 1965, and how this private, psychological ori-
entation had been replaced by a more collective, society-
oriented, political consciousness. All teachers know how
little effect they may expect in the classroom if they stand
up and tell the students about such a change in the lit-
erary climate, and then hopefully ask them to make use Of
this information when reading a number of texts from
the period. This teacher constructed seven bipolar scales
with 5 points on each. One of the poles represented the
early 60's, the other the late 60's, e.g. Complicated-Uncom-
plicated, Extroverted-Introverted, Abstract-Concrete, Authen-
tic- Fictitious, The students were asked to apply these scales to
a number of poems, some from the early 60's others from the
late 60's. When the markings had been collected in simple
statistical tables and the poems had been dated by the
teacher, the students themselves had found out and dem-

° R. Yrlid. "Diktanalys med tvapolsskalor. Ett tillampningsforsok,"
Svensklararen 1972:2, p. 18-21.
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onstrated significant differences between the two groups
of poems.

This design was used in practical teaching, but it could
easily be turned into a research design by formulating the
pedagogical aim as a research problem or as a series of
hypotheses to be tested empirically. It is important, not
to say necessary, that investigations of this kind are gov-
erned by hypotheses or distinct problems. If we just start
using the "semantic differential" or some other set of scales
in the field of response to literature, hoping that something
will come out of it, we shall probably not make much prog-
ress. The "semantic differential" is explicitly intended to
measure general semantic dimensions, and it seems to be
an excellent instrument for this purpose. But such general
dimensions do not help us much in the teaching of appre-
ciation of literature. What we need are hypotheses and
distinct problems which are derived from crucial and re-
curring teaching situations, and then we need scales which
measure in the dimensions outlined by such hypotheses
and problems. There are many ways of getting down to
crucial problems: one way is to ask teachers about their
experiences and expectations in teaching. I shall illustrate
this by outlining the design of a study that has been carried
out in Sweden.?

Scaled For this study were chosen four texts which are very
and often studied in the Swedish schools. In the first stage a ques-

Written tionnaire was sent out to a sample of teachers, asking them
Responses to describe in detail their teaching practice when studying

these particular texts in class: what kind of problems (his-.
tory of literature, author's life genre, style, etc.) they tried
to deal with in the study of the texts, how they generally
introduced and carried through as analysis of the texts,
what they expected from the students, what in their ex-
perience was easy or difficult for the students to master
in the analysis and study of the four texts. The statements
made by the teachers were used for the formulation of

B. Hansson, "Stildenter, gyrimasister, realskoleelever och grundskole-
clever tolkar och N,:irderar Edith Sodergrans clikt 'Landet som icke iir',"
Mimeo, Goteborg 1971. B. Hansson, "En upplggning av undervisning
orn litterffr viirdering for gymnasieskolan," Mimeo, Goteborg 1971.
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hypotheses and problems, and thus for the choice of di-
mensions in which to construct the scales.

In all, 14 scales were used for each text in this study.
Four of the scales were common to all four texts: they
were chosen so as to register qualities which, according
to statements by the teachers, were relevant and important
to the study of all four texts. Six of the scales were chosen
so as to be relevant to one of the texts; thus there were four
different sets of these six scales. The remaining four scales
were intended to register qualities which the teachers had
not mentioned as relevant in the study of the particular
text. Besides applying the set of 14 scales, the students had
to write "protocols" in which they formulated their opinion
on one or two problems of interpretation or characteriza-
tion. These problems had also been chosen on the basis of
statements made by the teachers. Finally the students were
asked to evaluate the texts and to give as many reasons as
they could for their evaluations. Three groups of students,
representing three stages in the education system, took
part in the study: grade 9 in the compulsory school (age
16) , grade 2 in the "gymnasium" (age 18) , and university
students studying literature (age 20-25) . All three groups
were given exactly the same assignments.

The main result was the same as has already been illus-
trated in Figure 1: a striking and certainly not expected
similarity between the three groups in the means and dis-
tributions of the markings on the scales. But in this case
there were conspicuous differences in the written proto-
cols from the three groups: in the amount (number of
words and sentences) of what they had written, in their
ability to use descriptive and expressive language to com-
municate what they had found in the texts, and in the con-
tent of their interpretations. The differences in their
interpretations can be illustrated by Table 1, where inter-

Table 1
Interpretation

A B C Mis.

Compulsory 32% 22% 22% 24%

Gymnasium 70% 16% 5% 9%

University 70% 9% 1% 20%
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pretation A represents the "expected" interpretation, and
B and C are two variant interpretations often proposed
by the students.

We can see in the table that the students in the compul-
sory school arrived at three different interpretations (apart
from a group of miscellaneous interpretations), and that
they divided themselves fairly evenly among these three.
Two of these interpretations were then gradually aban-
doned by the students in the gymnasium, and at the uni-
versity. When these differences in the verbalized interpre-
tations are contrasted with the similarities in the markings
on the verbal scales, we can of course suggest. several ex-
planations. One might be that the scales were too simple
or too crude for the students: they did not discriminate
properly. I do not think that is a plausible explanation;
but to be certain we need more research. Another explana-
tion, which to me seems more plausible, would be that
the 16-year-old students in the compulsory school have the
basic linguistic ability to give meanings to the words of
the text and to make distinctions between meaning qualities
structured by the text. What they lack to a certain extent
is the ability to organize these meanings and qualities into
a coherent whole which they can put into words and com-
municate as an interpretation or an analysis of the text.
This latter ability needs training; and that is what is being
done in the higher stages of the educational system.

Studies of what happens during ;r:. period of literature
teaching are few, at least in Scandinavia. The literature
teacher hopes to achieve a number of positive effects, but
we know very little of what he really achieves, either, in
his students' appreciation of particular texts or in their at-
titudes to literature on the whole. The few studies that
have been made have all demonstrated positive effects, but
at the same time all of them have pointed out some
clearly negative effects which every literature teacher would
certainly like to avoid, if possible. It is evident, for instance,
that many students strongly oppose being given solid, de-
tailed historical or biographical background information to
poems or other works for which they have a personal liking.
Many students also react, sometimes passionately, against
advanced technical analyses of a kind which especially
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the new critics have cultivated. In a country like the United
States it would be a worthwhile subject for -research to
demonstrate the pedagogical effects of these kinds of anal-
ysis, which evidently have been and still are much favoured
in higher education.

Conflicting The literature teacher has various aims in his teaching:
Aims in to give his students knowledge of individual works and

Teaching authors and of the history of literature, to develop their
ability to understand and appreciate literature on their
own, to implant positive attitudes to reading on the whole,
to encourage them to go on reading after they have left
school. These and other aims may conflict with each other
in a teaching situation, and then the teacher may have to
sacrifice something to achieve something else. Every teacher
knows the situation from his own experiences; but what
happens in the class, and why does it happen?

What kind of answers we can expect to such questions
may be illustrated by a small study where one group of
students studied, analyzed and discussed a short story in
class, while another group were just given a few written
statements about the author and then studied the story
individually.8 The students' attitudes to the story and its
author, their understanding of the story on a fairly ele-
mentary linguistic level, and their interpretations on a more
literary level were registered. What happened was that
the students who analyzed and discussed the story in class
acquired a more uniform understanding of the text and
reached more uniform interpretations. So far the teaching
could beTsaid to'have led them in the "expected" direction.
But at the same time the attitude of these students had
grown more negative, and they felt less keen on reading
more texts by the same author than did the students who
not had been taught in class. These two pedagogical ef-
fects were produced in the same teaching situation. A
more unified interpretation of a text can be a desired ef-
fect: not in itself, I would say, but if the students' ability
to interpret texts has been forwarded in a way which the
school, the teacher, or the students themselves later on will
find useful. The negative attitudes are certainly not de-

8 G. Hansson. "Med undervisning och utan," Svenshleirarfareningens
Arsthrift 1970, p. 45-60.
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sired, and the question is whether we can defend having
them included in the bargain.

Effects of In later studie, the effects of different ways of teaching
Teaching literature have been compared. I shall briefly outline the
Methods design of one of them.° This study focused on two texts

from the 1890's, an interesting period in the history of
Swedish literature; when realism and naturalism were re-
placed by a romantic and aesthetic movement. Three
groups of students took part. One group just- read the
two texts individually but did not analyze or discuss them
at all in elaSs. In the second group the teacher introduced
the two texts by informing the students of the historical
background and of the intentions and aesthetic aims of the
authors. The analyses and discussions of the texts were
then carried out in the framework of this background
knowledge. In the third group there was no introduction
of this kind but a free discussion, where the students could
ask questions and raise problems which they wanted to
discuss or be informed about after having read the texts.
The teacher acted as a chairman in the discussions, but
he did not raise any problems or provide any information
unless the students asked for it. There were four classes
in each of the three groups.

In the first stage the students just read the two texts a
few times, and immediately afterwards they answered a
number of attitude questions: their attitudes to the texts
and to having them further analyzed and discussed in
class. Then followed the teaching in the two experimental
groups. Since teaching literature undoubtedly to some
and perhaps to a largeextent is dependent on the teach-
er's personality and other individual qualities, four teach-
ers had agreed to play two different roles in two otherwise
comparable classes: in one class they taught "historically,"
in the other they conducted a free discussion. It may be
difficult for a teacher to play two different roles without any
bias on one Hite or the other, but to a large extent the ef-
fect of th teachers' personal qualities was probably con-
trolled that way. After the teaching the students had to

°A. Fredholm, "Gymnasistcrs litter5ra v5rderingskriterier, "Sven
skliirarforeningens ,Irsskrift 1970, p. 61-100.
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answer a number of questions intended to register 1) their
knowledge of some facts about the period and the authors;
2) their understanding of the texts; 3) their response to
more subtle and literary aspects of the texts; 4) their at-
titudes to reading more texts by the same authors; and
5) changes in their response and attitudes because of the
teaching.

Comparisons between the two experimental groups and
the control group showed that both kinds of teaching were
effective and on the whole gave positive results. Compar-
isons between the two experimental groups showed that
the "historical" teaching in this case had been more ef-
fective. The students in these classes had acquired more
knowledge of the period and of the authors, and they
showed a "better" understanding of the texts, both on an
elemetary level and on a more subtle and literary level.
On the whole these students had also somewhat more posi-
tive attitudes to reading other texts by the same authors.

What The word "better" is of course problematic in this con-
is text: what is a "better" understanding, a "better" response

"better"? or a "better" interpretation? But these problems can be
handled in objective research. If we do not think of "better"
as right, or wrong, but as expected interpretations and re-
sponses, we can always define what the expected response
is, and why we expect it. Our expectations will vary with
different teaching goals and different teaching situations,
but if we know what we are aiming at, we can always de-
fine and defend them. If the teaching is built on historical
information, as was done here in one of the experimental
groups, we can for instance expect a particular response
because the historical information was intended to make
the students notice specific qualities in the text. If the
teaching aims at getting the students involved in a partic-
ular text, we can expect (and accept as "good") widely
different interpretations if only they are personally satis-
fying ,,to those who have proposed them. When the ex-
pected responses have been defined in this way, we can
for research -purposes easily make a numerical index, show-
ing how far the teaching we are studying has brought an
individual student or a group of students.
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Questions of evaluation are central in all response to
literature. It is hard to imagine a person reading a work
of literature without being full of evaluative reactions while
he is reading and without ending in an evaluative sum-
ming up of what he has read. His evaluation may be more
or less thought out, more or less supported by reasons, but
it will be there. In the teaching, questions of evaluation
have been badly neglected on all levels, however: in
schools and universities, and in the education of teachers.
In the Swedish curriculum plans, which are unified and
operable for all schools in the country, .problems of evalua-
tion have recently been introduced as a point to pay
special attention to in the teaching of literature. But that
is only very recently. Supposedly these problems have been
just as much neglected in the United States and most
other countries as they have been in Sweden. I have been
told that so-called "objective criticism" has held such strong
sway in the United States that questions of evaluation have
been practically banned from the teaching of literature in
most schools and universities, the reason being that evalua-
tions are regarded as purely subjective and therefore have
no place in objective teaching. And yet teachers and stu-
dents have certainly continued to evaluate and to argue,
at least silently, for their positive or negative opinions of
their reading.

As has often been pointed out, taste is at least partly
withdrawn from rational arguments. Taste can be trained,
it can be developed and refined by abundant reading and
certainly also by teaching, but taste itself cannot be taught.
The immediate feeling for what is valuable is probably
based in attitudes and dispositions which are central parts
Of the reader's personality and which can be changed only
through deep crises or long passages of time. But in a dif-
ferent sense de gustibus non est disputandem is all wrong:
just because taste is so different, it is more important here
than in most other areas that we train ourselves to state
our own reasons and to understand other people's reasons
for their evaluative opinions. When we state our reasons,
we are using rational principles of evaluation and critical
frames of reference. Such principles and frames of refer-
ence often operate within larger systems of ideasphilo-
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sophical, moral, political, religiousand within these sys-

tems different principles of evaluation can both be for-
mulated and put to rational tests. It is also possiblein
teaching, for -instanceto make an individual reader con-
scious of how his principles of evaluation function, and of
other principles which he may not be familiar with. It is
also possible to show him when and where some principles
are not logically coherent, when they are or are not appli-
cable, and when they lead to unacceptable consequences.

This area, the use of principles of evaluation and critical
frames of reference by teachers, students and other readers,
seems to me to be a very important area for our research
and teaching efforts. One of the main goals for the teach-
ing of literature should be the development of a critical
frame of reference in the students, thus enabling them to
make rational judgments of what they -are reading, to state
reasons for their own choices and evaluations, and to un-
derstand the reasons for other people's choices and
evaluations.

To do research and teaching with respect to literary
evaluations, we must have a fairly complete survey of the
criteria which are available in the society in which we
live and work. In Sweden there have been made or are
being made several studies aiming at such surveys of avail-
able criteria. Some of these studies are focusing on pc, -
agogical situations, others are focusing on the use of criteria
in literary criticism, both present-day criticism and earlier
criticism. I shall illustrate the kind of problems dealt with
by some studies focusing on pedagogical situations.

Varieties One study used seven literary texts of varying type and
Of quality." These texts were handed out to two different

Evaluation groups of students, who were asked to grade them on a
9-point scale ranging from 4 to +4, where 4 represented
one of the worst texts they had read and +4 one of the best
texts they had read. When the grading was completed,
the students in one group were asked to support their grad-
ings by choosing 5-10 criteria which they agreed with from
a list of 17 preformulated criteria. These 17 criteria cor-

10 L. Skaaret, "God" och "dalig" litteratur. Gymnasister och deras
liirare on tva beriittelser [with Summary in English]. Stockholm, 1971.
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respond to Alan Purves's "elements of evaluation" in his
Elements of Writing about a Literary Work, but they had
been simplified to match the students' ability to understand
the critical vocabulary. The students in the other group
wer' asked to write down the reasons they had to support
their gradings. These reasons were then classified accord-
ing to the same system of 17 criteria. Finally the students
were asked to grade the seven texts once more on a 9-
point scale.

Table 2 shows how many of the students in the two
groups used each of the 17 criteria one or, more times:

Table 2
Criterion no 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

free comments 12 25 19 27 11 3 3 22 4 13 27 16 27 8 22 27 15

preformulated 18 32 21 27 27 30 11 31 30 30 31 28 30 31 25 28 20

Several of the criteria were hardly used at all by the stu-
dents who in free comments stated the reasons to support
their gradings. Criterion no. 9, for instance, which is "the
author's intention," was used by only four students writing
free comments, while it was used by 30 students who were
given the preformulated criteria. Table 3 shows how many
different criteria each student in the groups mentioned:

Table 3
Number of diff. criteria 0 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 M

free comments 1 3 4 4 5 4 4 3 4 1 8.4

preformulated 4 4 15 5 3 1 14.1

Three students writing free comments mentioned 5 dif-
ferent criteria, four students mentioned 6 different criteria,
etc. On the average, students writing free comments men-
tioned 8.4 different criteria when evaluating the seven
texts while students using the preformulated list of criteria
mentioned 14.1.

Conclusions from a first small study of this kind will have
to be tentative; but they may point out fruitful paths to
follow, in research and in teaching. Some tentative con-
clusions might be that if students are asked to state in free
comments the reasons they have for value judgments which
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they have made, they. can use only a small number of dif-
ferent criteria. If they are made familiar with the whole
range of available criteria, they will support their judg-
ments by other kinds of reasons than those they generally
make use of. Their range of arguments is almost twice as
wide, which means that their judgments are much more
diversified. Many students evidently have a passive ability
and a willingness to use other criteria than the few they
are already familiar with.

Changes In this study a number of students who consistently
of graded the texts on or near the extremes on the scale were

Judgment compared with other students who consistently graded the
texts near the middle of the scale. Students who graded
near the middle of the scale, and then stated their reasons
in free comments, did not change their opinion at the sec-
ond grading of the texts: their vague and undecided judg-
ments had not been changed by continued study of the
texts. The students who marked near one of the extremes
and then wrote free comments did change their judg-
ments, however; they moved further out towards the ex-
tremes at the second grading. Continued study of the
texts while they searched for arguments made their already
definite judgments still more definite. The students work-
ing with the preformulated list of criteria showed just the
opposite tendency. The students who first graded the texts
near the middle of the scale, placed their markings further
out at the second grading. The list helped them to see new
aspects of the texts and thus make more definite judg-
ments. The students who first graded near the extremes
moderated their judgments by moving their markings to-
wards the middle of the scale. Also these students were
helped by the list to see new aspects of the texts, and evi-
dently they realized that their first judgments were some-
what one-sided or oversure, a situation which they now
'modified.

Students In another stage of this experiment the students were
and their asked to rank the preformulated criteria, first as to how
Teachers important they were in their own judgments of literature,

then as to how important the students thought they were
in the judgments made by experts, critics and teachers of
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literature. As can be seen in Figure 2, the differences were
considerable. The main tendency is clear. When the students
rank for themselves, the most important criteria are the emo-
tional impact of the work, the author's imagination, the moral
significance of the work, and the author's sincerity. All
these criteria, which pay attention to human qualities in
literature, 'tothe significance and import of the message
communicated by the works, are placed low down in the
supposed ranking by experts and teachers. Instead, a num-
ber of purely formal criteria, such as form and style, aes-
thetic order, and symbols and metaphors, are considered
to be very important in the judgments of experts and
teachers.

Results of this kind may make us wonder about the way
literature is taught at school, and what gives the students
their opinions of what is more or less important to their
teachers. The tendency I have illustrated is confirmed by

Figure 2
Rank
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(supposed by students)
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several independent studies: formal criteria such as form
and style, aesthetic order, and symbols and metaphors are
gradually gaining ground through the educational system,
while criteria like emotional impact and mimetic plausi-
bility are gradually losing ground. Do we have to start a
debate on "the dehumanization of art" once again?

In the studies I have just referred to the results showed
rankings of criteria of evaluation according to how impor-
tant they were considered by groups of students. But the
same tendency of "dehumanization" was apparent in a
longitudinal study, where results showed the actual use
of different criteria. In this study, which I have previously
mentioned (see page 271 above) , the students were asked
to write down the reasons for their value judgments. These
reasons were then classified according to the same classi-
fication system that has been used in the other studies I
have mentioned. Students from three different stages took
part in the study: last year in the compulsory school (age
16) , second year in the gymnasium (age 18) , and univer-
sity students studying literature (age 20-25) . On all three
stages three criteria made up 60-70 per cent of all criteria
mentioned by the students, but the three criteria were not
the same. Figure 3 shows the three criteria most often
mentioned by the students on the three stages:

Figure 3

Compulsory

Gymnasium

University

L emotional impact
2. moral significance
3. thematic importance

1. form and style
2. emotional impact
3. moral significance

1. form and style
2. emotional impact
3. symbols and metaphors

The formal qualities are gradually taking over as the edu-
cational system progresses towards producing experts, crit-
ics, teachers. Does this tendency coincide with the general
goals set up for the schools? Is this stressing of the formal
aspects of literature really supported by the attitudes and
opinions of the students and of their teachers? Would
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not systematic training of the students in the use of all
available criteria enable them to make more diversified
and better supported judgments, and thus make them more
successful readers?

The last question especially supports the case for ex-
perimental teaching, and for further research. Some recent
studies have shown that the number of criteria actually
used by studentsand by their teachersis often surpris-
ingly small. Many students and teachers do not use more
than three, four or five different criteria in their everyday
talking and writing about literature. These criteria can be
formulated in dozens of ways, but in an analysis they are
reduced to just a few types. ,

An A small preliminary study can illustrate how these prob-
Experimental lems may be attacked in teaching and in research." Two

Study comparable texts were chosen: text 1 was presented to one
group of students and text 2 to another group of students.
The texts were presented without title or name of the au-
thor. The two groups of students were equal in respect of
achievement and interest in literature. These students
were on a practical line of education, where much time
cannot be devoted to literary studies and where the teacher
cannot expect much interest in literature. The students
were asked to make a value judgment of the text they had
read and to state the reasons for their judgment. Then for
about a month a few minutes every now and then were d-,-
voted to informing the students of different principles of
evaluation and to training them in the use of various cri-
teria. When this kind of teaching was finished, the texts
were changed over so that the students who had read text
I now were given text 2, and vice versa. Judgments and
reasons for the evaluation of the new text were stated as
before.

On the first occasion the students used only 5 different
criteria. On the second occasion, i.e. after the teaching,
they could use 10 different criteria. In a short period of
fairly improvised teaching these students had acquired
and learned to use 5 new criteria: the author's intention,

"A. Fredholm, "En undersokning ay gymnasisters litterara yarderings-
normer," Mimeo, Goteborg 1971.
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the author's imagination, aesthetic order, citation of cri-
teria, and orginality. On the second occasion the evalua-
tions were more diversified in another way too: 9 students
as against only one on the first occasion supported their
judgments by referring to both positive and negative qual-
ities in the text. Also the average number of different cri-
teria used by each student increased considerably, from
1.4 to 3.2 in one group and from 0.9 to 2.5 in the other.

These figures are small, and perhaps insignificant in
many respects. But they point to development of responses
to literature in a direction which it should be a pleasure to
define as "expected."



An Experience Preserved:

The Video Tapes of the
Minnesota-NCTE Seminar

MICHAEL F. GRAVES
University of Minnesota

If one has read the invited papers collected in this vol-
ume, one has some idea of the input to the Minnesota-
NCTE Seminar on Research. Assuming further that one
has read Peter Rosenbaum's introduction to the collection,
one realizes that the papers constitute only part of the out-
put of the Seminar. To say this is in no way to minimize
the importance of the papers. Without them, there could
have been no Seminar. What took place was a conference,
not a rap session; and the conference could not have taken
place without the scholarship, insight, and direction pro-
vided by the papers.

But the sum total of the Seminar was in many ways
much more than the papers themselves. To begin with,
the papers were not read at the conference. Participants
received and read the papers in advance. At the Seminar,
the ideas presented in each paper were discussed by a
panel and the group as a whole in plenary sessions, further
considered by small working parties, and then praised,
damned, rehashed, and integrated with other views dur-
ing the nearly continuous interchange that took place
throughout the three days of the conference. The sum
total of the Seminar was, as Rosenbaum points out, an ex-
perience. And its potential for influencing research within
the profession lies very much in one's being able to partic-
pate in that experience.

To be sure, the week of November 20, 1972, has passed.
285
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One can no longer make reservations for that week in what
Rosenbaum seems to remember as that small, isolated
motel in the wilderness of St. Paul. But at least a part of the
experience still exists. Each of the seven plenary sessions,
a final discussion on the Seminar between James Squire
and Dwight Burton, and an overview of the entire con-
ference have been recorded on video tape.

Watching the tapes is not, of course, the same thing as
being at the Seminar. At the same time, the immediate
and direct rendering of reality is extremely forceful. The
"blips on the screen" are alive. Harry Broudy's eloquence,
which I am told regularly packs Illinois classrooms, is
not merely noted; it is present. So too is Ken Johnson's wit,
and the drama of Gunnar Hansson and James Britton de-
bating basic assumptions regarding literature and literary
response.

But there is more than this to the tapes. Watching the
tapes is in some way actually superior to having attended
the Seminar. Attention is focused. The "blips on the
screen," the fleeting but perhaps important comments are
preserved. Something not quite grasped can be replayed
and analyzed. The Talbert- Calfee exchange that Rosen-
bauni refers to as a :breakdown in communication" can
be seen in a fuller and perhaps quite different light. The
"need for interdisciplinary understanding" can be felt, but
so too can the difficulty and challenge of achieving such
understanding.

There is a good deal more that could be said about the
tapes. But perhaps the general picture is clear. Let, me
turn now to the task of giving a brief preview of each tape.

The Minnesota-NCTE Seminar on Research-
in English Education. 35 minutes.

This .composite tape includes highlights from throughout
the conference and is meant to serve as an overview of the
Seminar and an introduction to the tapes. This introduc-
tion explains the purpose of the Seminar, outlines the pro-
gram, identifies the consultants and their papers, and high-
lights the following major topics: the value of empirical
research, the need for interdisciplinary cooperation, new
instructional modes, graduate student training, and the
relevancy of research.
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Plenary Session One: -

"Research in English Education: The Troubled Dream."
By DWIGHT BURTON. 55 minutes.

Panel members are Mr. Burton, Walter Petty (partic-
ipating moderator), Janet Emig, and Herbert Simons. The
discussion focuses on what is right, what is wrong, and
what ought to be changed in the research in English Edu-
cation. Topics include the province of research in English
Education, the need for better coordination of research,
the possibilities of establishing research centers focusing
on particular areas, the quality of research in the field, and
the, quality of the research training graduate students
receive.

Plenary Session Two:
"Anthropological .Research Models."
By CAROL TALBERT. 60 minutes.

Panel members are Ms. Talbert, Roy O'Donnell (partic-
ipating moderator), Robert Calfee, and Kenneth Johnson.
The discussion focuses on the sorts of research and spirit
of research undertaken by anthropologists, the tension be-
tween naturalistic and empirical research, and the neces-
sity of educational researchers' knowing the "cultures"
within which they work. Topics include the meaning of
"ethnicity,'! the validity of generalizations based on dif-
ferent sorts ..)f evidence, the harm wrought by researchers
who have not known the "cultures" of the students with
whom they work, and the need for interdisciplinary
cooperation.

Plenary Session Three:
"Measurement and Evaluation."
By JEREMY FINN. 50 minutes.

Panel members are Mr. Finn, Doris Gunderson (par-
ticipating moderator), William Fagan, and James Hoetker.
The discussion centers around the sorts of research English
educators ought to be doing, the research methodology"
appropriate to educational problems, andthe training in
research provided for graduate students in education.
Topics include the necessity of researchers' having logical
conceptual bases for their work, the desirability of using
multivariate designs and analyses for educational data,
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and the need for graduate students in education to receive
thorough training in statistics and design.

Plenary Session Four:
"Some Types of Research on Response to Literature."
By GUNNAR HANSSON. 50 minutes.

Panel members are Mr. Hansson, Alan Purves (partic-
ipating moderator), James Britton, and Julie Jensen. The
discussion centers around three questions. What one
means by "response to literature?" 'What sorts of responses
English educators are interested in facilitating? and How
can responses be measured? Topics include the validity
of different models of appropriate responses, methods of
doing research in this area, and the appropriateness of
students' learning to respond to literature in the ways that
have generally been measured.

Plenary Session Five:
"Research into Imagic Association and Cognitive Interpretations."
By HARRY BROUDY. 25 minutes.

Panel members" are Mr. Broudy, Stanley Kegler (partic-
ipating moderator), Martha King, and Bernard Shapiro.
The discussion centers around the purposes and justifica-
tion of formal schooling, the possibilities for measuring
the effects of formal schooling, and the status of the knowl-
edge with -which education or any other 'discipline op-
erates. Topics include the current challenge to traditional
schooling, methods of measuring the impact of schooling,
and the task facing those who would hope to, justify formal
schooling In our present society.

Plenary Session Six:
"Computer ApplicationsA Dynamic. Medium for Creative Thought."
By ALAN KAY. 50 minutes.

Panel members are Mr. Kay, Thomas Barrett (partic-
ipatir? moderator), Peter .Rosenbaum, and rJaap Tuinman.
The discussion centers around a new computer -like, device
called the. Dynabook, the place,. of--such devices in the
schools, and what haS been learned from experimentation
with compuier-assisted instruction. Topics include the sort
of learning that can occur from students' manipulating 's'uch
devices, the impact of technology on education, and the
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possibilities of structuring peer teaching situations in such
a way that gains similar to those achieved with computer-
assisted instruction are realized.

Plenary Session Seven:
Geperal Discussion with Consultants. 50 minutes.

Panel members are Richard Braddock (participating
moderator) , Harry Broudy, Jeremy Finn, Gunnar Hansson,
Carol Talbert, and Sloan Williams. In this final plenary
session, the consultants and others reflect on the Seminar
and the ideas generated. In some cases, ideas presented
earlier are reinforced and --clarified. In others, ideas that
were accepted earlier are questioned and perhaps mod-
ified. Topics include the political realities of getting re-
search findings implemented and the question of whether
adult or -child models of competence ought to guide
research.

A Conveisation on the Seminar. 30 minutes.
In the final meeting of the Seminar, Dwight B_ urton and

James Squire talk about the conferencewhat happened,
what did not happen, how this conference differed from
previous ones, and what future conferences of this sort
may be like.. Topics include the relevance of research,
the need for evaluation and ranking of research, the train-
ing of graduate students as researchers,. the kinds of re-
search that need to be done, and the proper focus for re-
search on education.

By way of conclusion, -I will briefly mention some pos-
sible uses of ^i-le tapes. One possibility is for the entire set
of tapes to be used to .recreate the conference for graduate
seminars in research in English Education, After being told
about the Seminar and perhaps seeing the, composite tape,
students _would become Seminar participant They would
read a paper, attend the plenary session on the paper via
the tapes, and then form their own working parties to dis-
cuss implications of the paper and the plenary session for
their particular research interests. This process would be
repeated for each of the papers. Then students could as-
sess their own conclusions on the Seminar against the
comments made in the General Discussion with Consul-
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tants and the Burton and Squire Conversation on the
Seminar.

A second possibility is that several of the tapes could
serve as a focus for a two or three day conference on re-
search in English Education. Here, the coordinator of the
conference would select those tapes he considered most rel-
evant to the participants and run the conference somewhat
like the seminar described above.

A third possibility is that one or more of the tapes and
papers might be useful in various courses. To give just
two examples, Plenary Session Four: "Some Types of Re-
search on Response to Literature" should be particularly
useful in courses on the teaching of literature. And Ple-
nary Session Five: Research into 'magic Association and
Cognitive Interpretations" ought to prove extremely pro-
vocative to any one interested in the future of the public
schools.

I could go on, for every tape and various conjunctions
of them offer interesting possibilities. Let me conclude
by echoing again Rosenbaum's comment on the Seminar.
For those of us who attended, the Seminar was an experi-
ence. We hope the video tapes will afford others the op-
portunity to share that experience.
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